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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABI</td>
<td>Acquired brain injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Australian Bureau of Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Australian Capital Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFP</td>
<td>Australian Federal Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbaro</td>
<td><em>Barbaro v The Queen; Zirilli v The Queen</em> [2014] HCA 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCO</td>
<td>Community Correction Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Closed-circuit television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDPP</td>
<td>Commonwealth Department of Public Prosecutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIA</td>
<td><em>Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to Be Tried) Act 1997</em> (Vic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Crown Prosecution Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTH</td>
<td>Commonwealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPP</td>
<td>Director of Public Prosecutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERAs</td>
<td>Early Resolution Advocates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERU</td>
<td>Early Resolution Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV</td>
<td>Law Institute of Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacNeil-Brown</td>
<td><em>R v MacNeil-Brown</em> [2014] HCA 2 [at 47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>New South Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>Northern Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP</td>
<td>Office of Public Prosecutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAs</td>
<td>Principal Resolution Advocates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC</td>
<td>Queen’s Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Queensland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCFV</td>
<td>Royal Commission into Family Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 6AAA</td>
<td>Section 6AAA of the <em>Sentencing Act 1991</em> (Vic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>South Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAC  Sentencing Advisory Council
SC   Senior Counsel
TAS  Tasmania
TES  Total effective sentence
UK   United Kingdom
US   United States
VALS Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service
VIC  Victoria
VLA  Victoria Legal Aid
VLRC Victorian Law Reform Commission
WA   Western Australia
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### Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accused</td>
<td>A person charged with a criminal offence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreed summary of facts</td>
<td>The facts describing the circumstances of the offending conduct which will inform the court’s sentencing decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-identified case files</td>
<td>Details of 50 cases resolved by guilty plea (obtained from Victoria Legal Aid).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined or combination sentence</td>
<td>A sentence order that includes a period of imprisonment and a Community Correction Order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committal hearing</td>
<td>A pre-trial hearing in the Magistrates’ Court (either an oral hearing or it proceeds on paper) for indictable offences to test whether the Crown’s evidence is strong enough to support a conviction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committal mention</td>
<td>A pre-trial hearing in the Magistrates’ Court for indictable offences that provides a forum for parties to identify the key issues for resolution, as well as those matters not in dispute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Correction Order (CCO)</td>
<td>A sentencing order served in the community that may require the offender to undertake a series of activities such as unpaid community work, rehabilitation or treatment and supervision. CCOs can also include curfews and various restrictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown prosecutors</td>
<td>Crown prosecutors are responsible for conducting trials and advising on plea negotiations in serious offences heard in Victoria’s County and Supreme courts, and conducting criminal appeals in the County Court, the Court of Appeal and the High Court of Australia. Crown prosecutors are appointed by the Director of Public Prosecutions but are not direct employees of the Office of Public Prosecutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)</td>
<td>The head of Victoria’s public prosecutions service, responsible for instituting, preparing and conducting serious criminal matters in the High Court, Supreme Court and the County Court on behalf of the Crown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty plea</td>
<td>A guilty plea is an admission of the essential ingredients of the offence charged. When an accused pleads guilty, they forego their right to a trial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher courts</td>
<td>The County and Supreme courts of Victoria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indictable offences</td>
<td>Serious offences prosecuted in Victoria’s higher courts before a judge and jury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indictable offences triable summarily</strong></td>
<td>Certain serious offences that can be prosecuted in the summary stream (the Magistrates’ Court) subject to the consent of the accused and agreement by the court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indictable stream</strong></td>
<td>Cases proceeding in the County and Supreme courts of Victoria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandatory sentencing</strong></td>
<td>When Parliament sets a requirement that the courts sentence in a particular way, usually by specifying a fixed period of imprisonment or other sanction that must be imposed if an offender is found guilty (by trial or verdict) of specified offences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office of Public Prosecutions (OPP)</strong></td>
<td>The OPP is responsible for prosecuting serious offences in Victoria’s County and Supreme courts, and conducting criminal appeals in the County Court, the Court of Appeal and the High Court of Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPP solicitors</strong></td>
<td>Employees of the Office of Public Prosecutions responsible for instructing and preparing serious offences heard in Victoria’s County and Supreme courts, and assisting in criminal appeals conducted in the County Court, the Court of Appeal and the High Court of Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plea hearing</strong></td>
<td>A hearing conducted following a guilty finding (trial or plea) in which relevant material is presented to the judge or magistrate to inform the sentence to be imposed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plea negotiations</strong></td>
<td>A process in which the prosecution and defence consider, among other outcomes, the possibility of negotiating the charge(s) (number, severity and structure), case facts and/or the Crown’s sentencing submission in exchange for the accused entering a guilty plea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Police prosecutors</strong></td>
<td>Members of Victoria Police responsible for prosecuting offences heard in the Magistrates’ Court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presumptive sentencing</strong></td>
<td>When Parliament sets a requirement that the courts sentence in a particular way, usually by specifying a fixed period of imprisonment or other sanction that must be imposed if an offender is found guilty (by trial or verdict) of specified offences, but which may be departed from in exceptional or special circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative counts</strong></td>
<td>A way of presenting a course of conduct on an indictment. It allows an accused to plead guilty to one (or more) offence(s) that is representative of several offences against the same individual committed over a period of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rolled-up counts</strong></td>
<td>A way of presenting offences against the same statutory provision that occurred on different occasions as one charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section 6AAA</strong></td>
<td>A statement made by the court in sentencing – required under s 6AAA of the <em>Sentencing Act 1991</em> (Vic) – which outlines the sentence and non-parole period, if any, that it would have imposed on the offender, but for their guilty plea (in essence, the discount applied to their sentence in recognition of their guilty plea).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentence indication</strong></td>
<td>An indication given by the court of the likely sentence an accused would receive if they were to enter a guilty plea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentencing Advisory Council (SAC)</strong></td>
<td>An independent statutory body created by the <em>Sentencing Act 1991</em> (Vic) in 2004 that provides information on sentencing, conducts research, disseminates information and advises the Attorney-General on sentencing issues in Victoria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary case conference</strong></td>
<td>A required out-of-court communication that occurs before a contested hearing in the Magistrates’ Court between the prosecution and the defence, with the aim of managing the progression of the case smoothly, including resolving matters at an early stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary offences</strong></td>
<td>Offences prosecuted in the Magistrates’ Court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary stream</strong></td>
<td>Cases proceeding in the Magistrates’ Court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspender sentences</strong></td>
<td>A term of imprisonment that is suspended (that is, not activated) wholly or in part for a specified period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Victoria Legal Aid (VLA)</strong></td>
<td>An independent statutory body governed by the <em>Legal Aid Act 1978</em> (Vic) which provides free legal information and education to all Victorians, and provides legal advice and representation to people who meet certain eligibility criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

Research Aims

This report provides an empirical account of current plea negotiation practices in the state of Victoria, including documenting the frequency of plea negotiations, identifying the different forms of plea negotiation and common resolution outcomes, and discussing the processes involved in reaching an agreement.

The study involved the development of a dataset of negotiated guilty pleas through a comprehensive mixed qualitative and quantitative analysis of Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) de-identified case files that had resolved by guilty pleas; conducting qualitative, in-depth interviews with police prosecutors, Office of Public Prosecutions (OPP) solicitors, Crown prosecutors, defence practitioners (VLA employees and those in private practice) and judicial officers; as well as carrying out consultations with key legal stakeholders.

Results

This study found that between 87 and 100 per cent of guilty pleas entered at all levels of the Victorian courts are the result of a negotiated agreement between the prosecutor and the defence.

It identified 14 forms of plea negotiation across the interview and de-identified case file datasets, and found that it was not uncommon for several forms to be used in the one case. The most common forms of plea negotiation in Victoria include: (1) withdrawing and substituting charges, (2) rolled-up charges and representative counts, (3) negotiating an agreed summary of facts, and (4) agreements on the prosecution’s sentencing submission. The mean number of charges withdrawn in each case within the dataset was 3.24. Prior to a resolution there were 6.42 charges per case and post a resolution, the mean number of charges an accused pleaded guilty to was 3.18.

The most common offences negotiated were those where there are multiple alternative charges available (such as intentionally or recklessly causing serious injury and intentionally or recklessly causing injury), gross violence offences, aggravated burglary and assaults. This was partly due to police charging offenders with multiple offences covering the same course of conduct (sometimes referred to as overcharging), which provided a basis for negotiating the withdrawal of these charges. Armed robbery and drug offences were also common subjects of negotiation. Offences least likely to be negotiated were sexual offences, homicides and family violence matters.

This study found that the negotiation process is often quite extensive, with multiple interactions taking place between the parties before an agreement is reached. The negotiations occurred by phone, email/letter and face to face, with the most common communication method for negotiations being email (74 per cent of de-identified case files). Across the de-identified case file dataset, all guilty pleas were entered prior to trial, with the majority entered prior to the committal hearing (81 per cent).

Four key considerations framed the plea negotiation process: (1) the strength of the evidence, (2) the public interest (for prosecutors), (3) the personalities of the opposing party, and (4) the client’s interests (for defence practitioners). Defence practitioners initiated almost all the
discussions (91 per cent), although it is becoming more common for prosecutors in both the summary and indictable streams to commence discussions – a practice encouraged by the main guidelines governing prosecutorial conduct in plea negotiations in Victoria.¹

There are various levels of internal authorising and accountability mechanism operating within the OPP and Victoria Police in relation to accepting a guilty plea to lesser charges, suggesting that, while plea negotiations are not officially recognised in legislation, they constitute a widely accepted criminal justice procedure that forms part of a litigious process. This study found that a strong early resolution culture permeates the courts, VLA, Victoria Police and the OPP, which may, in part, contribute to the high rate of guilty pleas entered in Victoria each year. Indeed, there has been noticeable shift in all facets of the legal process in Victoria (as evident elsewhere in Australia) towards a commitment to early resolution, where appropriate.

There are significant differences in the way in which plea negotiations are conducted in the summary jurisdiction, compared to the manner in which indictable cases are handled. This is partly due to the nature of the offences heard in the summary stream, the fast pace of the Magistrates’ Court compared to the higher courts, and the different approaches defence practitioners adopt when dealing with police prosecutors as opposed to when they are negotiating with OPP solicitors and Crown prosecutors. This study found that the early resolution–focused pre-contest hearings that operate in the Magistrates’ Court (the summary case conference and the contest mention) strongly facilitate plea negotiations at an early stage of the process. However, the success of the contest mention is highly dependent on the magistrate involved, which can lead to inconsistencies in the effectiveness of this hearing. The research also identified some limitations in the out-of-court summary case conference process which arise from the lack of resourcing, the high workloads of police prosecutors, and the absence of specific funding for VLA practitioners to prepare and engage in summary case conference work. These limitations hinder the effectiveness of what could be a highly successful early resolution–focused process.

The study revealed a number of adverse effects of the reductions in funding and tightening of eligibility criteria for VLA service provision. In relation to plea negotiations, in particular, it was found that changes to funding structures have resulted in an increase in self-represented accused persons. This has negatively affected the outcome and timeliness of negotiations, and the role of the magistrate and the police prosecutor (who are inappropriately being forced to become quasi-defence practitioners), and created more delays in the system overall. The research also found that unrepresented accused persons were at a disadvantage in attempting to negotiate with police prosecutors, and at greater risk of succumbing to pressures to make agreements without fully understanding the implications of their guilty plea. This was of particular concern in relation to offenders with a mental impairment.

The findings indicated that the proportion of accused persons with a mental illness appearing before the courts was very high. Evidence of mental illness was presented in 60 per cent of the de-identified case files, and the interview data suggested that the rates are even higher.

In addition to shedding light on the plea negotiation process, the study found that the sentence indication process is operating very effectively in the Magistrates’ Court. However, its usefulness is minimal in the higher courts because it is limited to an indication of whether a

¹See the Appendix for a copy of the relevant OPP guidelines pertaining to plea negotiations. The Director’s Policy reproduced in the Appendix is not the policy that was in force at the time that this research was undertaken, but is substantially similar to that which has been superseded.
custodial or non-custodial sanction might be imposed, but not its possible length. There is also a perception among defence practitioners that it is constrained by the requirement of prosecutorial approval. It was identified that, in general, the requirement on the court to specify the sentence it would have imposed, but for a guilty plea being entered under Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 6AAA, ostensibly functions as a means of demonstrating the discount the accused has received for their guilty plea – but this requirement has not been well received by the legal community. While most participants found the statement to be artificial and unrealistic, there may be some significant benefits for the accused in having the sentence discount articulated that may justify its retention.

This study revealed that the High Court’s decision in Barbaro v The Queen; Zirilli v The Queen\(^2\), which prohibited prosecutors from providing a sentencing range to the court as part of their sentencing submission, has changed, but not removed sentence negotiations from the process. While the High Court’s decision has appeared to halt negotiations on the numerical range of the prison sentence that the prosecutor may submit to the court, negotiations still occur in relation to the prosecutor’s sentencing submission about the amount of time already served in custody that should be taken into account by the sentencing judge, the appropriateness of a Community Correction Order (CCO) or its combination with a sentence of imprisonment.

Finally, this study identified that the introduction of presumptive and mandatory sentencing regimes (such as the mandatory four-year minimum for gross violence offences) affects plea negotiations by putting pressure on accused persons to accept an agreement to plead guilty to a lesser offence that does not carry a mandatory penalty, even where there may be a strong case that the accused is not guilty of that lesser offence. These regimes also sometimes place pressure on prosecutors to negotiate a plea of guilty to an offence that does not carry a mandatory sentence, in order to avoid going to trial.

\(^2\) [2014] HCA 2.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Across Australian criminal jurisdictions, the most frequent method of case finalisation is not a contested trial, but through the accused entering a plea of guilty. Within this context, negotiated guilty pleas have taken on a more prominent and significant role in the delivery of modern day ‘justice’. Flynn (2011: 371) defines plea negotiations as:

A discussion between the prosecutor and the relevant defence practitioner regarding the accused person’s likely plea, the possibility of negotiating the charge(s) and/or case facts, and the Crown’s possible sentencing submission. The primary aim of discussions is to arrive at a mutually acceptable agreement, according to which the accused pleads guilty.

While commonly labelled ‘plea bargaining’, in Victoria, the preferred terms among the legal community are ‘plea negotiations’ and the ‘early and appropriate resolution of cases’ due to the negative connotations of a bargain or trade that may occur outside the formalised rules and scrutiny applied at trial. This report refers to the process interchangeably as plea negotiations, early resolutions and negotiated guilty pleas.

One of the key justifications for plea negotiations is their potential to increase court efficiency and reduce court backlogs. As McConville (2007: 213) claims, plea negotiations are ‘defended as an essential weapon in … the quest for cost-effective criminal justice systems’. A similar view is proposed by Manikis (2012: 411), who considers the process ‘a legitimate and necessary practice for the effective functioning of the criminal justice system’. These views are supported by the cost savings of a guilty plea compared to that of a trial. An analysis of the court systems in Victoria in 2008 (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2008: 24) estimated that the use of the courts in terms of facilities alone equates to $389 per hour in the Magistrates’ Court, $507 per hour in the County Court and $645 per hour in the Supreme Court. According to Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) (2014b: 15), an average trial, including the instructing and appearance fees for defence practitioners alone can cost the organisation approximately $20,000 in the County Court and $34,000 in the Supreme Court. This amount increases to approximately $55,000 with a Senior Counsel (SC) or Queen’s Counsel (QC)1 and a junior counsel instructing (VLA 2014b: 15). In contrast, when a guilty plea is entered, the total cost to VLA for preparation and attendance at the plea hearing (where relevant material is presented to the judge to inform the sentence) is $1724 in the County Court and $2353 in the Supreme Court (VLA 2014b: 16). Former Victorian Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP), John Champion SC (2014: 3), similarly estimates the cost of a trial in Victoria’s higher courts as approximately $20,000 per day. Accordingly, he argues that a ‘5 per cent shift in completions from trials to pleas can reduce the numbers of trials by around 25 per cent, saving around 175 trial court days. … If my maths is correct, that is roughly a saving of $3.5 million’ (Champion 2014: 3).

Plea negotiations can provide benefits to accused persons, most of which are associated with the charge and sentence concessions offered in exchange for their guilty plea, as well as reduced legal costs and speedier resolution of the case (Douglass 1988; Gerstein 1981; Mack & Roach

1 A Senior Counsel or Queen’s Counsel is the title given to a senior lawyer. The title represents the same level of seniority and expertise, with the difference merely reflecting the timing at which the individual was appointed to the position. Between 2000 and 2014, the state of Victoria changed the title from QC to SC. The title of QC, however, was reinstated in 2015.
Anleu 1995; Maynard 1984). Dubber (1997: 604) argues that plea negotiations ‘strengthens the defendant’s position by permitting her [sic] to shape the proceedings that will settle her [sic] fate’. There are also potential benefits for victims, especially following the introduction of victims’ rights legislation and charters which require that increased consideration be given to victims as part of the prosecutor’s official duties, including consultation before a negotiated guilty plea is accepted (Booth & Carrington 2007; Flynn 2012). A plea negotiation also spares victims from having to face accused persons in court or experience potentially distressing cross-examination (Douglass 1988; Johns 2002), the benefits of which were identified by the New South Wales (NSW) Court of Criminal Appeal in R v Thomson.

A plea permits the healing process to commence. A victim does not have to endure the uncertainty of not knowing whether he or she will be believed, nor the scepticism sometimes displayed by friends and even family prior to a conviction. A victim will also be spared the personal rumination of the events.

The potentially negative effects of cross-examination have been well documented, particularly in cases involving child or sexual assault victims (McConville 2002; Powell et al. 2013). However, the true benefits of removing the victim’s need to testify, in terms of their sense of closure, have been heavily debated (Cook, David & Grant 1999; Flatman & Bagaric 2001; Flynn 2012; Johns 2002). As the NSW Court of Criminal Appeal went on to note in R v Thomson, the benefits for victims of not testifying ‘like the element of remorse, … depends on the specific circumstances of the offence and overlaps to a substantial extent with other aspects of the specific case’.

On the other hand, it has been argued that negotiated guilty pleas are problematic because they trade the contested trial, with its strict rules of procedure, for an informal method of case resolution (Buckle & Buckle 1977; JUSTICE 1993; Westling 1976). United Kingdom (UK) law reform group JUSTICE (1993) argues that plea negotiations can adversely affect accused persons by putting pressure on them to plead guilty in exchange for prosecutorial concessions. Utz (1978) and Morris (1977) contend that plea negotiations create unjust power imbalances between the Crown and the accused, in cases where the possible benefits of the plea negotiation may outweigh the risks inherent to proceeding to contest the case.

For these reasons, plea negotiations have been criticised for potentially undermining fundamental criminal justice principles, including the presumption of innocence and the public’s right to a transparent justice process (Johns 2002; McConville & Mirsky 2005). Concerns pertaining to plea negotiations have increased in light of recent austerity measures that have seen a reduction in funding for Legal Aid services and a greater focus on increased efficiency and timely finalisations in the court (Flynn & Hodgson 2017a). Plea negotiations have also been criticised on the ground that victims’ rights are not sufficiently considered in a process that focuses primarily on the relationship between the accused and the prosecution (Johns 2002). In this context, plea negotiations can be regarded as offering limited justice to victims and, in turn, the public. As Dixon (1996: 7) argues, ‘the rights of victims are often a forgotten factor in plea bargaining’. Accordingly, Clark (1986: 212) maintains that ‘it would be undesirable for plea bargaining to become the practice in all matters’.

---

2 See also Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 5(e).
3 See also Victims’ Charter Act 2006 (Vic) s 9.
4 (2000) 49 NSWLR 383 [at 120].
5 Ibid.
This Study

It is clear that negotiated guilty pleas are neither an alloyed benefit nor a detriment for accused persons, victims or the criminal justice system generally. This study aimed to document current practices in relation to the negotiated resolution process in Victoria. It is the first Australian study to develop a dataset of negotiated guilty pleas through a comprehensive analysis of de-identified case files. The study is also informed by the experiences and perspectives of police prosecutors, Office of Public Prosecutions (OPP) solicitors, Crown prosecutors, defence practitioners and judicial officers located across six areas in Victoria (Melbourne, Shepparton, Gippsland, Geelong, Ballarat and Dandenong). These voices were obtained through individual interviews, group discussions and consultation.

The project had the following three aims:

1. Contribute to a highly under-researched area.
2. Provide an empirical account of the plea negotiation process in Victoria.
3. Develop new knowledge about plea negotiations.

It is hoped that the findings will contribute to current debates regarding the criminal justice system; improve legal practice; and influence, and potentially inform, future law reform proposals.

The report contains nine chapters. This chapter provides an overview of the criminal justice framework in Victoria, and details the aims and methodology of the study. It also presents a brief review of the key literature on plea negotiations. Chapter 2 discusses plea negotiations in the Victorian context and presents an analysis of the de-identified case file dataset. Chapter 3 examines the 14 different forms of plea negotiation that emerged from the de-identified case file and interview data, shedding light on the various negotiation outcomes evidenced in Victoria. Chapter 4 identifies the common offences that feature in plea negotiations in Victoria and the offences that are less likely to be resolved by a negotiated guilty plea. Chapter 5 discusses the negotiation process in detail, reflecting on the factors that influence the number and form of negotiations, such as an early resolution culture within the OPP, dedicated early resolution pre-trial and pre-contest hearings, and police charging practices. This chapter also discusses the differences between negotiations in the summary and indictable streams. Chapter 6 presents an analysis of the relationship between plea negotiations and sentencing, with a particular focus on recent reforms introduced in Victoria to encourage early guilty pleas. Chapter 7 explores some of the major concerns for accused persons engaging in plea negotiations, with a primary focus on Legal Aid funding and service restrictions, unrepresented accused persons, and mental illness. Chapter 8 examines the need to increase public understanding of plea negotiations, and recommends ways in which this could be achieved. Chapter 9, the final chapter, summarises the key findings and observations of the study.

Literature Review

Despite their significant role in the criminal justice process, plea negotiations remain a surprisingly under-researched activity in the Australian context. Indeed, much of the research examining negotiated guilty pleas originates from the United States (US), the UK and Canada, and was written in the late 1970s up until the early 2000s (Acker & Brody 2004; Alschuler 1995; Baldwin & McConville 1977; Buckle & Buckle 1977; Cohen & Doob 1989; Douglass
The common issues examined within this literature include the purpose of plea negotiations (Alschuler 1995; Goldstein 1981; Heumann & Loftin 1995; Moxon 1988; Pizzi 1999); the wide discretionary powers afforded to criminal justice actors involved in negotiations (Atkins & Pogrebin 1982; Breitel 1960; Boyd 1979; Douglass 1988; Fionda 1995; Freidman 1982; Gabbay 1973; Louthan 1985; Stenning 2010); how negotiated guilty pleas influence the sentencing process, particularly in relation to the operation of a ‘double discount’, whereby the accused receives initial concessions from the prosecution, and then a sentence discount from the court (Frankel 1982; Gerber 2003; Henham 2001; Henry 1992; JUSTICE 1993; Lovegrove 1997; Remington 1993; Sebba 1996); and whether the concessions offered to an accused person may unduly influence them to plead guilty (McConville 1998; McConville & Mirsky 2005). The potential benefits and consequences of legal reforms to the guilty plea process have also featured in US-, Canadian- and UK-based studies, including research proposing improvements to existing processes, such as prohibiting prosecutorial discretion in regards to charging concessions, or introducing more controlled procedures – for example, having the negotiations between counsel supervised by the court (Blumberg 1967; Canadian Law Reform Commission 1989; Daudistel, 1980; Heumann 1978; Heumann & Loftin 1995; JUSTICE, 1993; Kerstetter & Heinz 1979; McDonald 1985; Rubenstein & White 1980; UK Office of the Attorney General 2007; Verdun-Jones & Hatch 1987).

In Australia, plea negotiations are manifestly under-examined, except within a handful of nationally based studies (Bishop 1989; Mack & Roach Anleu 1995; Standing Committee of Attorneys General 2000), or as part of a sub-topic within a broader examination of sentence discounts, sentence indications or responses to court delays (Access to Justice Advisory Committee 1994; Brereton & Willis 1990; Chan & Barnes 1995; Coopers & Lybrand 1989; Corns 1997; Freiberg & Willis 2003; Hidden 1990; Hill 1999; Law Reform Commission of Western Australia 1999; Payne 2007; Pegasus Taskforce 1992; Sulan 2000; Victorian Law Reform Commission 2007; Victorian Sentencing Advisory Council [SAC] 2007; Victorian Shorter Trials Committee 1985; Weatherburn & Baker 2000). The last comprehensive study of Australian plea negotiation practices was published in 1995, although this analysis was framed around guilty plea procedures more generally (Mack & Roach Anleu 1995). Mack and Roach Anleu’s (1995) study identified several possible reforms, including the use of sentence indication schemes (which now operate in Victoria and were trialled and disbanded in NSW in the 1990s), and the implementation of internal prosecutorial guidelines governing negotiated resolutions (which now exist in all Australian jurisdictions). While offering important insights into guilty plea procedures, the evolving emphasis on efficiency and the increasing resource limitations confronting the criminal courts in the 20+ years following the publication of the research limits the direct applicability of its findings to the contemporary criminal justice context.

In Victoria, a small number of academic articles and studies relating to plea negotiations have focused on the need for formalisation and greater external transparency of the process; the role of victims in negotiations post the introduction of the Victims’ Charter Act 2006 (Vic); sentence indications; and prosecutorial discretion (see, for example, Clark 1986; Flynn 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2011, 2012; Flynn & Fitz-Gibbon 2011; Freiberg & Seifman 2001; Seifman 1982). Of these, only a few have focused on the negotiated resolution process in its own right (Flynn 2009, 2011; Freiberg & Seifman 2001; Seifman 1982), with the majority discussing plea negotiations as part of a broader examination of sentencing, law reform or procedural justice concerns (Clark 1986; Flynn 2009, 2010b, 2012; Flynn & Fitz-Gibbon 2011; SAC 2007). Much of the more recent research has been conducted by Flynn (lead CI on this study),
who undertook several months of observation of OPP staff engaging in negotiations and related processes, and conducted over 60 interviews with legal professionals between 2007 and 2009 to examine the operation of prosecutorial discretion in the context of plea negotiations. While shedding some much-needed light on the operation of negotiated guilty pleas, Flynn’s research has primarily focused on the question of formalisation and increased transparency of the negotiation process, as opposed to the details, outcomes or implications of plea negotiations. There is consequently a significant gap in Australian academic research.

The limited research on plea negotiations is matched by the absence of data surrounding their frequency. In fact, across Australia, no official data are available that document the frequency of plea negotiations. In the US, where some data are available, it was reported that 97 per cent of federal charges proceeding to adjudication in 2012–13 were resolved by plea negotiation, while only 3 per cent of felony cases proceeded to trial (Rakoff 2014). While comparable statistics for individual states in the US are not available, Rakoff (2014) claims that it is ‘a rare state where plea-bargains do not similarly account for the resolution of at least 95 per cent of felony cases’. In this vein, Bibas (2012: 150) claims that ‘guilty pleas resolve roughly ninety-five per cent of adjudicated criminal cases’ in the US. Krauss (2009: 26) also supports this view, claiming that, ‘today, plea-bargaining and prosecutorial discretion determine the outcome of the vast majority of criminal cases’. In Canada, it is estimated that up to 90 per cent of cases are resolved by plea bargaining (Verdun-Jones 2011: 163). In the UK context, McConville (2007: 211) argues that ‘plea bargaining [is] a widespread institutional practice and not isolated aberrational behaviour on the part of some maverick lawyers’. This is supported by his earlier work with Baldwin (Baldwin & McConville 1979: 224), where they found that, of the 122 accused persons they interviewed who pleaded guilty, almost three-quarters said that they did so as a result of a plea negotiation. More recently, Mackenzie, Vincent and Zeleznikow (2015: 578) have argued that plea negotiations occur in more than 95 per cent of cases in Western countries.

Estimates of the frequency of plea negotiations are often made based on the assumption that because, on average, over two-thirds of people plead guilty, negotiations must provide some incentive for these pleas. As Wren and Bartels (2014: 375) explain, ‘guilty pleas are often the result of negotiations between the defence and prosecution’. However, even accessing data on guilty plea rates is difficult, with the level of detail provided in official annual reports changing substantially over time. For example, in Victoria, the Magistrates’ Court annual reports no longer provide data on the number of guilty pleas entered, and they ceased providing data on the number of cases finalised at the contest mention hearing in the 2013–14 financial year. Likewise, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) year books ceased recording details on the number of guilty pleas entered in the 2005–6 financial year. Instead, it now provides information on the number of guilty outcomes, which include both guilty pleas and guilty verdicts. In Victoria, the most accurate and consistent data on guilty pleas can be found in the OPP annual reports, which show that, over the past decade (2005–6 to 2015–16), almost 74 per cent of all serious (indictable) matters handled by the Victorian OPP have resolved by guilty plea.

Since 2005, the OPP annual reports suggest that the number of guilty pleas being entered in the higher courts has risen in terms of percentages from the low 60s to the mid to high 70s (see Figure 1-1). There have been some fluctuations in the guilty plea rate in Victoria, but it has remained consistently above 70 per cent of matters handled by the OPP since the 2008–9 financial year. These figures are supported by the SAC (2015: 11), which found that between 1 July 2009 and 30 June 2014, 74.4 per cent of cases in the County Court resolved by the
accused entering a guilty plea. Further to this, the SAC (2015: 11) determined that 72.4 per cent of all guilty outcomes in the Supreme Court and 84.6 per cent of guilty outcomes in the County Court over this same reference period were the result of a guilty plea.

As demonstrated in Figure 1-1 below, in Victoria’s intermediate court (County Court), there is a much lower occurrence of guilty pleas in sexual offence matters than in the general crime list. This has remained a consistent trend in Victoria since separate data began being recorded in the 2008–9 financial year. This differential is also reflected in national statistics, with the most recent ABS year book (2004–5) to contain such information showing that adjudicated offenders with a principal offence of sexual assault and related offences were second only to homicide cases in being least likely to be finalised by a guilty plea nationwide (50 per cent for homicide and 58 per cent for sexual offences).

While it may be possible to monitor the rates of guilty pleas entered, there remains very limited information as to how or why guilty pleas are entered, and there are no official data available to document the role of plea negotiations in facilitating these pleas. There is also very little information available pertaining to the processes involved in reaching a resolution. This is because, across Australian jurisdictions, aside from any confidential prosecution and defence practitioner file notes, no administrative data are recorded on negotiated resolutions. This means that there are no official means to accurately measure the frequency of, or understand the processes involved in, plea negotiations. Furthermore, in Victoria, in line with most Australian jurisdictions other than NSW and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), negotiated resolutions, by any name, are not recognised or defined in legislation, and there exist only sparse judicial observations on the process. All Australian prosecution offices have issued

---

6 See Crimes (Sentencing Procedure Act 1999) (NSW) s 35(a) which relates primarily to offences taken into consideration on sentencing) and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) (see Crimes (Sentencing) Act 2005 (ACT) s 35 (2)(c) which instructs the court to take into consideration whether the guilty plea was related to plea negotiations when applying a sentence discount.

7 See e.g. Talbot v The Queen; Dux v The Queen [2012] VSCA 118; Guariglia v The Queen [2010] VSCA 343; R v Gas; R v SJK (2004) 217 CLR 198.
guidelines in relation to their approach to plea negotiations; however, these guidelines are not legally binding and there has been very little Australian- or Victorian-focused research examining the effects of prosecutorial guidelines in relation to case outcomes (Flynn 2011, 2016). The discretion exercised by prosecutors, including that used for negotiated resolutions, is central to the legal process, but remains largely opaque. As a consequence, criminal matters – including those involving serious misconduct – are resolved with limited external understanding or insight into the process; and this sits in contrast with approaches used outside Australia.\(^9\)

Misapprehensions about the negotiated resolution process can be problematic, given the number of vulnerable people who come before the law. The outcome of a negotiated guilty plea – in that an agreement is reached between the prosecution and defence, and a trial is avoided – creates a situation where all parties are unlikely to be entirely satisfied. However, if this process continues to be regularly used, there is an urgent need to understand how it operates (in terms of frequency and offence type) and how it may affect disadvantaged groups. This is especially important in light of recent research which suggests that already marginalised groups, including Indigenous Australians, women and those from low socioeconomic backgrounds, are more vulnerable to being disadvantaged or pressured in pre-trial decision-making (Flynn 2010b, 2011; Miller 2005; Stubbs & Tolmie 2008). It is thus timely for this project to document and analyse the negotiated resolution process.

**Prosecutions in Victoria**

In Victoria there are three levels of court that hear criminal cases: the Magistrates’ Court, the County Court and the Supreme Court. The Magistrates’ Court hears summary offences and indictable offences triable summarily. All matters are heard before a single magistrate with no jury. The maximum term of imprisonment that can be imposed for a single offence is two years. The maximum total sentence that can be imposed for multiple offences is five years. The County Court and Supreme Court have concurrent jurisdiction over indictable offences, although the Supreme Court hears the most serious offences such as homicides and serious drug offences. Indictable offences are tried before a judicial officer and a jury, unless the defence requests a judge-only trial. Over 90 per cent of criminal cases are finalised in the Magistrates’ Court (SAC 2016a). Between June 2006 and June 2016, the Magistrates’ Court sentenced 84,438 offenders, on average, per year. In comparison, the Supreme and County courts between them sentenced 1950 offenders, on average, per year (SAC 2016a).\(^{10}\)

---

8. See e.g. Department of Public Prosecutions Director’s Guidelines (Qld); Department of Public Prosecutions Guidelines Charge Negotiations (NT); Department of Public Prosecutions Prosecution Policy (ACT); Director’s Policy: Resolution (Vic); Office of the Department of Public Prosecutions Guideline 6 (NSW); Office of the Department of Public Prosecutions Prosecution Policy and Guidelines (Tas); Prosecution Policy of the Commonwealth (Cth); Prosecution Policy Guideline Number Two – Charge Bargaining (SA); and Statement of Prosecution Policy and Guidelines (WA).


The OPP is responsible for prosecuting matters in the indictable stream. Once the police charge an offender, carriage of the file is transferred to the OPP for the pre-trial process, some of which (as outlined below) takes place in the Magistrates’ Court. The DPP is ultimately responsible for and has oversight over all indictable prosecutions in Victoria, including those at circuit courts. The DPP provides guidance to those tasked with prosecuting indictable offences in order to enable consistency in approaches based on Director’s Policies – many of which are available for the public to access online via the OPP website – and Practice Guides, which are located on the internal OPP database only for employees. At the time of conducting the research, the process within the OPP operated as follows:

Each case is assigned to an OPP solicitor, who is a permanent employee of the OPP, and a Crown prosecutor, who is appointed by the DPP but not a direct employee of the OPP. The OPP solicitor is tasked with preparing and running most of the pre-trial hearings (in conjunction with the Crown prosecutor), and preparing the case for plea and/or trial. A Crown prosecutor will generally appear as the DPP’s representative on behalf of the State at the trial and/or plea hearing, although they may also appear at some pre-trial hearings, particularly if a contested committal hearing is run. Crown prosecutors also provide guidance to OPP solicitors on options for early resolution, and approval must be sought from a Crown prosecutor (or in cases involving a death, the DPP or the Chief Crown Prosecutor in the DPP’s absence) before a guilty plea to lesser charges can be accepted (see Director’s Policy: Resolution).

In March 2016, a new structure was implemented in the OPP which included disbanding the Early Resolution Unit and integrating Principal Resolution Advocates (formerly known as Early Resolution Advocates (ERAs)) into each new trial section.

All prosecutions in the Magistrates’ Court are conducted by police prosecutors. Police prosecutors are not required to have a law degree (although some do). However, they are required to undertake an 18-week Prosecutors Training Course (the equivalent to 10 subjects in a standard law degree). There are 25 prosecution offices responsible for prosecuting summary offences and indictable offences tried summarily across Victoria. This includes running contested hearings and appearing at all summary pre-trial hearings. Police prosecutors operate under the same guidelines that apply to prosecutions conducted by the OPP in terms of exercising discretion, making decisions in the public’s interest, and conducting prosecutions in an efficient, effective and timely manner. Police prosecutors are not required to obtain approval from the DPP or Crown prosecutors prior to accepting a guilty plea to lesser charges. Instead, they must obtain approval from either a Sergeant or Senior Sergeant of Prosecutions (generally from the prosecuting division involved in the negotiations).

As outlined in Figures 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 below, the pre-trial process is quite extensive. As Flynn (2010b: 50) observes:

The primary purpose of Victoria’s extensive pre-trial process is to identify the key issues of the case both those in dispute and those that could possibly resolve. The reason for this is twofold: it encourages all relevant issues to be identified at an early stage to

---

11 This excludes the prosecution of commonwealth offences. The Commonwealth Department of Public Prosecutions is responsible for prosecuting all indictable commonwealth offences committed in the state of Victoria.

12 This refers to matters that are heard in the County and Supreme Courts in regional and rural locations across Victoria.
prepare counsel for the contested trial; and it allows for the resolution of any non-disputed issues.

Accordingly, there are several pre-trial stages that are designed to encourage plea negotiations.13

Figure 1-2: Magistrates’ Court process14
In the Magistrates’ Court stream, the early resolution–focused processes include the summary case conference15 and the contest mention.16 The summary case conference was introduced

13 The other pre-trial hearings include the committal hearing, which can proceed orally or on paper. The committal hearing occurs in the Magistrates’ Court. It provides an opportunity to test whether the Crown’s evidence is strong enough to support a conviction. If the evidence is considered strong enough, the accused is committed to stand trial (Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) s 128-s 144). In the County Court, a subsequent directions’ hearing aims to clarify and resolve any questions of law or procedure, provide directions for pre-trial filing, set a trial date and finalise any issues prior to trial that were not previously resolved (Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) s 181). In the Supreme Court, the case conference provides an opportunity for the parties to advise the court on witness availability and estimates of trial length. A tentative trial date is also confirmed (Supreme Court (Criminal Procedure) Rules 1998 (Vic), part 4). The final directions hearing is used to finalise trial arrangements in order to limit the likelihood of an adjournment (Practice Note 1 of 2004 (Vic)). In the Magistrates’ Court, the ‘trial’ is referred to as a contested hearing. All guilty pleas and findings end with a plea hearing in which relevant material is presented to the judge to inform the sentence.

14 Note: It is possible for a matter to proceed directly from the summary case conference to the contested hearing, thereby bypassing the contest mention. This is more common in cases involving unrepresented accused persons.

15 Regulated by s 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic).

16 Regulated by s 55 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic); see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of these hearings.
with the aim of encouraging out-of-court communication between the prosecution and the accused (or their representative) in order to manage the progression of the case (for example, to avoid unnecessary adjournments or resolve matters at an early stage). The conference is intended to help the accused understand the evidence available to the prosecution, enable the parties to identify any issues in dispute, and have the parties identify the steps required to advance the case, which includes the possibility of an early resolution. The conference does not need to occur in the court setting and can take place by email, telephone or face to face. There are summary case conference police prosecutors whose role is to engage in these discussions (as defined by the *Victoria Police Summary Case Conference Service Charter*).

The contest mention involves a magistrate, defence practitioner and police prosecutor meeting in a relatively informal manner in court to identify any matters or issues that could resolve without having to proceed to a contested hearing. The key aims of the contest mention are to refine the case issues and, where relevant, to estimate the likely length of a contested hearing. The magistrate can also provide a sentence indication at this hearing if requested by the defence. The accused is required to attend the contest mention.

In the County and Supreme courts, the main early resolution hearings are the committal mention, the case conference, the initial directions’ hearing and the section 5 hearing. The committal mention is conducted in the Magistrates’ Court and provides a forum for parties to identify the key case issues and any issues in dispute, as well as identify any witnesses required for cross-examination at a contested committal hearing. The magistrate can play an active role in facilitating this by encouraging parties to have meaningful discussions about the case (Flynn 2010b). During the case conference and initial directions’ hearing in the County Court and the section 5 hearings in the Supreme Court, the judicial officer encourages parties to discuss and resolve key case issues, with a view towards early resolution (where possible). As will be discussed in Chapter 6, another early resolution–focused pre-trial process is the sentence indication hearing in which an accused person (subject to prosecutorial approval) can request an indication of whether they would receive a custodial or non-custodial sentence were they to enter a guilty plea.

---

17 *Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic)* s 54(1)(a).
18 *Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic)* s 54(1)(b).
19 *Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic)* s 54(1)(c).
21 See Chapter 6 for a discussion of sentence indications.
22 Regulated by ss 95–126 of the *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic).
23 Regulated by *Practice Note 1 of 1999* (Vic).
24 Regulated by ss 179–81 of the *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic).
25 Regulated by *Practice Note 5 of 2006*.
26 *Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic)* ss 207–9.
Figure 1-3: County Court process
Methodology

This project set out to build on the small body of Australian- and Victorian-based research, with the key aims of increasing understanding of negotiated resolutions and the processes involved in reaching a plea agreement. Significantly, the project sought to provide an empirical account of, and document, the negotiated resolution process for the first time in any Australian state or territory, and identify the key issues relating to this process.
The project was informed by a mixed qualitative and quantitative methodology, the aim of which was to ensure that the findings are reflective of the needs of those who are most impacted by the outcomes of negotiated resolutions processes. The project had three research phases:

**Phase 1**

One of the most significant contributions of this project was the ability to access and analyse de-identified case files. To date, no Australian-based research has documented or accessed guilty plea case files for this purpose. The files were collated from VLA’s indictable and sexual offence divisions for cases resolved between 1 July 2012 and 30 June 2014. A major advantage of using only VLA de-identified case files over a designated timeframe is that the danger of file corruption or controlled data, whether by intention, self-case selection or because of the researcher effect, was avoided.

As would be expected of the clients of VLA, given the stringent means tests and qualification criteria, vulnerable and marginalised groups represent a significant proportion of accused persons assisted by the organisation. Of the individuals granted Legal Aid assistance in the 2012–13 financial year (VLA 2014a):

- 30 per cent were from rural/regional Victoria
- 22 per cent were from a culturally and linguistically diverse background (including 21 per cent of criminal law clients being born in non-English-speaking countries)
- 3 per cent identified as having an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background
- 19 per cent had a disability or mental illness
- 13 per cent were under 19 years of age
- 2 per cent identified as homeless
- 55 per cent were receiving some type of government benefit or pension.

For the equivalent figures from 2013–14:

- 30 per cent were from rural/regional Victoria
- 22 per cent were from a culturally and linguistically diverse background (including 21 per cent of criminal law clients being born in non-English speaking countries)
- 3 per cent identified as having an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background
- 22 per cent had a disability or mental illness

---

27 We note that one reason for the low number of Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander clients may be that the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service (VALS), which provides representation for the majority of Indigenous offenders, takes most of these Legal Aid cases. In the 2014–15 period, VALS (2015: 10) provided advice, information, case work and duty lawyer work 12,392 times in criminal matters.
- 12 per cent were under 19 years of age
- 3 per cent identified as homeless
- 55 per cent were receiving some type of government benefit or pension (VLA 2015).

While these figures represent a significant portion of disadvantage, as VLA provides assistance in around 80 per cent of all criminal matters in Victoria (Flynn 2010b; PricewaterhouseCoopers 2008), it is likely that the case file data are representative of the main body of offenders who come before the Victorian courts.

Our research was conducted under s 6(2)(b) and s 7(1)(j) of the *Legal Aid Act 1978 (Vic).* Due to the obligations on VLA to maintain client confidentiality, it was vital to ensure that client confidentiality was protected while still allowing researcher access to the information required. Before accessing the files for analysis purposes, each file needed to be de-identified of all identifying characteristics and personal information relating to the offender and victim, such as names, addresses and contact information. The de-identification process was undertaken by three Monash law students – Monica Lee, Jake Collom and Jacob Uren – under the supervision of VLA staff. The students accessed the original files on site at VLA, and after de-identifying photocopied versions of the files, the process of analysis was able to commence.

The files were analysed using a *Case File Analysis Schedule,* prepared in consultation with VLA staff. Each file was assigned a pseudonym comprising three numbers and two letters – for example, 005-BD. The cases are referred to by their assigned pseudonym throughout this report. The analysis process involved extracting data on a systematic basis, searching the de-identified case files and recording relevant responses to each issue/question listed in the schedule. This enabled the collection of both quantitative and qualitative datasets with the assistance of NVivo 10 and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software. The type of data collected included:

- the nature and number of the original charges and resolved charges, such as
  - type/s (indictable offences: sexual, violence, drugs, property, homicide-related, fraud/deception, theft and related offences)
  - number of offences
  - location of offence/s (rural, urban, regional)
  - victim characteristics – where known and not breaching confidentiality concerns (identification as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, age, gender)
- timing as to
  - when negotiations began
  - when decisions were made
  - when a guilty plea was entered
- procedures

---

28 Section 6(2)(b) of the *Legal Aid Act 1978 (Vic)* states that VLA may –

(b) enter into arrangements from time to time with a body or person with respect to any investigation, study or research that, in the opinion of VLA, is necessary or desirable for the purposes of this Act.

29 Section 7(1)(j) of the *Legal Aid Act 1978 (Vic)* states that in performing its duties, VLA must –

(j) encourage and permit law students to participate, so far as VLA considers it practicable and proper to do so, on a voluntary basis and under professional supervision in the provision of legal aid.
who initiated negotiations
how much ‘bargaining’ was involved before an agreement was reached
who was involved
what factors informed the plea deal
how these factors were agreed upon
accused persons – characteristics (where known and not breaching confidentiality concerns)
identification as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
immigration status
age range
prior convictions
gender
remand/bail status
accused persons – involvement
what level of involvement the accused had in the negotiation process
how s/he was kept informed throughout
what discussions took place between the legal representative and the accused in regard to the benefits/implications of pleading guilty (where documented)
whether a sentence indication was given
what punishment was imposed
what discount amount was applied as a result of the guilty plea
whether an appeal was lodged by the prosecution or defence and, if so, on what basis and what the outcome was
whether the overall outcome of the case was reflective of the negotiations
whether the outcome deviated (favourably/unfavourably) in any way from that intended (for example, the judge imposed a sentence outside the estimated range discussed).

One disadvantage of relying only on VLA material is that the files were prepared for other purposes and, accordingly, the data relevant to the project was not always included or systematically recorded. As such, the quality of data was reliant upon the information that the lawyers chose to record, and some content may have been subject to misinterpretation, given the potentially discretionary nature of note-taking. These potential limitations were addressed in three ways:

(1) The establishment of an advisory group of two VLA staff members who provided guidance on the data collection process and answered any queries that arose during the analysis stage. This enabled clarification of any misunderstandings at an early stage.
(2) All de-identified case files accessed involved in-house VLA lawyers. VLA has protocols in place that require particular materials to be recorded, including an ‘indictable offence process checklist’, which advises VLA lawyers on what information should be recorded and which processes should be followed. This meant that there was less scope for discretionary note-taking and ensured greater consistency in the content of the de-identified case files.
(3) Interviews were conducted with VLA in-house lawyers as part of Phase 2, during which any queries regarding the way information was recorded in the de-identified case files could be identified and resolved.

Having access to information related to only one side of a negotiation does not provide a complete picture of the processes involved. To gain a balanced understanding of the negotiation
process, the Victorian DPP was approached for researchers to access a selection of de-identified case files covering the same time period, but consent was not forthcoming. However, the DPP did consent to several of the OPP’s employees and Crown prosecutors being interviewed. Ultimately five representatives of the OPP and/or Crown prosecutors, including the then DPP himself, were conducted. Additionally, five judicial officers with a background in prosecutions were interviewed, and, as discussed below, representatives of the OPP attended the stakeholder roundtable as part of Phase 3 of the research. Feedback on this report was also sought and received from the OPP, including the then DPP, prior to publication. Accordingly, the findings from the case file analysis could be discussed and accuracy tested in relation to the views of a range of individuals with prosecutorial backgrounds, thereby compensating for limitations in obtaining data from only ‘one side’ of the negotiation process.

**Phase 2**

A central element of the research design was consultation and engagement with those involved in plea negotiation processes. This approach provided the opportunity to present findings that are practical and sensitive to the constraints in which police and OPP prosecutors, defence practitioners and judicial officers operate, and which reflect the ‘real’ processes involved in resolving a case by guilty plea.

In order to achieve this, 48 in-depth interviews were conducted with defence practitioners from VLA (n=12) and private practice (n=13), police prosecutors (n=5), OPP solicitors and Crown prosecutors (n=5) and judicial officers (n=13) located in six locations across Victoria – Melbourne, Geelong, Shepparton, Gippsland, Ballarat and Dandenong. These locations were selected to capture a variety of experiences with negotiated guilty pleas across city, rural and regional environments. In doing so, the research could better capture the nuances specific to different areas, and identify common approaches and themes across varying prosecution offices and defence practices.

The interviews were conducted between September 2015 and January 2016. They had an average duration of 65 minutes. Participants were initially selected according to their location, availability and level of seniority and experience, in order to gather perspectives from a broader, more representative range of the participant groups. To conform with the ethical guidelines that governed the research, participants were assigned pseudonyms which comprised the occupation (prosecutor, defence, judge), a randomly assigned sequential number based on the number of participants interviewed in their occupational group, the participant’s gender (M/F) and whether they were from a rural or regional location (R). For example, a male prosecutor based in Melbourne could be assigned Prosecutor04M. A female magistrate from a rural or regional location could be assigned Judge09FR.

The interviews focused on the participants’ experiences with early resolution processes. In addition, participants were presented with snapshot findings from the interim case file analysis to assess whether the patterns identified were reflective of participants’ experiences with negotiated guilty pleas more generally. The interviews were broken into categories, exploring four key areas:

1. **The different forms of negotiation**

---

30 The DPP, John Champion SC, consented to being named as a participant in this research project; however, we have anonymised his comments throughout this report in line with the treatment of other interviewees.
This section asked participants to provide examples of their experiences with the forms of plea negotiation identified in the de-identified case file analysis and to discuss other forms of plea negotiation not present in the de-identified case file data.

2. Defining and describing negotiated guilty pleas
   - These questions focused on understanding the processes involved in negotiations, such as how often negotiations occur, any obstacles to negotiations, the types of accused persons involved in negotiations and which cases more or less readily resolve.

3. Early resolution processes
   - These questions focused on processes aimed at encouraging early guilty pleas (such as the contest mention and summary case conference processes, sentence indications and the vocalising of sentence discounts by the judge when imposing the sentence) and how they are operating; what, if any, affect these processes have on negotiations and/or outcomes; and how they could be improved, if at all. These questions were also intended to explore sentencing issues, such as mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes and the plea negotiation process post the High Court’s decision in Barbaro v The Queen; Zirilli v The Queen31 (Barbaro).

4. Informing public understanding
   - These questions focused on how the participants felt plea negotiations were perceived outside the legal community (such as by the public, victims and accused persons), whether the public need more information on negotiation processes, and why negotiations are needed.

All interviews were audiotaped and professionally transcribed verbatim. The transcripts were then systemically coded to allow for thematic analysis of the data. Once key themes were identified, a comparative analysis of the interview data according to factors such as: occupation of the participant; rural, regional or city-based participant; and level of experience of participant in their current role, was undertaken. Importantly, the emerging themes in the interview data were also analysed in relation to the de-identified case file analysis to compare and contrast the findings.

Phase 3

The final phase involved holding a roundtable workshop with key legal and policy stakeholders to discuss the interim research findings from the case file and interview data.

The two-hour workshop was held at the Monash Law Chambers in Melbourne in May 2016 and was attended by 15 stakeholders, eight of whom had been interview participants. At the workshop, 15 key themes that had emerged from the interview and case file data were discussed, including:

1. Most common forms of negotiation.
2. Most common offences negotiated.
3. Offences more difficult to negotiate.

31 [2014] HCA 2; which effectively barred the prosecution from providing the court with a submission about the bounds of the available range of sentences. See Chapter 6 for a discussion of this case.
4. Obstacles to negotiations.
5. Frequency of negotiations.
6. Personalities.
7. Early resolution culture.
8. Educating the public.
9. *Barbaro*; 32
10. Family violence.
11. Sentence discounts.33
12. Mental health.
13. Legal Aid funding.
15. Mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes.

Participants were asked to respond to specific questions related to these themes and the interim findings, and to identify any flaws or issues of importance that did not appear in the findings – for example, whether the de-identified case files were representative of the types of offences most commonly negotiated. This allowed the accuracy of the findings to be tested against the views of those directly involved in the negotiation process.

The roundtable event was audiotaped and professionally transcribed. This transcript was systemically coded to allow for thematic and comparative analysis of the data against the findings from the interview and case file analyses. The roundtable participants were assigned pseudonyms which included the participant’s occupation, a randomly assigned sequential number (based on the number of participants in their occupational group including interview and stakeholder participants) and gender (M/F). For example, a male defence practitioner attending the roundtable could be assigned Defence28M.

The roundtable provided the opportunity to test the interim findings and to address any inconsistencies across the data. For example, divergent views were expressed by defence practitioners and prosecutors on sentence recommendations forming part of negotiations in the interview data. The roundtable provided a space to compare these differences in opinion against the findings from the case file data and explore these with members of the stakeholder group.

Finally, a draft copy of this final report was provided to VLA, Victoria Police and the OPP in February 2017 for their feedback prior to publication. This offered an opportunity to discuss and reflect upon the key findings with representatives of the main legal organisations in Victoria. Overall, Phase 3 provided the most comprehensive approach to analysing the plea negotiation process in Victoria, capturing insider perspectives to ensure that the data are truly representative of what happens in practice.

---

32 *Barbaro v The Queen; Zirilli v The Queen* [2014] HCA 2.
33 *Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)* s 6AAA.
Chapter 2: What Are Plea Negotiations?

Definitional Issues

There are almost as many definitions as there are terms to describe the plea negotiation process. A common theme within most academic definitions of plea negotiations is an agreement between the prosecution and the accused for some concessions from the former, in exchange for a guilty plea from the latter. The literature refers to ‘binding promises and agreements between parties’ (Manikis 2012: 411) which involve ‘concessions’ (Yang 2013: 42), ‘a degree of clemency’ (Bushway, Redlich & Norris 2014: 725), or, as Mackenzie, Vincent and Zeleznikow (2015: 580) describe, ‘the process where the prosecution and defence advocates negotiate or bargain or haggle’.

In the current study, referring to the process as a form of bargaining was strongly rejected by the legal participants, who considered this terminology to have the potential to engender negative and inaccurate perceptions of the process. As Judge11F explained, ‘bargaining has got a very nasty connotation to it’. Likewise, Judge06M claimed, ‘I hate the term “plea bargain” because it doesn’t represent at all what happens. It’s not a marketplace where it’s the price to the highest bidder’. This view was similarly expressed by Defence20M, who observed that ‘bargaining implies a sinister interpretation … like somebody is trying to cut an unfair deal’.

Participants also pointed to phrases like ‘bargain’, ‘deal’ and ‘plea bargaining’ as ‘having that American connotation’ (Prosecutor01F) and creating a view of the process that is not reflective of Victorian practices:

There’s something … a little bit seedy about the word deal or bargain and probably it has connotations of American TV and doesn’t really reflect what we do in negotiating pleas. It’s not a deal that you strike, it’s more complex than that. (Defence03F)

In particular, they pointed to the term plea bargaining as creating a ‘false perception of pressure’ (Judge07M) on accused persons, a lack of ‘consideration of victims’ (Prosecutor03M) and ‘the prosecution inappropriately giving something up’ (Prosecutor01F):

Look, I think in the Australian, Victorian experience … the way that things are negotiated are pretty robust and so that it’s not – the fears that we have that result from the American plea negotiation systems are just not here. ... But my fear is that people are more seduced by the terminology [plea bargain] and connect it to other experiences, which are not our experiences. So, they say plea negotiations? That must be like that dreadful system where everyone in America pleads guilty because they’ve got no choice or … deals are done to undersell things because we can’t run a trial. That’s not our system. (Judge07M)

In contrast to the majority view, some participants described negotiations in more overt terms:

I call it a deal. (Judge05M)

Well my preferred terminology’s horse trading, I’m serious … that’s what it is. (Defence01M)

I’ve used the term deal. (Judge09M)
While most expressed a preference for a term like plea negotiations, on the basis that it is more reflective of the process, participants often inadvertently referred to plea negotiations as requiring you to ‘give [something] up’ (Defence14FR) or ‘give [something] away’ (Prosecutor05M), ‘trade’ (Defence01M), ‘battle’ (Defence14FR), ‘win’ (Defence25MR) and ‘lose’ (Defence17F). Participants also referred to the process as ‘gambling’ (Defence19M), something that requires you to have ‘a bargaining position’ (Prosecutor05M), and described the outcomes as coming down to who has ‘the better bargaining chip’ (Defence25MR). Another common theme conveyed by the participants was the concept of each side having a ‘bottom line’ (Prosecutor06M). As Prosecutor06M maintained, ‘there are situations where you put a bottom line to the defence and say, well, look, this is what we’d accept. This is the minimum we’d accept for an early resolution of the matter’.

At the roundtable, similar comments were also made during the discussions around plea negotiations. Defence30M referred to them as ‘horse trading, to be crude about it’, and Judge15M defined the judge’s role as ‘the scoreboard’. When asked to expand on this comment, he explained, ‘it’s because you’re the result. You determine who wins the negotiation because you determine what the sentence is. You try and look at things impartially obviously, but you’re not umpiring, you are the scoreboard’.

These phrases, which were all used by the participants when describing their experiences with plea negotiations, as opposed to when they were focused on defining the process, suggest that there is some merit to describing the process as somewhat akin to a bargain:

Sometimes there are – like in any negotiation, sometimes there are bits you have to give up and you have your wins and your losses in any plea negotiation. (Defence14FR)

Fox and Deltondo (2015) suggest that ‘the phrase “plea bargaining” fails to adequately represent the complexity of the processes that may lead representatives of the prosecution and defence … to engage in discussions aimed at the early resolution of a criminal case’. This was certainly the view among most participants, who considered that terms like ‘bargaining’ fail to capture the many nuances inherent to the negotiated guilty plea process:

Bargaining is too crude a word but it’s a colloquial way of describing what happens. It is a genuine negotiation quite often over time and it’s not as crude as bargaining implies. (Judge12M)

The term negotiation I think is a better term. I don’t think we bargain with people. (Prosecutor01F)

I don’t like the word deal or bargain; it’s about negotiating the best outcome for your client. (Defence14FR)

Ninety-nine out of 100 times the defendant acknowledges that they’ve done A, B, C and D and the police, as a matter of practice, always charge with every offence that could fit within the factual or the acknowledged evidentiary content of the case, so … finding the right charge to properly represent the culpability, the offending, the behaviour is really what it’s all about in 99 out of 100 cases. So that’s a settlement rather than any kind of bargaining. (Judge06M)
Ultimately, there was a majority preference among participants for a more all-encompassing umbrella term like ‘plea negotiations’, ‘early resolutions’ or ‘settlements’ to describe what occurs, not only to better capture the process, but also to make sure a ‘more neutral term’ (Judge12M) is applied to put a ‘more positive shine’ (Judge12M) on the process for those outside the legal community. As Defence12FR explained:

Using the word bargaining or deal implies that it’s almost a bit underhanded, or that it’s not a fair process or a fair outcome. I think negotiations is a better word to be used for people who aren’t in the legal sphere. If they hear about it, they’re more likely to trust the process if it’s called negotiation.

The De-identified Case Files
As part of this study, the researchers accessed 50 VLA de-identified case files that resolved by guilty plea. Of the 50 cases, three (6 per cent) contained no information about the guilty plea thereby making it impossible to determine whether or not negotiations occurred. A further four (8 per cent) contained no information about the negotiation process, but resulted in charges being changed. Of the 47 cases that contained some information on the guilty plea process, five involved the accused pleading guilty without any apparent negotiation on the charges (10 per cent) and one involved a guilty plea after the prosecution withdrew charges due to a lack of evidence, as opposed to a negotiation (2 per cent).

This means that, in the end, 87 per cent of the 47 cases that had sufficient information to determine the charges pre and post the entering of a guilty plea involved some form of negotiation leading to a withdrawal of charges and usually a reduction in both the number and seriousness of the remaining charges. Of these cases, 89 per cent (n=42) had charges withdrawn, which usually resulted in the accused pleading guilty to fewer less serious offences than those originally charged. And 51 per cent (n=24) included specific details of the case facts (the agreed summary) being negotiated to present a particular version of events; although it is important to note that discussions suggesting that case facts were amended were evident in the majority of files.

Overview of Offenders and Victims

![Figure 2-1: Gender](Image)

![Figure 2-2: Age](Image)
Forty-eight per cent of matters involved one accused (n=24), with the remaining cases involving two (n=11; 22 per cent), three (n=11; 22 per cent) and four or more offenders (n=4; 8 per cent) (see Figure 2-3). The cases overwhelmingly involved male offenders (92 per cent) (see Figure 2-1). In the files where age was specified (80 per cent), the majority of offenders were aged between 19 and 30 years (n= 22; 56 per cent), followed by 21 per cent aged 18 years or less (n=8), 18 per cent aged between 31 and 45 years (n=7) and 7 per cent aged 46 years and above (n=2) (see Figure 2-2). Indigenous status was only specified in 80 per cent of cases. Of these, the overwhelming majority did not identify as Indigenous or Torres Strait Islander (97 per cent; n=39) (see Figure 2-4).\(^\text{34}\)

Almost without exception, accused persons had a history of one or more issues such as mental illness, intellectual disability, drug and alcohol abuse, and homelessness.\(^\text{35}\) For example, the accused in case 005-BD was intellectually impaired, had drug and alcohol addictions, and had suffered sexual and physical abuse as a child. The accused in case 011-VJ had been the victim of numerous violent relationships, had an acquired brain injury (ABI) and a mental illness, and had abused drugs from an early age. It was not uncommon that the accused person had suffered abuse as a child or was from a difficult or dysfunctional family (see Figure 2-5). These findings were similarly represented in the interview data, with all participants recognising various forms of disadvantage among the accused persons that come before the courts. As Defence09F explained:

> A lot of them are poorly educated. I would say 90 to 95 per cent of my legally aided clients have drug issues, whether or not they’ve been born addicted to drugs because their own parents had drug issues. They come from broken families. They have themselves been victims of sexual, physical, emotional abuse. They have very low education. They’re socially and economically disadvantaged and mental health is a huge issue.

\(^{34}\) See fn 27 above.

\(^{35}\) Offender background was specified in 48 of the 50 de-identified case files.
Judge10F likewise maintained that ‘there are very few accused who come into this court committing offences at the level that bring them here, that haven’t got significant social, drug, lifestyle, family, abuse issues in some form or another’.

Figure 2-5: Offender background

There were nine foreign nationals among the offending cohort with offences involving drugs, people smuggling and armed robbery. While there were some accused for whom this was their first offence, generally the accused had prior convictions.

There were six younger offenders on bail (aged between 18 and 21 years) – four for violence-related offending and two for drug-related offending. There were only two files where a young accused was not at liberty pending their sentence. This occurred where a young person was already undergoing a sentence in a youth detention centre.

---

36 ‘Mental Illness (Verdins)’ represents cases in which the R v Verdins (‘Verdins’) (2007) 16 VR 269 principles were invoked in sentencing. Ulbrick et al. (2016: 11) explain that the Verdins principles are applicable to the sentencing of offenders who present evidence of mental illness in ‘at least six ways’ where the impaired mental functioning:

1. may reduce moral culpability as distinct from legal responsibility; (2) may impact on the type of sentence imposed and the conditions in which it should be served; (3) may moderate or eliminate the need for general deterrence; (4) may moderate or eliminate the need for specific deterrence; (5) ‘may mean that a given sentence will weigh more heavily on the offender’ than a person in normal health …; and (6) ‘[w]here there is a serious risk of imprisonment having a significant adverse effect on the offender’s mental health’ (Verdins at [32]).

‘Mental Illness (Non-Verdins)’ represents cases in which mental illness was led in the plea and sentencing hearing but the Verdins principles were not invoked.
Fifty-two per cent of offenders were on remand for the offences with which they were charged (n=26), 44 per cent were on bail (n=22) and 4 per cent (n=2) were incarcerated for other offences at the time the matter resolved (see Figure 2-6). The accused persons held on remand fell into two groups: (1) those facing violence offences, and (2) foreign nationals.

Due to confidentiality requirements pertaining to the files, much of the information on the victim was redacted. Twenty-six per cent of cases did not specify details about the number of victims. Of those that did, most cases involved one victim (42 per cent; n=21). Only 8 per cent of cases did not involve a victim (n=4). In cases where gender was specified, most victims were male (63 per cent; n=19). The victim’s age was only specified in nine cases, of which the majority were aged between 19 and 30 years (n=5).

Overview of Cases

The cases were prosecuted by the Victorian OPP (n=39; 78 per cent) and the Commonwealth DPP (n=11; 22 per cent). Prior to any negotiations occurring, the majority of cases were scheduled to be heard in the County Court (88 per cent; n=44). The remainder were heard in the Magistrates’ Court (n=4; 8 per cent) or Supreme Court (n=2; 4 per cent). Following negotiations, 26 per cent (n=13) of guilty pleas were heard in the Magistrates’ Court. This represents an increase of 18 per cent (or nine cases) that were originally scheduled to be heard in the County Court. The number of cases heard in the Supreme Court remained unchanged (see Figures 2-7 and 2-8).
Forty-seven of the de-identified case files contained information on the location of the offence. Overwhelmingly, the offences occurred in city locations (81 per cent; n=38), with the majority (60 per cent; n=28) committed in a public setting (see Figures 2-9 and 2-10).

Sixty-six per cent of cases (n=33) resulted in a period of imprisonment being imposed, with the mean sentence length being just under 47 months. The longest period of imprisonment was 240 months, while the shortest was four months. The sentence discount applied as a result of s 6AAA of the Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) was only recorded in 22 cases, ranging from between 5 and 72 months. Suspended sentences were imposed in three cases and Community Correction Orders (CCOs) were imposed in eight cases (16 per cent) – with a mean period of 17.25 months. CCOs were introduced primarily as a replacement for Community Based Orders, taking effect from January 2012. A CCO may require an offender to ‘comply with a range of conditions, such as unpaid community work, treatment and supervision by a community corrections officer’. It may also involve ‘curfews, restrictions on an offender’s movements and non-associated conditions’ (SAC 2016: ix). The most common CCO conditions in the de-identified case files included unpaid community work and rehabilitation or treatment.

A CCO can be given on its own or in combination with other sentencing orders – for example, a period of imprisonment coupled with a CCO – which is referred to as a combination or combined sentence. In December 2014, the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Victoria handed down a guideline judgment in Boulton v The Queen which directed the court when determining whether to sentence an offender to a CCO to ‘first assess the objective nature and

---

37 In essence, the Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) s 6AAA requires that, where a court imposes a less severe sentence than it would otherwise have imposed because the offender pleaded guilty, it must state the sentence that it would have imposed but for the plea of guilty. See Chapter 6 for a discussion of s 6AAA.

38 Suspended sentences refer to ‘a period of imprisonment that is suspended (that is, not activated) wholly or in part for a specified period (the “operational period”)’ (SAC 2016b: ix). Suspended sentences were abolished by the Sentencing Amendment (Abolition of Suspended Sentences and Other Matters) Act 2013 (Vic) in the County and Supreme courts for all offences committed on or after 1 September 2013, and in the Magistrates’ Court for all offences committed on or after 1 September 2014.

39 That is, a non-custodial sentence: see Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) Part 3A.

40 Sentencing Amendment (Community Corrections Reform) Act 2011 (Vic).

41 [2014] VSCA 342 (22 December 2014) [at 3].
gravity of the offence and the moral culpability of the offender’. Following this, the court should consider whether:

(a) the crime as so assessed is so serious that nothing short of a sentence wholly comprised of an immediate term of imprisonment will suffice to satisfy the requirements of justice punishment; or
(b) a CCO, either alone or in conjunction with a sentence of imprisonment, would satisfy the requirements of just punishment. (*Boulton v The Queen* [at 4])

Between December 2014 and December 2015 (following this judgment), the SAC (2016b: xii) found that the percentage of combination sentences (imprisonment and CCO) increased from 28.8 per cent to 34.3 per cent in the Magistrates’ Court and from 17.7 per cent to 35.3 per cent in the higher courts.

**Timing of Negotiations**

The timing of negotiations is of particular interest in light of the benefits of early guilty pleas to the system and the various incentives that have been introduced to address court inefficiency.\(^{42}\) Research suggests that late guilty pleas constitute one of the main contributors to court delays (Payne 2007; Pedley 1998; SAC 2007). Late guilty pleas generally refer to pleas that are entered on the day of, or up to two days prior to the commencement of, a trial (Ashworth 1994). These pleas waste preparation time and resources, and disrupt court schedules. In Australia, late guilty pleas have been a focus of investigation since the 1980s, with numerous commissions, reports and reviews recommending ways to prevent such pleas (Chan & Barnes 1995; Corns 1997; Payne 2007; Standing Committee of Attorneys-General 1999, 2000; Sulan 2000; Victorian Shorter Trials Committee 1985). Importantly, in the context of this study, plea negotiations – including a delay in their commencement or a delay in the Crown’s decision to accept a guilty plea – have historically been identified as one of the main reasons behind late guilty pleas (Payne 2007; Weatherburn & Baker 2000).

Despite the persistence of late guilty pleas, over the past decade in Victoria, there has been a ‘statistically significant increase in the proportion of early guilty pleas (indicated during the committal stage)’ (SAC 2015: 11), which may be due to the cultural changes in the OPP’s approach to plea negotiations and early resolutions.\(^{43}\) In its analysis of guilty plea rates, the SAC (2015: 21) found that ‘the proportion of cases resolving as a guilty plea during the committal stage has been steadily increasing (with the biggest jump between 2008–09 and 2009–10)’. This increase in early guilty pleas can also be seen in the resolution rates identified in the OPP annual reports, which show that, between 30 June 2010 and 30 July 2014, approximately 73 per cent of guilty pleas were achieved before trial.

In the dataset, the initiation stage of negotiations was identified in 37 cases. Of these, all occurred prior to the trial, with the majority – 81 per cent (n=30) – occurring prior to the committal hearing. It was clear from the files that both the prosecution and defence were actively engaging in plea negotiations, and resolved matters to a plea of guilty at the earliest opportunity. Predominantly, the first approach was made by the VLA solicitor to the OPP solicitor prior to the committal mention hearing (25 files). There were only two cases where

---

\(^{42}\) The *Sentencing Act 1991* (Vic), s 5(2)(e), states that in sentencing an offender a court must take into account whether the offender pleaded guilty and, if so, the stage in the proceedings at which the offender did so, or intended to do so.

\(^{43}\) See e.g. *Director’s Policy: Resolution*. 
the first approach was made by the OPP solicitor prior to the committal mention hearing. A further six cases were resolved prior to the committal mention, but it was not possible to identify from the files which party commenced the negotiation discussions. In four cases, a plea of guilty was indicated on the Form 32 (meaning that the matter resolved prior to the committal mention), seemingly without any prior negotiation occurring between the parties. The Form 32, also known as a case direction notice, must be signed by both parties and filed with the court prior to the committal mention hearing (in indictable cases). The accused (or their lawyer) and the informant (represented by the OPP) are required to certify on the Form 32 that they have read the brief of evidence. The parties must also indicate how the matter will proceed at the committal mention either: (a) if the matter has resolved, which charges the accused will be pleading guilty to and whether there is to be a summary jurisdiction application; or (b) if the matter has not resolved, which witnesses the accused seeks leave to cross examine at a committal hearing and whether the informant opposes leave. The Form is completed by the defence and sent to the OPP, who then fill in any relevant boxes (indicating, for example, whether they consent to or oppose a witness being called at committal hearing), sign the Form, file it with the court and send a copy to the defence. The Form 32 essentially represents a formalised encouragement of plea negotiations (although this is not officially noted as a reason for submission of the Form).

Of those cases where the matter did not resolve prior to the committal mention, there was one where the first approach was made by the defence practitioner at court during the committal mention hearing (case 003-JC), and one where the prosecution approached the defence after the committal mention hearing, but before the committal hearing (case 022-FI). In three instances the matters ultimately resolved at court on the day on which the committal hearing was scheduled (cases 033-HM, 003-JC and 004-NO).

There were only five cases where the plea negotiations commenced after the accused had been committed to stand trial. In three of these cases, the files indicate that the initial approach was made by the OPP. No file indicates that the matter was listed for trial and settled at court on the first day or during the trial. All matters were settled by the final directions hearing.

Frequency of Negotiations

Due to the absence of any official record of negotiated guilty pleas (outside confidential prosecutor and defence practitioner case file notes), it has been nearly impossible to accurately determine or even confidently estimate how often plea negotiations occur or to what extent they are behind the entering of a guilty plea. As Flynn (2016: 568) explains, ‘the only snapshot of information available in Victoria is a brief, ambiguous statement located in the OPP Annual Report that since 2007, 63 per cent of the 3,500 cases assigned to the Early Resolution Advocate division have resolved by guilty plea’. While previous research in Victoria has proposed what is anecdotally believed to be true – that plea negotiations are a very common criminal justice process, occurring ‘very regularly in Victoria’s superior and lower courts’ (Flynn 2012: 80; see also Flynn 2011; Freiberg & Seifman 2001; Seifman 1982) – until now, this has been based solely on empirical estimates and the views of those involved in discussions. This study is the first to provide a dataset of the frequency of negotiations in Victoria, albeit representing a snapshot of cases resolved by guilty plea between 2012 and 2014.

As discussed earlier, the dataset suggests that 87 per cent of guilty pleas involve some form of negotiation. The interview data shed further light on the frequency of negotiations, extending beyond the case file estimate to suggest that it occurs in between 90 and 100 per cent of cases.
As Judge02MR explained, ‘every day ... every case is negotiated’. Similarly, Defence02F claimed that negotiations occurred in ‘almost every file. I don’t think there’s a file that you wouldn’t negotiate on’. This was a very common view among defence practitioner participants:

I would say almost all, unless you’ve got a very simple set of charges with no alternatives. ... There’s always room for a discussion in any case. (Defence15M)

Every single day. Yeah, there’s barely a day goes by that you’re not either engaging in discussions with the client about it or at the other end with the prosecution. (Defence03F)

In every case. (Defence18M)

Yeah I would say it would be 100 [per cent]. … There’s not a case that I don’t speak to the prosecution beforehand or the investigators. … I couldn’t conceive any case where we don’t have some … meaningful discussions. (Defence22M)

Occurs in every single case – 9.5 out of 10. (Defence11M)

Almost in every case ... I can’t think of any situation where you can’t really engage in negotiations. (Defence12FR)

Drawing on his experience over the previous 12 months, Defence07M observed that negotiations occurred in ‘most of my cases in the County Court – I would say this year I would have ... been briefed in 12 trials. I’ve done five. The others settled’. In fact, all the defence practitioner and judicial participants suggested that some discussion occurs in every case. As Defence05M explained:

The vast majority of plea of guilty cases result from negotiations, even higher than that, but in terms of my own experience, almost every case that I do involves a form of negotiation, not always successful but almost every case, I don’t think that there’s a [guilty plea] case where we don’t negotiate something about it.

The only group to suggest a lower negotiation rate were prosecutors of serious indictable matters, who estimated that negotiations occur in ‘at least 50 per cent of cases maybe’ (Prosecutor08M). This difference in perspective may be due to defence practitioners being the most likely to initiate discussions (see Figure 2-11), or due to the types of matters the prosecutors in the study were used to dealing with. As discussed in Chapter 4, the main exceptions to cases in which charges are negotiated were related to cases involving homicides, where it is often too complicated to resolve on other terms; sexual offences, due to the lack of alternative charges; and additional obstacles like the sex offenders’ registry and high acquittal rates.

Aside from these prosecutors, the common view among participants was that most, if not all, guilty pleas are entered as a result of some form of negotiation. As Judge07M observed, ‘the vast majority of cases have some element of negotiation. … With [guilty] pleas, negotiations would almost be 100 per cent. ... It would be rare cases where it’s entered [the guilty plea] when there’s no talking’ (Judge07M). Defence09F similarly noted, ‘every indictable matter … that is dealt with in the committal stream. ... I’m yet to deal with a matter, particularly these days, where you don’t have at least some form of even informal two-minute phone
conversation’. This view was also held by Judge01M, who said that ‘very rarely will you see an accused come in and plead guilty to everything. It just won’t happen. Charges are withdrawn all the time … so there has to be a negotiation at some point’.

**Initiating Negotiations**

![Figure 2-11: Who initiated negotiations](image)

![Figure 2-12: How negotiations initiated](image)

It was unclear in 20 per cent (n=9) of the 44 cases involving negotiations who initiated discussions. Of the 35 cases where it was clear, 91 per cent (n=32) were initiated by the defence and 9 per cent (n=3) by the prosecution. This breakdown was likewise reflected in the interview data, although participants acknowledged that the resolution culture in the OPP (discussed in more detail in Chapter 5) meant that it was more common for prosecutors to initiate discussions. Overall, however, participants pointed to defence practitioners as ‘usually being the ones to break the ice’ (Defence19M) and initiate negotiations.

Discussions were undertaken via phone and email/letter, and often a combination of both. Specific details of how the negotiations first commenced were available in 35 de-identified case files. Of these, email was the most common form (n=6; 74 per cent), followed by phone (n=7; 20 per cent). On limited occasions, it appeared that the first discussions took place at court.

From the de-identified case files, it was difficult to determine the exact nature and content of some of the conversations that formed part of negotiations. For example, even where the file notes recorded that a phone conversation occurred, it was not always possible to tell from the file whether a call was made to:

- Propose an offer (for example, in case 019-DD, there was a phone call preceding a written plea offer, but the contents of the call were not documented);
- Respond to an offer (for example, in case 026-IH, the phone call noted on the file indicates that the police called VLA ‘re plea offer’, but it did not specify whether the police prosecutor was making or responding to an offer); or
- Discuss in general how the matter was likely to proceed and the ensuing discussion identified a potential settlement (for example, in case 020-JD, the first phone call from the
VLA solicitor to the OPP seems to have involved a discussion about what might be possible rather than an actual plea offer).

Written offers were made in emails, posted letters, or on the Form 32 where the defence would include an indication of the charge to which the accused would plead guilty.

**Key Considerations**

In relation to deciding whether or not to resolve a matter through plea negotiations, four key criteria emerged from the interview data: (1) the strength of the evidence, (2) the public interest, (3) personalities, and (4) the client’s interests. In the case file data, there were two main types of reason recorded for charges being withdrawn or plea offers being accepted by the Crown – (1) legal and (2) factual/evidentiary.

**Strength of the Evidence**

In the de-identified case files, the legal reasons provided for charges being withdrawn centred on three key factors: (1) whether the charges were duplicitous (such as aggravated burglary and going equipped to steal), (2) whether multiple charges could be rolled-up into one count, and (3) what the elements of the offence entailed. For example, in case 044-CP:

The accused faced charges of false imprisonment and armed robbery arising out of four incidents. Negotiations primarily focused on whether as a matter of law, the false imprisonment charges were duplicitous to the armed robberies (the OPP arguing that they were not, as the victims were detained for a time prior to the co-accused attending and the theft from the victims occurring). In this case, there were three people who were simultaneously the victim of the armed robbery (i.e. 3 people in the one place, threatened at the one time with the weapon, who had items stolen). As an incentive to the accused to settle the matter, the OPP solicitor advised VLA that if the matter was to go to trial, the last armed robbery would be charged as three armed robberies on the indictment, as there were three victims. However, it would remain as one charge on a plea indictment. Therefore, if the accused pleaded guilty, he would be convicted of one offence only (but the sentence imposed would reflect that there were three victims). If found guilty at trial, he would be convicted of three offences. The matter resolved to a guilty plea to armed robbery and the Crown accepted the legal argument VLA proposed and withdrew the other charges (case 044-CP).

The factual/evidentiary reasons present in the de-identified case files focused on identifying what the evidence in the prosecution brief could establish, and whether the evidence was sufficient to support a conviction. These were the most common factors supporting the arguments made by VLA as to why the OPP should resolve the matter in a particular way. For example, in case 021-NH, VLA made detailed written arguments to the CDPP as to why charges of drug importation could not be sustained, based on a combination of evidence which was said to establish the accused’s innocent state of mind and that the chemical make of the imported substance did not fall within the definition of prohibited import.

In the interviews, the strength of the evidence consideration highlighted by the participants primarily referred to whether the prosecution had a strong case supported by substantive evidence against the accused. As Prosecutor03F maintained, ‘the strength of the evidence needs

---

44 A rolled-up charge ‘can comprise a number of separate offences against the same statutory provision, even where they do not amount to a single transaction (e.g. where the acts occurred on different occasions)’ (Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office 2014).
to be taken into consideration’. Defence04M similarly noted that he always asked, ‘what’s the evidence in the particular case against your client? … Really the heart of it is the evidence’. Defence20M expanded on this view, maintaining that ‘when you are asking the Crown to negotiate a resolution you are almost always talking about the strength of the evidence’. This was also noted by Prosecutor07M, who claimed that ‘there are usually very good reasons why we will give away a major charge. It’s usually we can’t prove it. It’s usually evidentiary’.

Public Interest

Public interest considerations were defined by the participants with prosecutorial experience in relation to the outcome that would best serve the public – for example, a guaranteed conviction versus running an expensive trial with the possibility of losing. Judge09M provided the following example:

You might have somebody that’s charged with three drug-trafficking charges and when one looks at the evidence, the first two charges, the evidence is strong, but on the third charge [it] is very weak. There’s a prosecutable case, but it’s weak. … We’re talking about quite long, complicated businesses here. They offer to plead guilty to the first two. I would see that as being in the public interest because the first two properly reflect that they were a drug trafficker at a significant level, and they’ve indeed committed more than one offence. Secondly, the fact that they’ve committed drug trafficking on two separate occasions is going to provide a judge with sufficient scope for sentencing purposes. Thirdly, the community benefits from this because there is a guaranteed conviction and sentence associated. Fourthly, in truth, one’s not losing a lot because the third charge, the evidence was always pretty weak, so the prospects of getting a conviction were never that great. So it’s in the public’s interests to accept the [defence’s] offer.

The Director’s Policy: Prosecutorial Discretion outlines 21 different factors that OPP solicitors and Crown prosecutors should consider when determining public interest. These considerations range from the seriousness of the offence and the offender’s degree of culpability, to the mitigating and aggravating factors (such as youth, age, intelligence and mental health), the attitude of the victim, and what outcome would best maintain public confidence in the courts. Judge09M reflected on these factors, claiming:

The key consideration is the public interest. [A prosecutor should] want to make sure that whatever plea resolution is reached, it properly reflects the wrongdoing which is supported by the evidence. It realistically takes into account the risks that the prosecution may result in a full acquittal, and that the judge is ultimately given proper scope to sentence the person.

Prosecutor04M likewise stressed the importance of determining the public interest in accepting a negotiated guilty plea, while recognising the difficulties that arise for prosecutors in balancing these sometimes conflicting considerations:

You’ve got this public interest to consider. … So you have a balancing act, but you do have to, in my mind, have to strip it back and deal with the reasonable prospect [of conviction] and just divorce the emotional side of it. But certainly there’s a policy and expectations by the public about what we do.
Personalities

A key consideration identified by participants as something that needs to be factored into any decision about whether or not to resolve the matter through a plea negotiation is the personalities of the opposing counsel and the judicial officer. Defence12FR explained:

You want to consider, if you’ve got a more lenient magistrate or judge on at that time, then that might be an advantage to the client if they accept an offer or negotiation on that day. If you’ve got, likewise, a reasonable prosecutor, you might be more likely to negotiate or accept something and that’s just based on how people operate, the practical implications.

Defence23M similarly observed:

There are hundreds of different prosecutors in Victoria, so the personalities of every prosecutor are different and some are eminently lovely to negotiate with and they come at things in the spirit of resolution, and others want to stick by their guns until the final moment and then withdraw on the steps of court. So it just depends on the personality of the defence counsel and the prosecutor and to some degree the magistrate [for sentencing considerations].

Prosecutor06M also noted the significance of personality, maintaining that ‘there’s some practitioners that take a more reasonable approach; there’s others that won’t. And therefore you obviously gauge your negotiations based on that’ (see Chapter 5 for further discussion on personalities and the negotiation process).

The Client’s Interests

The defence practitioner participants highlighted the importance of the individual client and their unique interests as a primary consideration in determining whether to engage in plea negotiations. They noted that this varies among cases, depending on the individual needs of the client, as well as their background (such as deportation as a result of a conviction), the repercussions of a guilty plea (such as loss of licence or being placed on the sex offenders’ register, both of which might impact on their employment), the costs of pursuing the case through a contest, and the delays inherent to proceeding to trial. As Defence03F explained:

The key consideration always has to be: what’s in your client’s best interest? That’s always my primary consideration … what’s in my client’s best interest? … It’s my job to protect them. And so, when you’re looking at the negotiations you have to figure out what is the best outcome for them in terms of what does the evidence show? What are the circumstances? What can we best achieve? … It’s really important that they always feel that it’s their choice, because otherwise they won’t be at peace with it, they can’t be. If they feel that they’ve just done it because you say that they have to or that they’ve got no options, that’s not a good outcome for me. So, what they can live with is always at the forefront and making sure that they feel empowered that it was them who made the choice and not me.

Defence11M provided a similar overview:
The main thing you need to keep in mind is your client’s personal position, not applying some general defence formula because everyone has different interests and different considerations to be taken into account. So having a detailed conversation and finding out what your client wants is really important before anything else.

This approach was also evident in Defence09F’s comments:

Every client is different. Some clients don’t care what the charge is, as long as the summary is read in a way that suits them. Others couldn’t care less about the summary or the charges, just so long as they’re not going to go back to jail. Others don’t care about going back to jail so long as they’re not going to be registered as sex offenders. ... One of the most important things when you’re getting your client’s instructions is to say, what about this is it that really concerns you? Are you saying to me I didn’t do this or I don’t want to plead guilty, or are you saying I would be amenable to pleading? ... You need to establish at the outset what their primary concern is in relation to the matter.

Benefits of Negotiations

In addition to attending to these four considerations when engaging in negotiations, the participants identified a range of benefits that flow from plea negotiations as a reason for resolving cases by negotiated guilty plea. Judge06M reflected on the process: ‘supporting the very core principles of our justice system which is equal and fair, dispassionate treatment of people in the administration of our community’s laws’. Defence10FR identified resolutions as providing a check on the prosecution. As she explained, ‘there’s lots of benefit to negotiating resolutions. And it’s about keeping the prosecution accountable partly, so that you don’t end up pleading guilty to things that there’s no evidence to support’ (Defence10FR). Judge06M expanded on this view, maintaining that ‘when the appropriate charges come before the court, then that is very much ensuring fairness for all the parties … the vast majority of cases are settled properly and effectively and with huge utilitarian benefits to the community’. The efficiency benefits of plea negotiations were recognised by numerous participants:

Well, because the system would break down if we didn’t have plea negotiations. (Judge01M)

It’s a truism that justice delayed is justice denied. (Judge03M)

The obvious efficiency benefits are the reasons we need them. (Prosecutor03F)

The system cannot cope with trials going ahead, all trials going ahead. So, it is essential to have a managed system whereby most things are settled. (Defence22M)

Defence18M expanded on these views, highlighting the potential benefits to all participants of a guilty plea:

Look, they’re vitally important. I mean otherwise you just – the system would just grind to a halt. The negotiation, if done properly and done well, is really the cornerstone of the system. Without plea negotiations you traumatis the victims over again, you cause an enormous amount of inconvenience for witnesses, that’s before you get to issues in terms of court resources. You also take away police resources, they should be out on
the streets, and then you drive Legal Aid further into difficulties. They’re just a must, they’ve just got to exist.
Chapter 3: The Different Forms of Negotiation

Based on the case file analysis and interview process, this study identified 14 different forms of plea negotiation, eight of which (marked with an *) were identified as common, ‘everyday’ outcomes arising from discussions. This represents a significant expansion on previous discussions of the differing forms of plea negotiation which have identified only three main forms: (1) ‘charge bargaining’ (Manikis 2012: 411), which incorporates withdrawing charges and substituting charges (Flynn 2016; Fox & Deltondo 2015; Johns 2002; Mackenzie, Vincent & Zeleznikow 2015; Wren & Bartels 2014; Yang 2013); (2) ‘fact bargaining’ (Manikis 2012: 411), which incorporates discussions on which facts will form the basis of the agreed summary presented to the court from which the accused is sentenced (Flynn 2016; Johns 2002; Mackenzie, Vincent & Zeleznikow 2015); and (3) ‘sentence bargaining’ (Manikis 2012: 411), which incorporates discussions on the Crown’s sentencing submission, agreements as to what stage in proceedings the accused indicated an intention to plead guilty and in which jurisdiction the offence should be heard (Flynn 2016; Fox & Deltondo 2015; Mackenzie, Vincent & Zeleznikow 2015).

The 14 forms of negotiation identified in this study include:

1. Withdrawing charges* – evident in 44 files and identified by 95 per cent of participants.
2. Substituting charges* (a less serious charge) – evident in 20 files and identified by 95 per cent of participants.
3. Rolling up counts* (combining like offences into one charge or fewer charges) – evident in 14 files and identified by 100 per cent of participants.
4. Representative counts* (representing a course of conduct) – evident in 10 files and identified by 95 per cent of participants.
5. Agreement on the summary of facts* (fact bargaining) – evident in 24 files and identified by 100 per cent of participants.
6. Agreement as to what the prosecutor will submit as part of their sentencing submission* (for example, whether a non-custodial sentence is within range or a CCO) – evident in 5 files and identified by 97 per cent of participants.
7. Agreement to change jurisdiction – evident in 9 files and identified by 92 per cent of participants.
8. Accused to provide information on another matter (which may also involve the accused acting as a prosecution witness and/or confidential police informant) – evident in 4 files and identified by 89 per cent of participants.
9. Agreement for the police/prosecution not to pursue charges/investigation into other offences involving another person known to the accused – identified by 44 per cent of participants.
10. Agreement not to pursue charges/investigation into other offences involving the accused – identified by 47 per cent of participants.
11. Agreement to provide some form of protection or financial support to the accused and/or their family (for example, payment of school fees or relocation fees) – evident by 29 per cent of participants.
12. Bail as a point of negotiation – identified by 49 per cent of participants.
13. Diversionary programs/options* – evident in 6 files and identified by 76 per cent of participants.
14. Agreement on costs* (for example, an outcome that includes an agreement not to apply for costs against the opposing party) – identified by 67 per cent of participants.
Most Common Forms of Negotiation

The three most common forms of plea negotiation consistent across both the case file and interview data were withdrawing and substituting charges, rolling up or creating representative counts, and negotiating the agreed summary of facts. As several defence practitioner participants observed:

- The rolling up of charges, the amendments of summaries, withdrawing alternatives, that sort of stuff’s the everyday negotiations. (Defence03F)

- Withdrawing charges, negotiating the summary and alternative charges. ... Those are the bread and butter, every day ones. ... They’d really be the ones we’d be dealing with on a daily basis. (Defence08MR)

- Agreements on the summary of facts and withdrawing or substituting or rolling up counts, that’s what we do in most of our matters. (Defence14FR)

- Rolling up, representative agreement ... that’s my bread and butter. (Defence17F)

- Withdrawing of charges and substituting of charges. ... That’s probably the most regular negotiation point. ... Withdrawing some of the charges happens in almost every case. (Defence18M)

In addition to these three forms, the interview data strongly indicates that an agreement on the prosecution’s sentencing submission is a very common form of negotiation, identified as such by 97% of interviewees. This form of negotiation was evident in 10 per cent of the de-identified case files (n=5). Further to the interview data, the stakeholders at the roundtable identified this form of negotiation as one of the most common. Based on these findings, the most common forms of plea negotiation in Victoria (in no particular order) are: (1) withdrawing and substituting charges, (2) rolled-up charges and representative counts, (3) negotiating the agreed summary of facts, and (4) agreements on the prosecution’s sentencing submission. These four forms are discussed below, before an overview of the remaining 10 forms of negotiation identified in the de-identified case file and interview data are discussed.

Withdrawing and Substituting Charges

In almost every file examined, the accused faced multiple charges arising from the one incident, which were either alternative charges (such as armed robbery or robbery, and intentionally causing serious injury or recklessly causing serious injury); or duplicitous, lesser included charges (such as armed robbery and possession of a controlled weapon). In each of these circumstances, the plea offer always involved identifying which charge or charges the accused would plead guilty to and which charges would be withdrawn. For example, in case 011-VJ:

The VLA solicitor initially wrote to the prosecutor identifying which charges the accused would be contesting and why. The accused was prepared to plead guilty to two counts of intentionally causing injury, but contested the charges of assault police, assault and assault in company. There were several email exchanges recorded back and forth between the VLA solicitor and the

The case file data included documented evidence of negotiating the agreed summary of facts in 51 per cent of cases, and such evidence was inferred or referred to but not documented in almost all cases, aligning with the interview data, in which all participants identified this as a form of negotiation.
prosecutor in an attempt to negotiate these remaining offences. The key argument was whether the evidence made out the charges, and then whether there was a defence at law.

With regard to the assault police charge, the accused’s solicitor argued that the police actions were improper and the charge could not be made out. The assault and assault in company offence relied on closed-circuit television (CCTV) footage, which the defence solicitor argued was not sufficient to make out the charges laid. In responding to this initial offer, the prosecutor replied that the matter relating to the assault police was made out as there was a lawful basis for the accused’s arrest, and that the CCTV footage did support the assault and assault in company charges. The prosecutor accepted the guilty plea offers to intentionally causing injury, and said he would accept a guilty plea to affray in exchange for dropping the assault in company and assault charges. No offer on the assault police was made.

The VLA solicitor responded by confirming the accused would plead guilty to the intentionally causing injury counts, but argued that the brief involving police would be a contest on the basis of whether the arrest was lawful or not, and that a charge of affray was not appropriate for the other contested charge, as the accused was acting in self-defence. In response, the prosecutor accepted the accused’s account of the fight, and offered to accept a guilty plea to assault in company (instead of affray), but the assault police would need to proceed.

The VLA solicitor briefed counsel to appear before the magistrate for pleas to two settled matters (intentionally causing injury and assault in company), and requested that they try to hold a summary case conference with the prosecutor to get the assault police charges withdrawn. These negotiations resulted in a withdrawal of the assault police charge and the accused pleaded guilty to resisting police.

Another example of the withdrawal of charges can be found in case 035-ST:

The accused was charged with a number of burglaries and alternative charges of possessing the proceeds of crime. The resolution involved the prosecution withdrawing the burglary charges and the accused pleaded guilty to possessing the proceeds of crime only.

The decision to withdraw charges was viewed by the interview participants as ‘common’ (Judge10F; Judge11F; Judge13F) and ‘routine’ (Judge12M):

That’s routinely done after a discussion, normally after a person has agreed to plead guilty to a particular charge or a group of charges, other charges of a less serious [nature] are withdrawn. Sometimes more serious charges are withdrawn. (Judge12M)

As Prosecutor05M observed, ‘that is something that I would do on a regular basis’. Defence01M went so far as to describe withdrawing charges as ‘the essence of all plea bargaining’. Defence25MR similarly highlighted this as a primary aim of negotiations, noting that ‘the ultimate goal is to get as few charges as possible’. In describing the ‘pretty common’ process, Defence08MR explained that:

Quite often you’ll get, you know, particularly in a sort of assault type situation, you’ll be given a number of charges of intentionally causing injury, reckless cause injury, assault and it’s a matter of working out which ones get withdrawn as the alternative.

As Defence20M maintained, ‘usually most withdrawals come in a context of, would you accept a plea of guilty to a lesser charge on the basis that you withdraw the most serious charge’?
Participants identified withdrawing charges as something akin to an administrative task, as a way to ‘simplify’ and ‘clarify’ matters moving forward. As Prosecutor03F noted, ‘most cases you would probably withdraw some charges, just purely for simplifying matters in the end’. Similarly, Prosecutor01F observed that the criminality of the offending conduct can be represented in fewer counts, or even less serious charges; hence, withdrawing charges is a common practice for prosecutors:

You don’t need 10 charges when two of the more serious ones may reflect the criminality. Now, by that I’m not meaning to say, well, we withdraw charges willy-nilly … that’s not what happens. … Sometimes when I look at things, if you’ve got a number of charges, well, do you really need that one? Or technically it might be there, but, sentencing-wise, the person is going to get concurrency for that so it may not ultimately make much of a difference.

In the de-identified case files, it was also very common for the accused to plead guilty to a substituted charge, whereby the OPP or police prosecutor would accept a guilty plea to an alternative charge, usually one that reduced the severity and aggravation of the original charge/s. For example, in case 019-DD:

The accused was charged with burglary with intent to assault, intentionally causing serious injury, intentionally causing injury and recklessly causing serious injury. The accused offered to plead guilty to recklessly causing serious injury on the basis that there were reliability issues with the victim’s evidence and insufficient medical evidence to support the other charges. The OPP initially rejected this offer but eventually accepted the guilty plea, if the accused would also plead guilty to criminal damage. This was accepted by the defence and guilty pleas were entered to recklessly causing serious injury and criminal damage, as a substitute for intentionally causing serious injury and intentionally causing injury. It also resulted in the burglary with intent to assault charge being withdrawn.

In the interviews, participants referred to the substituting of charges as ‘very common’ (Defence19M; Defence22M) and ‘a matter of course’ (Defence02F). In fact, Judge09M described it as ‘the most common form of plea negotiations’; while Defence11M suggested that ‘you’d be negligent if you didn’t pursue it’. Defence12FR detailed the following common examples:

Quite frequently we substitute use of threatening words in a public place, instead of a threat to kill charge, or threats to inflict serious injury, instead of threat to kill, or a dangerous driving, instead of reckless conduct endangering life, that kind of thing.

Defence22M likewise provided the following example of a recent case involving the substitution of charges:

I acted for a person ... and the police were contemplating charges of reckless conduct endangering persons, or serious injury. And we said, we don’t think you’re going to be able to sustain that charge. ... [outlines reasons why]46. And so we said, but we’ll plead guilty to a charge of ... criminal damage. ... [A] much less serious charge. So we eliminated the reckless conduct charge, which was what he was investigated for ... then the person was charged with criminal damage.

46 Details pertaining to the reasons have been removed to avoid possible identification of the accused.
While recognising the frequent use of this form of negotiation, prosecutor participants were quick to point out that accepting a guilty plea to the lesser charge is only done if it ‘adequately represent[s] the criminality’ (Prosecutor06M). As Prosecutor06M went on to explain:

If you’re resolving a matter as a plea of guilty, the lesser charge must encompass the criminality involved in the offending. … There has to be evidence of it, obviously, and again it has to represent the total criminality and that’s an important consideration. I mean, if you got to the stage of saying, we would accept a lesser charge, however, that doesn’t really represent criminality, then that’s not the right decision.

Defence practitioners also pointed to the need for the evidence to support the lesser charge:

It really does depend on the evidence, whether or not it supports it. Some drug offences are quite straightforward, it’s either you have the quantity or the commercial quantity or you don’t have the commercial quantity. (Defence02F)

However, one judicial participant argued that sometimes the ‘pragmatic benefit’ of the negotiated guilty plea may override adequate consideration of the evidence. Drawing on some recent examples, he explained:

It causes a lot of difficulty, because you may get an offer from the defence to plead to an offence which is less grave than the one they’re charged with, and one understands the sense of doing that at a pragmatic level. But you reach a point where the new charge to which the person offers to plead guilty simply doesn’t fit the facts, and that’s when problems really arise. … I did a plea … involving two [accused]. … One of them offered to plead guilty to culpable driving causing death. The other … wouldn’t plead to that, but would plead only to dangerous driving causing death, which is a lesser penalty carrying a lesser maximum sentence. Their conduct was relatively indistinguishable and the Crown accepted the plea [I believe] in order to avoid a trial. That made it quite difficult for me when sentencing the lesser offender to justify, as it were, given that it’s objective liability, there wasn’t a question of mens rea, it was just both of them acted with a high degree of negligence. That was the basis on which the culpable was put, and of course the lesser offence. I’ve also had examples where people have imported or dealt with very large quantities of drugs, plainly large commercial quantity or whatever, and have been allowed to plead to just a commercial quantity. Well, again the judge is put in a difficult situation.

In the US context, Brown (2014: 113) argues that caseload pressures:

Force courts and prosecutors to find ways to adjudicate more efficiently and to take those efficiency gains in the first form – by increasing the supply of adjudication, or the production of convictions, to meet increased demand. The goal of judges and prosecutors who find ways to process cases more quickly is not to handle the same number of cases and allocate the savings elsewhere; the goal (and need) is to process more cases.

In the Australian context, the efficiency pressures facing the courts and prosecutors have also been recognised, albeit to a lesser extent. In his time as Victorian DPP, Jeremy Rapke QC (2010: 46) identified efficiency-driven pressures on prosecutors, noting that the OPP was managing ‘a higher volume of cases across both traditional and new areas of the criminal law’,
while also ‘fac[ing] continuing pressure to contribute to reducing case backlogs’. The practical manifestation of these pressures can be seen in ss 41(a) and 23(b) of the Public Prosecutions Act 1994 (Vic), which imposes a statutory obligation to ensure prosecutions are conducted in an efficient, economic and effective manner – an outcome the former Victorian DPP John Champion SC (2012: 2) claimed is assisted by plea negotiations: ‘early plea resolutions in cases have a clear role to play in achieving this’. Flynn’s (2016: 574) study of plea negotiations and prosecutorial discretion found that the ‘strong focus on efficiency can lead to prosecutors experiencing some pressures to resolve cases through plea-negotiations’. While recognising that these pressures were not resulting in prosecutors resolving cases inappropriately where the public interest dictated that a case should proceed to trial, Flynn (2016: 574) argued that they do create an unfortunate (and inaccurate) public ‘perception that this could occur; that the external and internal pressures placed on prosecutors by the courts, their office, and the legislation to move matters more efficiently, will lead to inappropriate plea-negotiations’.

**Rolled-up Charges and Representative Counts**

Common in the de-identified case files were agreements to a representative count, or to charges being rolled-up. A rolled-up charge ‘can comprise a number of separate offences against the same statutory provision, even where they do not amount to a single transaction (e.g. where the acts occurred on different occasions)’ (Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office 2014). Defence23M described rolled-up counts as follows:

> It might be that there are multiple thefts from the same victim, and rather than them having 21 charges of theft on their prior convictions, when it may be over a very short period of time with the same victim, the prosecution are willing to negotiate to say, for example, that between the first of September and the first of December, that Mr X did steal ‘x’ number of items owing to ‘x’, but it [this conduct] is recognised under one charge.

Many participants described rolling up charges as ‘extremely sensible’ (Judge05M); as Judge01M maintained, ‘rolling up charges is almost just a sensible, a perfectly sensible way of resolving a number of matters’. Judge13F identified that the rationale for this form of negotiation is ‘to avoid having what is often described as an overloaded presentment or an overloaded indictment’. She explained:

> So you might end up instead of 50 charges you might have five. … It’s more prevalent in sex and fraud cases … and drugs cases … where there’s lots of different individual transactions or events or incidences of criminal conduct. All of which really are much the same as each other and it can just be dealt with in that fashion.

In this regard, the rolling up of charges was commonly identified as a way to ‘simplify everything’ (Defence07M). Defence07M went on to state that ‘the court likes it. Clients usually gravitate to it and it’s sort of a hybrid way of resolving a matter’. An example of this form of negotiation from the de-identified case files was case 009-SA:

> The accused faced almost 30 charges of obtaining financial advantage by deception arising from his fraudulent use of money owned by various investors to conduct trades. The resolution included the prosecution withdrawing charges which were not supported by evidence, and, where there were multiple instances of fraud using money owned by one investor, rolling up these multiple incidents into one charge.
One of the main reasons why participants identified this form of negotiation as ‘administrative’ is that, while the number of charges to which an accused pleads guilty is reduced when the counts are rolled-up, the summary of facts presented to the court for sentencing should explain that the charge encompasses a number of distinct offences, so that the sentence takes into account that there has been more than one offence committed. This means that the sentence is likely to be similar to what it would have been were the charges not rolled-up, regardless of the fact that the accused is pleading guilty to fewer charges and will have fewer convictions recorded. For this reason, the participants tended to identify this form of negotiation as a ‘tool’ (Prosecutor08M) and ‘technique’ (Judge08M) used by the prosecutor in acquiring a guilty plea, which may not have the same level of benefit for the accused. As Prosecutor08M maintained:

That’s quite often a tool that is used … because for the accused, all of a sudden they’re only facing 10 charges rather than 120, but from our behalf we’re still prosecuting them on all of the offences with the same summary. So that’s a big tool that we use.

Judge08M similarly observed that ‘rolling up counts is a technique used in plea negotiations … in some respects it’s a little bit of a sweetener to the defendant, to [help] get the plea resolution over the line’. When asked to clarify what was meant by the use of the term ‘sweetener’ in this context, Judge08M maintained that:

The prosecution really doesn’t lose a lot by it because, ultimately, whether it’s a rolled-up charge or individual charges, the defendant will still be sentenced for the very same conduct. In other words, one’s not actually withdrawing any conduct, wrongful conduct, off the table; just the number of charges is less. Instead of sentencing the person for multiple, less serious charges, the judge is sentencing the person probably more realistically for a handful of between dates charges.

This outcome was also identified by Judge05M, who claimed that:

Realistically, you know if you get a rolled-up charge of 10 indecent acts against children or one, the difference is going to be minimal … [in terms of] the actual sentence. It makes everybody feel better, but the actual difference in the sentence isn’t going to be that great.

While such an outcome ‘makes everyone feel better’, according to Judge05M, this view may not be shared by victims who have their victimisation experiences ‘rolled-up’ into one charge. As Flynn (2012: 86) observes, plea negotiations ‘will often require a negotiation between the interests of the victims involved and a satisfactory outcome in terms of the broader public’s interests’. In addition, the benefits may not be fully shared by the accused, especially in cases where they are unaware that their guilty plea to fewer charges will likely not affect the sentence imposed.

Like rolled-up counts, representative counts are used to reduce the number of charges to which an accused will plead guilty, purportedly without reducing the criminality of their conduct. Judge09M described representative counts as ‘another technique which is used in plea negotiations … to simplify’; while Judge08M observed that ‘if we didn’t have representative counts we’d have indictments with hundreds of charges on them which we couldn’t deal with’.

Representative counts are used as a way of representing a course of conduct – so the accused may plead guilty to one count of rape that is representative of several charges of rape against
the same individual (Freiberg 2014: 153). For example, in case 029-ZM, the accused offered to plead guilty to one charge of indecent assault to cover two relevant acts (touching the complainant’s breast and rubbing his penis against the complainant). The participants suggested that representative counts are ‘most commonly used in sexual offence cases’ (Defence10FR, see also Defence 18M, Defence20MI, Judge07M, Judge11F). As Defence 09F explained:

My experience has certainly been that representative counts are most often found in sex cases. Again, you might have a number of different charges to begin with and the matter will generally resolve as a plea to a representative count, being representative of a number of different occasions, but the client feels more comfortable pleading to one charge (even though it’s classed as a representative charge), rather than, say, three different charges.

In particular, participants observed that historical sexual offences are commonly made into representative counts, usually because it can be difficult for the victim to identify exact dates and times, making the prosecution more complex. Prosecutor05M identified these difficulties, noting that ‘often you have statements that say he did this to me once a week, or something, but we don’t have exact dates and so it may be appropriate to have a representative count on that basis’. In such circumstances, the offender can still be sentenced based on a history of misconduct, and the punishment will be determined ‘on the basis that this is not an isolated event’ (Prosecutor05M). Defence04M similarly maintained:

The explanation in relation to sex cases is probably because you have a complainant who will say, I can remember that it happened on my birthday. I can remember that it happened on the last day of school. They can pick out particular dates where they have a specific memory, but then they will go on to say, but it was happening on a regular basis. And so the counts that you actually plead to are seen as representative of what is invariably an ongoing … sexual activity.

Defence03F used a recent case she had dealt with in the County Court to demonstrate this difficulty in historical sexual offence prosecutions:

It was a historical sex matter [with] two complainants, ended up with one charge of carnal knowledge of a girl between 10 and 16 for both of them and that was representative for one complainant of a three-year period and involved conduct of penetration, touching, it encompassed a lot of different conduct. And the other one was over a 12-month period for the other complainant. So, I think that’s probably something we commonly see with historical sex matters, particularly because it’s so hard to pinpoint times and dates, so for them [the prosecution] to come up with individual counts can be quite difficult. And especially given the passage of time, it becomes a lot easier for the prosecution to accept a representative count than to try and prosecute numerous counts.

As in the case of rolled-up charges, the fact that the offence is representative should be specified in the summary of facts presented to the court for sentencing to ensure that the penalty acknowledges that this is a course of conduct, not simply one offence. However, unlike rolled-up counts, in relation to which the participants suggested that it ‘doesn’t make a lot of difference [to the sentence]’ (Judge05M), representative counts were identified as both a ‘tool to minimise the number of charges on the indictment’ and a way to generate a ‘lesser sentencing
outcome than if you have specified charges for each of the alleged forms of behaviour’ (Judge08M). While Defence02F stated that in the case of a representative charge ‘the sentence itself does not actually change; the client is still being sentenced on, for example, a 10-year period of offending’; in contrast, most judicial participants argued that the sentence would be lower, because ‘there’s a particular way the court looks at representative counts and it generally would result in a lesser sentencing outcome’ (Judge08M). Judge09M similarly outlined the different manner in which a judge must approach sentencing in representative versus rolled-up cases:

One’s got to be very careful with a representative charge that the representative charge adequately and properly reflects the overall offending … unlike a rolled-up charge. … With a rolled-up charge, the judge must punish the person for everything that falls within the ambit of the rolled-up charge in sentencing the defendant. With a representative charge, the rules are different. With a representative charge, technically the judge can only punish the person for the charge. … He’s [sic] punishing the defendant with respect to that individual charge, but within that wider context. … It’s not isolated, that’s the true basis of it. But he [sic] can’t actually punish him [sic] directly for the other acts.

For these reasons, Defence05M identified representative counts as ‘more advantageous to an accused than a rolled-up count, because it will get rid of a number of different offences that would be used for accumulation, so we would try and look at representative conduct counts to avoid what otherwise might be accumulation’.

_Taking Offences into Account_

Under s 100 of the _Sentencing Act 1991_ (Vic), when sentencing an offender, the court may take into account other pending charges that have been filed with the court and that the accused person admits to having committed (Freiberg 2014:148–52). Known as ‘taking offences into consideration’, this procedure is similar to that surrounding representative counts in that it allows offences in relation to which the offender has not been formally convicted to be taken into account in sentencing, while barring any further proceedings in respect of these offences. Additionally, the admission is not regarded as a conviction. This means that these offences are formally accounted for, or cleared, and obviates the need for further investigation. While the offences taken into account will generally augment the sentence for the principal offence, the increase is likely to be less than that which would have been the case had the charges been separately prosecuted (Freiberg 2014: 150).

Although this procedure has been available for decades, it was almost unknown to the participants and, according to those who were aware of the procedure, rarely, if ever, used. When the subject was raised in the interviews, some respondents had to resort to the legislation to ascertain what the procedure involved.

The judicial participants knew of it, but hardly ever employed it. One judge expressed his dislike for the process on the ground that it is not transparent, analogising it to aggregate or global sentences where individual sentences for individual charges are subsumed under one total sentence (Judge 09M). Prosecutors varied in their views; most agreed that it was rarely used, and was solely a means by which an accused could get rid of some charges (Prosecutor 07M). However, one prosecutor stated that the procedure was used frequently and is useful because it allows a number of matters to be dealt with at once, while enabling the court to
understand the totality of the person’s offending (Prosecutor03F). The defence practitioner participants rarely invoked it, with the majority unaware of the provision. When it was identified by defence practitioners, it was mostly in relation to sex offences. Of the defence practitioners who knew of the procedure, Defence21M noted that it happens occasionally as ‘part of a cleaning up of a mess situation rather than anything else. It’s just mopping up so that there’s finality and that is sensible’. Defence22M likewise noted the pragmatic rationale for the procedure:

We always do it and, generally speaking, it benefits our client … if you’ve got an armed robbery and you’re going to go to jail for three to five years and you’ve got five burglaries, you might get some small level of accumulation. … But, if you deal with them individually, you’re much more likely to get [a discount for bulk].

It was surprising that these longstanding legislative provisions are so little known and used. They have been the subject of appellate guidance and, in some jurisdictions, specific comment in prosecution guidelines.47 If the procedure is now considered irrelevant or impractical, it should possibly be repealed; but if it still serves a purpose, its existence and usefulness might be drawn to the attention of prosecutors and defence practitioners through continuing education programs or other means as another form of plea negotiation, similar to representative counts.

**Negotiating the Facts**

There were 24 de-identified case files where the negotiated outcome included a specific agreement on the entirety or part of the facts to be put before the court on the plea. For example, in case 023-LM:

*The offer made by the defence acknowledged that the accused had committed an armed robbery with a weapon, but contended that the charge of recklessly causing injury (and the charged alternatives of assault and assault with a weapon) could not be made out because the victim’s hand was cut by accident. The prosecution accepted this argument, and those charges were withdrawn. The fact that the victim’s hand was cut did not remain in the agreed summary of facts as relevant to the narrative of the incident.*

Among the 24 files, the agreement about the facts related either to the facts that supported the elements of the offence to which the plea was to be entered, or the facts that were to be led as ‘context’ (and could be used in aggravation or mitigation) but were not seen as directly relevant to whether the offence was made out. An example of a negotiated agreement on the facts supporting an element of the offence was evident in case 016-AF:

*The accused hit and injured a pedestrian with his car. Both the prosecution and defence agreed that the appropriate charge was recklessly causing serious injury. The issue in dispute was the facts upon which the element of recklessness was based. The negotiation around the facts was conducted to avoid a contested fact hearing on the plea.*

The following are examples of files where the factual negotiation was not integral to the proof of the offence (or an element of the offence), but was instead focused on which facts would be led as context and were deemed relevant to either mitigation or aggravation:

---

47 See eg Office of Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW), Prosecution Guidelines, Guideline 20, Charge Negotiation and Agreement: Agreed Statement of Facts: Form 1; see also Freiberg et al. 2015: 35.
The accused conceded that he cultivated a commercial quantity of cannabis. However, the facts negotiated were how he came to be involved, what he actually did, and whether he was paid (case 008-VT).

The accused was charged with armed robbery on the basis that he was armed with both an imitation firearm and a knife. The defence offered to plead guilty to armed robbery if the reference to the knife was removed from the summary of facts. This was agreed to by the prosecution (010-CD).

Even in the absence of a specific written agreement, the de-identified case files revealed that the facts were almost always discussed during plea negotiations as part of the process, whereby one or both parties contended that certain charges were supported (or not) by the evidence. All the interview participants likewise identified the agreed summary as a key element of negotiations. As Judge02MR observed, ‘that happens in every case. That there is a form of agreement, there is always some form of negotiation, particularly when you’ve got an offence against the person and in terms of words perhaps spoken, or actions pre or post the offence’. Judge13F maintained that ‘the settled summary is very significant and it’s a very major part of whether a case resolves or not’. Defence14FR similarly claimed that:

We negotiate bits out of summaries on a very regular basis; even when there are not charges being withdrawn. … It occurs often. Sometimes with big changes and sometimes with relatively minor ones that just make a big difference to the way the client feels about what they’re pleading guilty to. … Sometimes it’s just about, we’ll plead to an assault but the client says he didn’t kick her. Certainly he pushed her over but he denies the kick. The kick comes out, the client pleads. Everybody’s relatively happy.

Prosecutor08M commented on the regularity of this form of negotiation, describing it as ‘the most regular resolution tool I use. … Quite often it’s beneficial to resolve it to that because you’ve still got the same charges, it’s just a less aggravating summary’. When discussing this form of negotiation at the roundtable, Defence28M likewise observed:

I’d be very reluctant to go anywhere near a plea without having the broad facts outlined. … When your client pleads, with the facts, we’ve got to establish as much as possible that it’s in the lower end or it’s in the middle end [of culpability]. I’ve found that prosecutors are open to that, not to drafting line-by-line openings but a sequence of events that are critical.

Defence03F provided the following example of a negotiated summary of facts from one of her recent plea negotiations involving sexual offences against two persons:

[In this matter], some of the allegations included anal penetration and also the use of various objects. And that was something that, as part of those negotiations, we had any reference to objects or anal penetration removed. … This matter also involved a co-accused. … We didn’t accept anything that they alleged against her. They said that she knew [the victims] were having sex with him and that she was giving them alcohol to encourage them to do that. Now, our client completely denied that and part of the resolution was that there not be any reference to her, other than that she is the co-accused and has committal proceedings pending. And then I get the summary and it’s littered with all of this stuff [implicating the co-accused]. … So, that was just a process
then of me writing back to them and saying, no we don’t accept that, them coming back with another version without that in it and we pleaded [guilty].

The only participants who considered this as a less common form of negotiation were prosecutors in the indictable stream. Prosecutor01F, for example, claimed:

Why should I change the facts unless they’re wrong? … I refuse to change the facts … just to soften it for the defence … I might give instructions to whoever is coming to see me: okay, we’ll accept the plea to that, but we’re not changing the facts at all. The facts stay as they are. … So often that’s the twin side of the negotiating process. We might agree to a lesser charge, but no, not to [altering] the facts.

Prosecutor05M similarly observed that ‘there would be a lot of cases where there is no fact bargaining. … I would have thought that a vast majority of pleas, there’s not actually really that much discussion about the facts’. In putting forward these views, both Prosecutor01F and Prosecutor05M then went on to identify examples of these types of negotiation, with Prosecutor05M describing them as ‘not uncommon’, and Prosecutor01F listing exceptions to her refusal to change the facts:

The facts stay as they are, except, and this, again, gets a bit tricky, except where if you’ve completely withdrawn a charge then you sometimes can’t allege the facts. It sort of just depends … so yes, it does happen. (Prosecutor01F)

Prosecutor05M did stipulate that, in his experience, such negotiations generally relate ‘to peripheral matters, matters on the edge’. He went on:

The decision is often, well, is this really necessary? Do we really want to run a trial just to establish this particular fact? … It’s often important to the accused, and the question becomes, how important is it to the prosecution? If it’s important, then you’ll say no, if it’s not important; then you might agree to removing that particular fact. I mean, it may be that it’s simply something that there is no evidence about, but somehow has found its way into the [summary] … so then you’re happy to give it away.

The stipulations expressed by the indictable stream prosecutors may be due to the sense of unease that arises from the idea that facts can be altered or amended to support a lesser charge – a ‘process that does not “mislead the court”, rather it just avoids telling it the entire story’ (Flynn 2012: 83). Altering the agreed summary in this way has numerous implications, particularly in relation to the sentence imposed, and, as the participants explained, it is the summary that ‘informs the punishment, even more so than the charges listed’ (Defence22M).

This unease was evident in several of the participants’ descriptions of this form of negotiation – as ‘interference with the summary’ (Judge02MR) and a ‘misrepresentation by both the defence and the Crown, but accepted for matters expedient’ (Defence01M). Defence25MR similarly spoke of this process as a way ‘to water it down as much as you can really, make it [the offence] sound a bit better for the accused’. Some participants went so far as to suggest that this form of negotiation can result in a very different set of circumstances being presented to the court that borders on being ‘fictitious’ (Judge01M), which may explain the hesitation of the prosecutor participants to acknowledge the frequency with which this process is used. As Judge10F maintained, ‘sometimes it is difficult to reconcile having read the dispositions with
the police summary that is ultimately presented. One would think one was reading a different case’. Similarly, Judge01M observed:

We had one recently where the Crown accepted a plea to murder, but on a 3A basis, rather than express malice. … 3A is the old felony murder, and it would normally carry a much lower penalty. But the evidence was overwhelming that this was an intentional killing. Now, they did it [I believe] to get rid of the case and to save a trial and presumably thinking there isn’t much difference between a 3A plea and an express murder. … But the judge is told that it’s done on the basis of 3A and then you put the judge in an impossible situation. What does the judge say? … You’re creating a fictitious set of facts upon which to sentence. … I feel that’s wrong.

It is important to note here that the concerns expressed by Judge01M have since been addressed in a Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Victoria decision. In *DPP v Perry; Perry v The Queen*, the court provided approval for a sentencing judge to depart from the agreed summary of facts in s 3A cases, if the evidence supports an intention to commit murder. The Court stated:

[E]ven if the parties are agreed as to how the presence or absence of intent should be approached, if the admitted facts would support an inference of murderous intent, the sentencing judge is not precluded from drawing that inference and treating it as an aggravating factor. (*Perry* [at 90])

The Court went on:

Thus, if in a future case the prosecution agreed not to allege murderous intent, the judge would not be bound by the parties’ agreement if he/she considered that the undisputed evidence supported an inference of intent. And, if the admitted evidence supported no other conclusion, the judge could not sentence upon facts that were plainly wrong. To do so would impede the course of justice. In any such case, of course, procedural fairness would require that the judge inform the parties of his or her provisional view,

---

48 Judge01M is referring here to the offence of unintentional killing in the course or furtherance of a crime of violence, which is regulated by s 3A of the *Crimes Act 1958* (Vic). The act is defined as:

(1) A person who unintentionally causes the death of another person by an act of violence done in the course or furtherance of a crime the necessary elements of which include violence for which a person upon first conviction may, under or by virtue of any enactment, be sentenced to level 1 imprisonment (life) or to imprisonment for a term of 10 years or more shall be liable to be convicted of murder as though he had killed that person intentionally.

49 Clarification has been provided to the sentencing of offenders in relation to s 3A offences by the Supreme Court of Victoria Court of Appeal since the interview was conducted with Judge01M. In *DPP v Perry; Perry v The Queen* [2016] VSCA 152 (1 July 2016) the court stated that:

A number of sentencing decisions in this State have proceeded on the erroneous basis that the offence of statutory murder [s 3A] is a less serious form of murder than common law murder and should therefore attract sentences of a lesser order … [at 8]

[T]he mere fact that the offence is a s 3A murder, rather than common law murder, has no bearing on sentence … [at 81]

Statutory murder is not to be viewed as inherently less serious than common law murder, or as having a lower ‘starting point’ for sentencing. Both intentional murder and s 3A murder carry the same maximum penalty, that of life imprisonment. The sentencing guidance which the maximum penalty provides is therefore the same for both offences [at 83].

50 [2016] VSCA 152 (1 July 2016).
in order that they may be given a sufficient opportunity to make submissions. (Perry [at 92])

Accordingly, there is now scope in these cases for the judge to sentence according to the evidence presented, as opposed to only the agreed summary of facts.

Many participants identified the process as often being about ‘tweaking’ (Defence09F) the summary for the accused, usually in the form of minor revisions to some wording at which they have taken offence. Defence12FR claimed:

Sometimes it’s just a good way, if your client’s really stuck on the point, like it was a slap instead of a punch, even though that’s still an assault, an unlawful assault, then the prosecutor, I’ll put to them that if you could change it to a slap then we’ll accept the summary.

Defence09F similarly explained:

It comes down more to certain clients. It’s funny, even if they’re pleading to the same charge as they start out with, sometimes clients tend to be a lot more amenable to pleading if the summary is to be amended. In those circumstances, it’s a matter of going to the prosecution and saying, without prejudice this is the aspect of the summary my client takes issue with and every client is different, they all have particular things that really bother them. I had a client recently who was pleading in relation to charges of sexual penetration of a child under 16 and the complainant in question was someone who is loosely related to him. ... He wasn’t charged with incest or anything like that, but there was reference to the fact that she was [related to him] and he took real exception to the fact that, notwithstanding the fact he was pleading to sexual penetration of a child under 16, that there was any suggestion that she might be related to him. So when the Crown agreed to remove those aspects of the summary, and some of them were aggravating circumstances of the offending conduct, he was quite content to plead on that basis. So each client gets quite principled about certain things, regardless of the charge they’re actually pleading to.

In addition, Judge05M noted that when you:

Read the depositions and you then see an agreed summary and there’ll be things missing from it, that you think is quite crucial, and you think hang on a minute, … [but really] the court knows nothing about the background of it. … You don’t know how bad the witness was … so then you’ve got to think, well, if that had gone to trial, they may have lost the whole thing because the witness might be terrible, or something like that.

Judge07M also maintained that ‘judges will sentence people on the broad “what they did”, not the finest details of the facts’, thus downplaying some of the impact these negotiations have on the sentence imposed. Despite this claim, the importance of the agreed summary was identified by participants because it should be the basis on which the accused is sentenced, and it is where the culpability of the accused can be substantially reduced, thereby affecting the likely sentence imposed. As Defence23M explained:

You shouldn’t really be agreeing that a guilty plea is going to be entered until there is an agreement as to what you’re pleading guilty to. And that’s not just the charge, that’s
how the charge is made out [in the agreed summary]. So there’s a difference between saying you’re agreeing to a theft, which is, I went into the shop and I took the item with the intention of keeping it forever, or agreeing to a theft where it’s on the basis that you’ve subsumed the rights of another, but that there’s an intention to return it at a later stage. They’re both thefts, but it could obviously have a big difference in terms of your culpability in terms of what you’re agreeing to, even though they both might be made out on the face of the charge.

Defence11M went so far as to label this form of negotiation as ‘the biggest one, often more important than the charge itself’. He claimed that ‘that’s where you can have real gains even if you don’t get substitutions or lesser alternatives, but on the narrative of events because that’s what you get sentenced on ultimately, not the charge’ (Defence11M).

Agreements on the Prosecutor’s Sentencing Submission

In contrast to the US, prosecutors in Victoria cannot agree to specific punishments, either quantum or type, in exchange for a guilty plea. Instead, the sentencing decision is at the judge’s discretion. As Flynn (2016: 565) explains, prosecutors can ‘agree to present case facts to fit a particular sentence range, based on standard sentencing practices and outcomes, and/or recommend a sentence type to the court. Such recommendations are not binding, but generally influential’. A firm reminder of this occurred in R v Williams.51 In this case, a plea negotiation had been undertaken between the Crown and the defence with the accused’s son, notorious underworld figure Carl Williams, which included an agreement that the Crown would recommend a wholly suspended sentence in George Williams’ case. This agreement was made in light of George Williams’s ill health and as recognition of the resource savings for the public, the courts and the OPP resulting from Carl Williams’s guilty pleas to murder and conspiracy to commit murder. In reflecting on this sentencing submission, King J observed:

There is no doubt that it is important that the court uphold, if possible, any concessions or so called ‘deals’ that are made between the Crown and the defence, if they are proper and appropriate concessions. Here there is no doubt that the Crown were extremely anxious to conclude the potentially lengthy and costly series of trials that were being conducted in respect of these underworld murders, and there is no doubt that those involved in the prosecution of those matters determined that it was appropriate to make the concession. (Williams at [4])

However, King J went on to state that:

[I]t is ultimately for the court to determine what sentence is appropriate. The Court is not bound, in any way, by the negotiations between counsel as to the appropriateness or otherwise of a sentence. That is clearly the role and function of the court ... (R v Williams at [6])

For reasons that I shall set out shortly, I do not agree with the Crown and defence submission that a wholly suspended term of imprisonment would be appropriate in this case. (R v Williams at [8])

George Williams was sentenced to four and a half years’ imprisonment, with a minimum non-parole period of 20 months.

This separation of responsibilities identified by King J in relation to the plea negotiation process became case law following the decision of the High Court in *Barbaro*,[52] in which the court stated:

> It is for the prosecution, alone, to decide what charges are to be preferred against an accused person. Second, it is for the accused person, alone, to decide whether to plead guilty to the charges preferred. ... Third ... it is for the sentencing judge, alone, to decide what sentence will be imposed. ... [Thus the accused’s] decision cannot be made with any foreknowledge of what sentence will be imposed. Neither the prosecution, nor the offender’s advisers, can do anything more than proffer an opinion as to what might reasonably be expected to happen.

This study sought to understand what types of negotiation exist in relation to punishment outcomes, particularly both pre and post the High Court’s decision in *Barbaro* (this case is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6). In brief, *Barbaro* reversed the Victorian Court of Appeal’s decision in *R v MacNeil-Brown (MacNeil-Brown)*,[53] which required prosecutors to make a submission on sentencing range if:

(a) the court requests such assistance; or (b) even though no such request has been made, the prosecutor perceives a significant risk that the court will fall into error regarding the applicable range unless such a submission is made. [at 3]

In *Barbaro*, the court stated that:

> Contrary to the view of the majority in *MacNeil-Brown*, the prosecution’s conclusion about the bounds of the available range of sentences is an irrelevant statement of opinion, not a submission of law ... [at 43]

> To the extent to which *MacNeil-Brown* stands as authority supporting the practice of counsel for the prosecution providing a submission about the bounds of the available range of sentences, the decision should be overruled. The practice to which *MacNeil-Brown* has given rise should cease. The practice is wrong in principle. [at 23]

The case file data and interviews suggest that prosecution sentence recommendations still form part of the negotiation process, even post *Barbaro*, although they are evidently less specific as a result of the High Court’s decision in that case.

Following the decision in *MacNeil-Brown*, it appears that sentence ranges became a key element of negotiations. Reflecting on this time, Defence11M explained the process as follows:

> Well it’s quite straightforward. We’d say, we plead guilty if you agree on a range of X and Y and pre Barbaro they’d come back and say, yeah okay or no, and you’d either continue negotiating the range or, alternatively, just plea to have a discrepancy on the range.

---

52 [2014] HCA 2 [at 47].
Participants with prosecutorial experience likewise acknowledged that sentence range recommendations did form part of the negotiation process for a period of time:

When I was at the Crown [pre Barbaro] we gave range all the time. It’s the thing that the defence were always looking for – in the more serious indictable offences – whether or not the Crown will concede, for example, when suspended sentences were in, that a period of imprisonment is open. That was a big green light for an accused to plead. (Judge02MR)

Prosecutor05M similarly maintained:

The very early stages after MacNeil-Brown, there were occasions when plea ranges were used as part of the negotiation process. ... There were occasions when defence would say, if we plead, what would you say as to range?

This type of negotiation was identified by many defence practitioner participants as offering a strong incentive for their clients to plead guilty, as Defence03 noted:

[It] gave clients some comfort if you could get an agreement out of the prosecution about what they would give as a range ... [because] you knew if you had some agreement on range, unless you were before [names particular judge] who had no regard for ranges whatsoever, that you’d probably fall somewhere nicely within it and you could assure your client of that.

Likewise, Defence09F maintained that this type of negotiation was beneficial to clients as one could explain to them that ‘the Crown have indicated that if you pleaded this is the range that they would provide, that they would submit that you’ve done enough time or they would submit that you only have to do X much more and the sentencing judge is likely to go along with that’. An example of this type of agreement was evident in case 012-XC:

The defence offered to plead guilty to aiding and abetting the importation of some of the drugs which he was charged with importing. The OPP rejected the offer on the basis that it did not encompass the criminality of the case, but noted it would accept a guilty plea to either attempting to import or attempting to possess the entire amount of drugs charged. The defence lawyer responded by asking for the likely MacNeil-Brown range if the guilty plea was accepted. The OPP responded with an indicative range, and the accused pleaded guilty to attempting to possess the entire amount of drugs charged.

While the majority of defence practitioner participants openly acknowledged that range was discussed as part of plea negotiations in the wake of MacNeil-Brown, the prosecutor participants stressed that this only happened for a short period of time as it quickly became frowned upon by the DPP, and prosecutors were advised not to engage in this type of discussion. As Prosecutor05M explained, ‘at a very early stage we decided that – well the Director decided – that was inappropriate and so that stopped. So in terms of giving indications as to what the Crown said in terms of range, that was in the main done after the plea was entered’. Likewise, Prosecutor03F said, ‘certainly now, but even sometime before [Barbaro], we don’t provide a range … we would probably not have an agreement with defence about that even to that limited extent’. This contrasts with the views of the defence practitioners, who
commonly identified discussions on range as a major part of negotiations up until *Barbaro*, when it became less relevant as prosecutors were no longer asked by the court to provide a range. Defence03F maintained, ‘that discussion happened a lot until [*Barbaro*]. … Yes, right up until the landscape changed, with sentencing ranges now out’. The case file data included at least five examples where the plea negotiation encompassed an agreement on the prosecutor’s sentencing range (it is unknown when these cases occurred, thus they may occurred prior to the DPP’s notification). A minority of participants suggested that, even post *Barbaro*, range can still form part of negotiations:

Well, the prosecution can still tell us what they think, and they might not give us a range, but actually sometimes they will. It really depends on your relationship with the prosecutor. (Defence16F)

Defence17F similarly maintained, ‘I mean the prosecution do still talk about sentencing range’. When asked how often this occurs or what the benefit of the discussion is given the prosecutor is no longer able to submit a range to the court, Defence17F claimed:

Look, I still do have prosecutors that will say, we will submit [to the court] even though we know we shouldn’t, that the appropriate sentencing range is X, in order to put pressure on me to agree to what they propose.

At the roundtable, Defence30M likewise declared that:

*MacNeil-Brown’s* drifting back in because we want to know what’s within the range, custodial, non-custodial, upper end, sentencing in terms of years. And whether or not *Barbaro* is supposed to have eliminated that, the fact of the matter is, it’s drifting back in, particularly for non-custodial [sentences]. So it does still form a part of the guilty plea and the negotiations.

This view was supported by Defence28M, who said at the roundtable:

We have a fantastic resolution rate at the County Court because we have these plea negotiation discussions. The prosecutors will say, I’m making submissions and we’ll accept that non-custodial is within range.

Also at the roundtable, Judge16F accepted that ‘*MacNeil-Brown* is sneaking back in’, but only in relation to ‘combination sentences [CCO and imprisonment], because, whilst prosecutors aren’t allowed to pitch on range anymore, they’re freely pitching on combination sentences’.

Judge15M similarly noted at the roundtable that:

You’ll frequently get prosecutors who say, we don’t take issue with what’s going to be said and sit down again. That’s not giving a range, it just means that the defence barrister can then confidently assert this is what we want and you as a judge or a magistrate know, well, if I do this, if I think it’s right, then that’s the end of it.

This view was also reflected in the interviews, where participants expressed a perspective that the negotiations around sentencing and penalties have shifted away from specific range discussions, to focus instead on whether the Crown may recommend to the court that a non-

---

54 As discussed in Chapter 2, combination sentences refer to a sentencing order that includes a period of imprisonment and a CCO.
custodial penalty or a CCO is within range – an outcome several defence practitioners identified as negatively affecting negotiations:

Yeah, after Barbaro it’s a little bit up in the air. Certainly prosecutors don’t go into the specifics that they did pre Barbaro. It’s kind of gone back to the old days where they submit either jail that’s appropriate or it’s not appropriate. Unfortunately, it doesn’t, now that Barbaro is where it’s at, it doesn’t really assist in resolving matters because we can’t say to a client that we’ll submit this and the prosecutors will confirm it. (Defence07M)

Defence09F similarly noted:

I was at the court at first when it happened and I think the initial reaction was, well, this is going to stop pleas. It is going to create a barrier, because you can’t talk about range and it stops us being able to have that agreement and knowing that you can then go to a judge, because now the figure is just completely plucked [out of the air].

Despite identifying these potential limitations, most participants acknowledged that the prosecutor’s submission still forms an integral part of negotiations and is a common discussion point during negotiations: ‘there will sometimes be an agreement about saying a non-custodial is within range or all sentencing options are open’ (Judge11F). Defence11M maintained that ‘it used to be that you’d make your offers contingent upon a sentencing range being given, [but] the OPP have disavowed that process so it’s not as effective anymore … post Barbaro you just leave the ranges out of it’. Significantly, some participants claimed that this part of the agreement influences whether an accused will accept the resolution and plead guilty. As Defence03F explained, ‘often agreement about a non-custodial disposition can also form a really important part of those negotiations’. Likewise, Prosecutor03F noted, ‘if we weren’t going to persist with an immediate custodial submission, then that might make a difference to whether a matter is going to settle or not’. In this vein, Prosecutor06M observed:

We don’t negotiate range but we do in terms of – the defence will say, as part of the negotiations, what disposition are you looking at? And when I say that, they’re obviously saying, are you submitting that it’s an immediate custodial sentence or as a non-custodial sentence? … So there are some cases that you can go and see a Crown prosecutor and say, look, this is the case. They’re pleading up to those charges. Would we submit that it warrants an immediate custodial sentence? There’s a number of ways we can put that. We can say that a non-custodial sentence is ‘within range’ and that’s where the range comes in, but we can’t say what the range of the actual custodial sentence is. So we can say the non-custodial sentence is ‘in the range’ or we would have to submit that an immediate custodial was appropriate. Then you get back to the defence and it’s up to them whether they want to resolve or not.

Defence19M also identified this practice, noting that ‘you struggle with that a little bit [post Barbaro], but sometimes [you say], we’ll plead guilty on this basis if you don’t submit for imprisonment. That does happen’. An example of this type of negotiation was recalled by Defence09F in relation to a child sexual abuse case:

I had a case not so long ago. … We sought the Crown’s view as to whether or not they would be submitting that an immediate custodial disposition was the only appropriate one in the circumstances. … They indicated that they would get instructions and come back and indicated that they wouldn’t seek an immediate custodial disposition.
Obviously there’s no real way of determining what will happen because as you know the judge can decide whether or not to accept the Crown’s view, but we knew at least the Crown wouldn’t appeal if we got that particular [non-custodial] disposition and that is what the client needed to push him over the line towards pleading.

Commonly, defence practitioners identified these types of discussions occurring post Barbaro in relation to CCOs, in a similar way to how discussions about suspended sentences used to run pre MacNeil-Brown:

Look, we do [have those discussions], it’s less so now [post Barbaro], but we do. So we will try and see if they’ll have anything to say or any objection for us to say a CCO is within the range. (Defence05M)

Defence02F similarly explained:

What you’re negotiating on primarily … with the OPP in relation to the sentence is whether or not they’re going to oppose a CCO and that hasn’t changed. … I guess post Barbaro it’s just a matter of whether or not they’re conceding a term of imprisonment or a term of imprisonment combined with a CCO or whether they’re conceding a CCO.

Defence15M also noted that ‘there are still concessions on the appropriateness of, say, a CCO versus imprisonment and that type of thing. … And those arguments come up a lot’. In this regard, Prosecutor05M identified the CCO discussion as a relatively common part of the negotiation process:

When defence come and say, we’re thinking of pleading. We’ve got to talk to our client, are you going to accept that the CCO’s within the range? If you do that, then when I talk to my client it will make it easier. Again, as I said earlier, if it’s obvious [that a CCO is appropriate] then … [we’d say] yes, you’ve given us your material, we’ve looked at it. When it comes to the plea, we’re likely to say that a Community Correction Order is within the range, if that helps you.

The importance of this agreement to the negotiation process was acknowledged by Defence16F, who maintained that:

I go back to the client and say, well, look. If it resolves in this way, the prosecution won’t be seeking jail. That can be a big factor. Or it might be that the prosecution comes to us and says, look, if we can resolve this … all options are open. Or they might even go so far as to say a CCO, for example, would be within range. … Sometimes that is the difference between resolving and not resolving.

At the roundtable, a similar view was expressed by Prosecutor13F, who highlighted the ‘importance’ of these discussions. She explained, ‘if that’s what will assist a resolution then without saying that it’s part of the plea negotiations, you can then take it back to a Crown prosecutor to talk about whether we would concede that a non-custodial sentence was within the range, it helps’.

While the plea negotiation process in Victoria in no way resembles that of the US, where prosecutors can offer specific sentences in exchange for a guilty plea, it appears that, in the wake of MacNeil-Brown, discussions ventured into this area for a period of time, at least until
(if not beyond, according to a few defence practitioner participants) the DPP prohibited this type of discussion by OPP solicitors. While specific sentence ranges appear not to form part of plea negotiations, the data emerging from the interviews suggest that sentencing discussions do play a major role in Victorian plea negotiations – the fourth most common form—particularly in relation to CCOs and non-custodial or time served outcomes, despite many participants adamantly declaring that ‘sentencing isn’t part of plea negotiations’ (Prosecutor13F).

The Other Forms of Negotiation

Agreement to Change Jurisdiction

Agreeing to have a matter heard in a lower jurisdiction as part of the resolution was identified as a relatively common form of plea negotiation (evident in nine files and identified by 92 per cent of participants), more so in relation to County Court matters being heard in the Magistrates’ Court, although a couple of the indictable stream prosecutors also spoke of Supreme Court matters being shifted to the County Court. Participants identified two main reasons for moving the jurisdiction to the summary stream. The first is that it reduces the severity of the penalty that can be imposed on the accused (Judge08M). As Judge13F maintained:

That is quite common in the Magistrates’ Court, particularly where the matter might have been going to go to the County Court because if it is kept in the lower jurisdiction costs are lower and the penalty range is lesser.

The second main ‘big carrot’ (Judge02MR) was the appeal de novo available in the Magistrates’ Court, which entitles an accused to a right of appeal without a requirement to obtain leave from the court. As Judge09M observed:

You’ve got the one advantage in the Magistrates’ Court, which you don’t have in the County Court, and that is if you’re on the cusp of going to jail, and a magistrate sentences you to jail, then you’ve got a right to an appeal de novo. … So the appeal process is easier to overturn … whereas, of course, if you get sentenced [in the County Court], you need to demonstrate error [to appeal], and it’s not easy. … So you buy yourself an extra bite at the cherry if you’re dealt with by a magistrate. I’ve got no doubt that drives some people to accept that type of agreement.

Interestingly, several participants with a defence background suggested that the potential benefit of receiving a lesser penalty in the Magistrates’ Court was not necessarily reflected in practice. As Judge07M maintained:

If you negotiated it and want it heard in the Magistrates’ Court, it might be the most serious case that the magistrate hears for a month, whereas it’s just a very small beer in the County Court … [When practising as a defence barrister,] I didn’t rush for the Magistrates’ Court on every occasion and sometimes where the police [prosecutor] said

55 In the Magistrates’ Court the maximum term of imprisonment that can be imposed for a single offence is two years. The maximum total sentence that can be imposed for multiple offences is five years.
56 Under s 16K(4)(a) of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 (Vic) (formerly s 83 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989) and s 254 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic), an accused has a right of appeal to the County Court on sentence, or on both conviction and sentence.
you must go up to the County Court, as if that’s where the harsh sentences come from, I said fine and we got a much better deal and they were as angry as anything. And they would have got a much harsher outcome in a Magistrates’ Court.

Defence07M similarly claimed that:

Sometimes it’s – even though a matter can be dealt with in the Magistrates’ Court – sometimes it’s better to deal with it in the County Court because often the more serious charges following a resolution in the Magistrates’ Court aren’t viewed anywhere near as seriously in the County Court and there’s a much greater opportunity in the County Court to develop a plea [in] mitigation than there is in the Magistrates’ Court. So, contrary to the view that it’s better in the Magistrates’ Court because the powers to sentence are more limited, there are occasions where it’s better to go off to the County Court, but that’s always subject to whether your client’s in custody or not because you can deal with it quicker in the Magistrates’ Court.

A main benefit of having the matter heard summarily was said to be that ‘it’s over and done with more quickly’ (Judge13F). Prosecutor05M provided the following overview of the decision-making process in these types of resolution:

Say, for example, it’s an aggravated burglary involving an assault. It goes to the County Court, and a brief comes in, and it’s apparent that the person had permission to go into the house. So one of the elements of the charge is not there, and what’s left is a minor assault. Then in all the ordinary course of event, the instructions would be given for that minor assault to be dealt with in the County Court. So I’d be asking two things: (1) do we proceed with the aggravated burglary charge? That question would come from whoever was appearing in the committal, for example, or the committal mention. A solicitor from this office who had been instructing, they’d come along and say we’ve got this charge of aggravated burglary but it turns out we can’t prove this particular element. I would then, going back to the first point, if I agreed with that, I’d give instructions to withdraw the charge, and then the next question would be: (2) do we deal with this as an indictable charge in the County Court or do we deal with it in the Magistrates’ Court? Now if the charge involves splitting someone’s head open with a tomahawk, it would probably go forward [in the County Court]; but if it involves a bruise to the cheek, it would probably stay in the Magistrates’ Court, and obviously there’s a whole range of circumstances between those two. Sometimes the decision is easy to make and sometimes it’s a bit borderline.

Drawing on her recent experiences, Defence09F provided the following example of this form of plea negotiation:

It was an armed robbery matter that was booked in for trial. We had made an offer some time ago to plead to robbery charges which hadn’t been laid in the alternative, and part of the resolution that we reached with the Crown was that the matter would resolve as a plea to a charge of robbery with a consent to the matter being remitted to the Magistrates’ Court, and the Crown didn’t take any issue with that at all.

Defence03F also provided an example:
I had a clandestine laboratory matter that I did that was charged in the committal mention stream. We resolved it on the day [of the pre-trial hearing] with the agreement that the prosecution wouldn’t oppose summary jurisdiction. … This was a guy that had some boxed-up materials, so beakers and things, and there were some precursors spread around his house, but it wasn’t actually a lab set up in his house. And so that was something that really did form part of the negotiations that we had, that yes we will resolve this today, but on the provision that you don’t oppose summary jurisdiction. And that’s often one of our strongest tools I think in committal things, when you’ve got something that can be heard summarily, trying to negotiate a resolution that includes the prosecutor not being opposed in terms of summary jurisdiction.

**Accused to Provide Information on Another Matter**

Eighty-nine per cent of participants identified the provision of information on another matter as a form of plea negotiation. The criminal law encourages offenders to inform on each other and to assist law enforcement agencies and the legislature, and the courts support this policy by taking it into consideration in sentencing as a mitigating factor for cooperating with the authorities, which may be in addition to any reduction in sentence on account of a guilty plea (Freiberg 2014: 395). Judge03M maintained that this form of negotiation ‘frequently … occurs. … I mean, how else do you get the bad guys to talk? You’ve got to give them something and what they want is either a reduced sentence or no charge at all’. Similarly, Judge06M claimed ‘that does happen regularly and it’s a very powerful component of a plea if someone’s prepared to stick their neck out and assist the cops’. Overall, the judicial participants described this as a ‘very common part of a plea negotiation’ (Judge09M), particularly in relation to drug offences (Judge01M); and most provided examples of taking the level of cooperation shown by the accused into consideration in sentencing. The prosecutor and defence practitioners recognised this as a form of negotiation, but did not consider it to be commonplace – ‘look it does [occur], but it doesn’t happen very often’ (Defence08MR). Only around half of the prosecutor and defence practitioner participants had direct experience with this form of negotiation. The remainder spoke of other lawyers they knew being involved in this form of negotiation. As Defence17F maintained:

> Personally, I cannot recall ever having been involved in a matter with that. So I mean, some of my colleagues have. I’ve witnessed it happen in court. You know, indications of it, but I myself have never been part of that.

Defence16F similarly claimed, ‘if it was available, if it was relevant, yeah absolutely. … I don’t know that’s arisen for me, but certainly if it arose, I would. I’d do whatever I thought was necessary’. Defence17F gave a hypothetical example of one of the ways in which this type of negotiation can play out:

> Say you might have a simple driving matter where they’ve got false plates on their car. They [the accused] might say, they’re not mine, they belong to X and I’ll go back to that to the prosecutor and they might say, cough up the name of X and I’ll withdraw the charges against your client. Unless we get a name we’re pursuing the charges against your client. … So the indication is, you give us the name and we’ll drop the charges against the client.

---

57 See e.g. *Sentencing Act 1991* (Vic), ss 5(2AB) and (2AC); *Crimes Act 1914* (Cth), s 16A(2)(h).
Prosecutor01F reflected on her direct experiences with this form of negotiation, recognising it as a very useful way to resolve a case:

In those instances, I will often do all I can to resolve the matter. I.e., if a solicitor or a barrister comes to me and says, well, look we’ve got this case I’ve got, say, three accused, one is making waves. He might, as we say, ‘roll over’… He may be talking about making a statement against the others and I pretty much usually say, well, I think that’s a really good idea and you should make it clear to his barrister, or her barrister, whoever it is, that we will make it very clear on appropriate [sentencing] submissions if he or she provides a statement that assists, but it has to be one that assists. … And they have to give evidence and so on.

As outlined by Prosecutor01F, often such an agreement requires the accused to give evidence in a related or other matter. For this reason, several defence practitioners expressed concern about the potentially negative outcomes this could have for their client, identifying this as a reason why they might not always seek out this option as part of a resolution. Defence11M explained:

It’s not my practice to … actively encourage such a process; though it would also be negligent of me to completely disregard that process. If the OPP or Victoria Police – it will only ever be the OPP – put that to me, I will, as a matter of course and obligation, put that to my client and I will supplement that in terms of my advice to the client with the sentencing benefit that goes with it. Will I automatically, where there are co-accused, put that to my client? I will again apprise him of the ability to do that but I won’t take it much further than arming my client with the information.

Defence20M expanded on this view:

I’ve been involved in that and it’s a very long and difficult process. It’s a very difficult position for accused persons to be in. Very often they expose themselves to danger when they provide information in relation to other people’s illegal activities. And it’s a very long process to make sure that you, I suppose, get the best result for your client, given the value of the information that they’re going to provide. The people who provide information are almost always down the lower end of the scale of culpability, so they’re usually people who might or might not go to custody … and where it will be relevant if they can give up people that are higher up in the hierarchy then they may receive a bargain that makes it less likely to actually go to jail.

Likewise, Defence22M maintained:

Well, I’m apprehensive now, I’m really apprehensive, particularly in drugs stuff, of getting people to provide information. … There’s this sort of confusion about how we recognise cooperation. Do we do it in closed court? How do we stop other people extraneous to the proceedings being alerted to the fact? Because they know it’s a closed court, they suspect something’s going on. … They get suspicious, it’s clumsy, it’s really clumsy, and so we’re still identifying, we still talk about it and we still – in appropriate cases where we think our client’s not going to be at risk, he’s not part of that entrepreneurial drug culture where you really are at the greatest risk. … Lower down, we still talk about it, we still do it, but higher up, I’m apprehensive to do it.
Participants identified the two formal ways in which this type of agreement is recognised in the court. The first is through a ‘letter of comfort’ in the summary jurisdiction; the second is a ‘can say statement’ in the indictable stream (Freiberg 2014: 401). The ‘letter of comfort’ was defined by Defence23M as ‘a sealed letter that goes to the judge or the magistrate to detail the level of assistance that they’ve provided’. Prosecutor04M expanded on this definition, claiming:

How a ‘letter of comfort’ works … it’s usually a confidential letter that’s handed up to the magistrate in private. It’s handed up without comment with the prior history and the magistrate reads it, and there’s no indication to the public what’s happened.

Judge01M described the ‘can say statement’ used in the indictable stream as follows:

This is when somebody’s either charged or about to be charged with an offence and they want an indemnity or they want some sort of reduction in penalty. … It is an unsigned statement outlining what evidence [the accused] would be able to give in relation to either this offence or other offences. It was always done in what was called a ‘can say’. So you get a bit of paper which is unsigned and the DPP would look at that and might discuss whether that’s adequate, whether that’s all that can be said. … If the deal is then done, the ‘can say’ is converted into a statement and he’s [the accused’s] called to give evidence.

Defence09F provided the following examples of negotiations involving a ‘can say statement’:

I had one recently, my client was originally charged with [drug-related offences]. ... Ultimately, the Crown agreed to resolve it on the basis of a trafficking simpliciter charge with a condition that our client provide information or a statement in respect of the remaining co-accused, and he did agree to that. ... I had another matter where my client provided a lot of information to the AFP [Australian Federal Police]. He provided a ‘can say statement’ and obviously the CDPP then went away and got instructions as to any discount he should be afforded.

Agreement Not to Pursue Charges Against Another Person

An agreement not to pursue charges against another person was identified as a form of plea negotiation by 44 per cent of participants, although it was considered less common than other forms and something that happened ‘more often in the past’ (Judge05M). It was not evident in the de-identified case files. There was some concern raised about the ethicality of this outcome, with participants identifying it as ‘a bit edgy’ (Judge05M), ‘dubious’ (Judge12MR) and ‘a tricky issue’ (Judge09M). In most instances, participants stated that this form of negotiation occurs in relation to intimate partners, such as husbands and wives, in drug offence cases, given the circumstances in which drugs are grown and cultivated:

I think we all know that that happens, most often in relation to drugs, where drugs are found at premises. It’s often quite clear that, given that the drugs are, for example, all over the house, that all those living there were probably privy to some kind of offending, but sometimes it’s the case that – and generally it’s the male that seems to be charged and the female walks away. (Judge10F)

Judge09M similarly observed:
It’s almost always when we’re talking about partners, husbands and wives, girlfriends/boyfriends. … Because it’s, the house has been raided, and they’re both implicated, the wife’s or the partner’s been drawn along in it, watered the [marijuana] plants or whatever, and they’re both charged.

Judge13F likewise maintained that ‘sometimes husbands are put on the spot where the police say, look, we won’t charge your wife if you confess and take responsibility. And sometimes even beyond that stage there can be those sorts of circumstances’. The participants also recognised this occurring in relation to other family members, whereby an accused ‘will put their hand up to protect their family members’ (Judge05M). Defence09F expanded on this, noting:

I certainly have clients who are charged alongside family members, friends, girlfriends, that sort of thing, and a lot of the time they say, well if I plead will they agree to withdraw the charges against this person? I have got a current matter and it’s sort of one where they’ve agreed to give information about a co-accused and resolve their matter on the basis that his partner, the charges against her are dropped, and that’s ultimately been agreed to.

The prosecutor participants stressed that such decisions are always made on the basis of the evidence, where there is ‘a complete inequality of the evidence against the two people charged’ (Prosecutor05M). Prosecutor05M explained:

There might be virtually no case against one [accused], and a strong case against the other … so you’re not weighing one off against the other, you’re just saying one case is so weak that you can’t – and sometimes people ask, I’ll cop this one, but leave my wife alone? But usually the decision is made on the strength of the evidence in relation to the wife, for example, rather than – and sometimes that is the case, that there is, the police charge both. But there’s no evidence against one or there’s minimal evidence against one, and so that inequality is what usually solves it.

Defence03F provided the following example of this type of negotiation:

I had an intention to cause serious injury [charge]. ... And on the days leading up to his [the accused’s] trial, because he’d denied it all along, his partner was alleged to have gone around to the complainant’s house and left a note with her phone number and tried to talk to him, to try and get him to change his story. Now the police wanted to investigate her and charge her with attempting to pervert the course of justice. And we ended up resolving his matter to intentionally causing injury and we had a sort of unspoken agreement, no-one explicitly said, and by the by, you won’t pursue these things, but that was just what was understood as part of his plea, that the partner would just be left alone. And that’s what happened and that was really important for him in terms of the resolution, because the idea for him that the missus was going to get prosecuted on top of him going to jail was just too much.

Agreement Not to Pursue Other Charges/Investigations into the Accused

In a similar vein to agreeing not to pursue charges against someone known to the accused, an agreement not to pursue other charges or investigations into the accused was recognised as a
form of plea negotiation (47 per cent of participants; not evident in the de-identified case files), but one that participants felt was ‘very sensitive’ (Judge08M) and not one that you would ‘let on about in the open’ (Judge01M). As Judge08M explained, ‘I can provide examples, but I won’t’. Similarly, Judge05M noted, ‘we used to do it all the time … like we’ll put our hand over this [plead guilty] if it just stops here … but it always made me edgy doing that’. Defence11M likewise claimed, ‘yes, it happens on occasion, but they’re [the OPP] never going to sign a document to that effect, but I’ve never seen them abscond [sic] from any in-principle agreement that’s been reached’. He went on to stipulate, however, that such circumstances are ‘rare’ because ‘it’s not that common to have something on the horizon that hasn’t currently been charged if the OPP are aware of it’ (Defence11M). Instead, Defence11M suggested that a more common outcome is where there are two separate proceedings against the accused ‘and you want to reach an arrangement either wholesale on the two and … that is we’ll have a compromised charge on both sets of charges and they’ll take a pragmatic view, or alternatively yes, you offer them one on the condition that they discontinue against another’ (Defence11M).

Prosecutor03F also identified this as ‘something that could happen’, but more so in relation to minor charges associated with the offending conduct. She explained:

There may have been some minor charges associated with it that we might have been going to pursue that we wouldn’t once he pleaded guilty. ... But we wouldn’t, I mean where the criminality needs to be addressed, we wouldn’t ignore criminal offending where it needed to be charged. But there might be cases where the substantive charges are in agreement, then other matters that are affiliated. For example, if there’s some admissions as to drug-taking or something like that and they were going to plead guilty to a major charge, then the admissions about taking drugs may not be charged because it wouldn’t be the substantive, most important charges.

Defence17F reflected on her experiences with this form of negotiation, noting that ‘it doesn’t happen very often but’:

I had an accused charged with – they were driving offences I believe – and part of the brief of evidence he’d provided was a sworn statement. … He gave a sworn statement to the police officer, which in the context of the instructions that he was giving me indicated that the original statement was false, and the police officer said, if he pleads to the driving charges, I won’t pursue the perjury charge. If he doesn’t settle on the basis of these driving matters, I’ll be considering a perjury charge. So I put those instructions and advice to the client and he decided to settle.

Prosecutor07M similarly observed that this form of negotiation ‘happens from time to time’, but recognised the independent nature of the OPP and Victoria Police in this regard. He explained:

We don’t intrude too much on what the police do. I mean, obviously we’re not a charging agency and if the police have got other charges sitting in the background and they’re unrelated to the case that we’re actually running up here, I would have thought there would not be too many occasions when we would be binding the police and they would seek to be binding us on that sort of issue. … I mean if the police come to me and say, look, because of this, we’ve made agreements with the accused that we’re not going to investigate, I think that’s a difficult area because you never know quite where an investigation is going to take you and what the degree of responsibility is. You might
actually be stopping an investigation of a very serious matter. … I don’t say it doesn’t happen, but maybe [it’s] not that common.

Defence09F maintained that her experiences with this form of negotiation often involved an ‘unspoken agreement’ that other charges and investigations will not be pursued. She gave the following example:

I had another [client] who had provided this ‘can say statement’ and the charge he was pleading to was importation of cocaine. He was effectively making admissions in the course of that ‘can say statement’ to having done that on six more occasions but obviously in circumstances where he was providing that to assist the AFP with broader investigations, there was an unspoken agreement effectively that he wouldn’t be prosecuted for that, and he wasn’t.

Defence16F also provided an example of this form of negotiation:

I had a really interesting WorkSafe prosecution where I was defending, and it was listed for I think 10 or 20 days in the Magistrates’ Court. It was going to be incredibly complicated, and it was a huge brief, of course very well prepared by the prosecution, and it was overwhelming. And what I was concerned about was that in the course of defending this, earlier behaviour would come out, particularly if the client gave evidence, which it seemed to me was about his only chance of defending it. … So part of the negotiations in that case were that the prosecution would not refer to any previous behaviour, which they can’t really anyway, but also that they would agree not to prosecute [the previous behaviour], because it looked to me that it was well open to them. … And so that was an agreement that was part of the resolution of the matter.

Providing the Accused and/or Their Family with Protection and/or Financial Support

Providing protection or some form of financial support to an accused in exchange for them pleading guilty and providing information on other matters was recognised by just 29 per cent of participants as something that occurs (not evident in the de-identified case files), but very few had had any direct involvement in this process. As Judge11F noted, ‘they’re obviously the high-level, high-risk informer cases and we’ve set up a protocol here so that there are only a couple of judges who, by and large, deal with those’. Defence24M similarly observed, ‘it does happen from time to time, but I’ve no been involved in that sort of case’. Many participants pointed to the now infamous Carl Williams plea agreement which was reported in the media to include the payment of school fees for Williams’s child (ABC 2010) as an example of this form of resolution (Flynn 2007). Most of the prosecutor participants, however, stressed that this was ‘a one-off’ (Prosecutor05M, Prosecutor07M) and was ‘not something we would normally have as part of our negotiating process’ (Prosecutor07M). Instead, they pointed to financial support as ‘being a matter for the police as informers sometimes pay [for information]’ (Prosecutor07M). The only examples provided by participants related specifically to witness protection for the accused and/or their family. For example, Defence13FR recalled a case:

I had an agreement with the OPP, my client provided some information, and I discussed, he had a child and I discussed with them what sorts of measure would need to possibly be put in place in relation to the child for protection. … He was also in protective custody, and then when he was on bail, he was put into witness protection from that point.
Bail as a Point of Negotiation

Bail was identified as an element of negotiation by just under 50 per cent of participants (but was not evident in the de-identified case files) – ‘bail is a place for negotiation routinely’ (Judge12M), usually as an added basis to encourage the accused to plead guilty, whereby the prosecution would not oppose bail while awaiting the plea hearing. As Judge01M explained, ‘yeah it happens. The defence says, we’ll plead guilty but we don’t want you to oppose bail at this stage’. Judge11F similarly maintained that ‘the Crown will sometimes say they don’t oppose somebody remaining on bail after the plea has started and before sentence. They say, it’s been agreed this person should stay out on bail’. Defence11M provided the following example: ‘a client was charged with armed robbery and was on remand, and I knew there was going to be a four-month delay to the plea. So I said, we’ll plead guilty subject to you not opposing bail being entered’. Defence16F likewise had a case where the negotiation included bail. She explained, ‘I said, look, let’s enter the plea now and start it, but give him bail to go on the CREDIT program’ … otherwise this will be defended’. Defence09F also provided an example from her negotiations with the CDPP:

I had the young man who was charged with the importation of cocaine. He’d made full admissions in his record of interview, but the CDPP’s position and the AFP’s position was, we’ll agree to bail because we want him out … so he can assist us with our investigations. So that was a bit of a sweetener [for the accused] in terms of saying, if you agree to assist us, we’ll agree to bail, because otherwise he would’ve been in a very different position [held on remand until the plea hearing].

While recognising this form of negotiation, several defence practitioners felt that it did not offer a highly desirable resolution, viewing it either as ‘not my greatest bargaining chip, I prefer to extract something better for a client than bail’ (Defence11M) or as somewhat unethical. As Defence14FR maintained, ‘if he pleads to this, we won’t oppose bail has come up before … but I try and keep bail out of my discussions about pleading. That feels a bit dirty. But it’s certainly come up in the past’.

Agreement to Recommend a Diversion

Diversions were considered a common outcome of plea negotiations where the circumstances permit, and were evident in six de-identified case files and identified by 76 per cent of participants. As Defence05M maintained, ‘where we get a low-end offence we definitely, as part of the negotiations, look at diversion first, and it’s a common thing. It’s got to be an appropriate case fitting the criteria, but we definitely negotiate for diversion outcomes’. Defence08MR similarly claimed, we ‘always negotiate on diversion’. As Defence25MR noted, ‘my goal is to minimise everything as much as possible and if that means my client can have no record, well that’s a win’.

An accused is eligible for a diversion: (1) if the offence is heard in the Magistrates’ Court, (2) there are no set minimum or fixed sentences or penalties for the offence, and (3) the accused acknowledges responsibility for the offence. A diversion recommendation must be given by the police informant or prosecutor. As a general rule, a diversion is only permitted if it is the

---

58 The CREDIT Bail Support Program is available for offenders with drug addictions to complete while on bail. The program places accused persons into appropriate drug treatment and/or rehabilitation programs with the aim of reducing their long-term involvement in the criminal justice system and addressing the offender’s drug problem (Magistrates’ Court 2016).
accused’s first offence and the offence is not considered too serious. If the magistrate supports this option, they ‘may adjourn the proceedings for a period not exceeding 12 months to enable the accused to participate in and complete’\(^{59}\) a diversion program. If the accused completes the diversion program to the satisfaction of the court, the court must ‘discharge the accused without any finding of guilt’.\(^{60}\) In describing the diversion option, Defence04M explained that it usually involves ‘someone [who] has got no prior convictions, someone who’s usually relatively young, the offence itself is generally not of a serious nature and the other aspect has to be that the person is prepared to concede their involvement’.

There is a significant benefit to the accused in having the matter heard by diversion. In addition to resulting in no conviction or record, it has rehabilitative benefits (SAC 2008). As a result, some participants saw this outcome as only beneficial to the accused – as Defence22M observed, ‘we jokingly say in the office, if the prosecution thinks they’ve got a weak case, they’ll offer us a diversion, but we take it’.

Participants provided several examples of negotiations involving diversions:

I had one case last year that was scheduled for trial and my client was charged with two charges of armed robbery and two charges of aggravated burglary and we resolved it on the first day of the trial to a plea in respect of a charge of trespass. It was remitted to the Magistrates’ Court, she had no priors. It was a good resolution and she would’ve been crazy not to take it, but part of the resolution was, we’ll agree to resolve it on the basis of a trespass charge and we want the informant to recommend diversion and they did. (Defence09F)

I had a guy who had a – he was 60-odd – a completely clean driving record. He had a total brain fade in some fog and caused an accident. So there was an agreement, he’ll plead to a careless [driving charge] rather than a dangerous [driving], but I think it’s a diversion-worthy matter and the prosecutor agreed. So that was how the matter proceeded at that time. (Defence14FR)

Many of the examples provided included comments like ‘watered down the summary’ (Defence25MR) and ‘somehow managed to get a diversion’ (Defence03F), suggesting that the matters did not necessarily fit the typical diversion criteria. For example, two defence practitioners observed:

I just got back from court for a diversion for a kid, it was a self-defence argument; a late-night violence out in [names suburb] and he wanted to run the self-defence argument and I thought it was a good one. The prosecution eventually decided not to run it because they didn’t want to I suppose, and so as part of the negotiation we both made a recommendation for diversion and watered down the summary and the charges such that it was possible. (Defence25MR)

I got a double diversion out at [names suburb]. It involved a woman who ... had a son that she raised on her own, had never been in any trouble before and had a ... relationship breakdown, so she had gone a little bit off the rails. One matter was graffiti ... and then the other one was some drug possession ... and we managed to get diversion

---

\(^{59}\) *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic) s 59(2).

\(^{60}\) *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic) s (4)(b).
for both of those things. ... Another was for a sex offence case involving an elderly man who had grabbed his genitals and made lewd kissing noises at a woman and her child at a children’s playground and we got diversion for that. I mean he was in his 70s and had never been in trouble, barely spoke any English, but somehow I managed to get diversion for that. (Defence03F)

This suggests that, despite the criteria outlined in the _Criminal Procedure Act 2009_ (Vic), there may be ‘room to move’ (Defence03F) as part of the negotiation process when considering diversion. And much of this will relate to how the prosecutor and defence negotiate the agreed summary of facts presented to the court.

**Agreement Not to Seek Costs**

The costs agreement as a form of negotiation was identified as specific only to the Magistrates’ Court, and applied only in cases where the police prosecutor intended to withdraw all charges (67 per cent of participants; not evident in de-identified case files). Such an agreement was described as somewhat of an unusual outcome of negotiations, as it does not involve the accused agreeing to plead guilty; rather, it involves them simply agreeing not to pursue costs on the basis that charges are no longer being proceeded with. The magistrate has the discretion to award costs (usually covering any legal fees paid by the accused) to an accused if the case against them is dismissed or withdrawn.61 Participants working in the summary jurisdiction identified this as something that is ‘routine’ (Defence23M) and ‘happens all the time’ (Defence03M, Defence12FR, Prosecutor08M). Indeed, Defence03F found it hard to pinpoint an example ‘because it happens all the time, weekly that that is the agreement’. As Prosecutor08M maintained:

> I’ve found when you’re withdrawing a matter that’s going down contest mention in advance of the hearing date, quite often it’s a discussion I’ll have. [I’ll] say, if I withdraw this, you know, is there going to be an application for costs? And so it’s quite often an agreement you come to there with [the] defence.

Defence18M similarly explained:

> That happens almost invariably when police are withdrawing charges, almost invariably they’ll say, well, we’ll withdraw as long as you don’t seek costs. Because their position is, oh well, we’ll just run it anyway if you’re going to seek costs and we’ll see how we go.

The defence practitioner participants identified this practice as putting some pressure on the accused, on the basis that it only occurs in cases where the prosecution realise they have a weak case and the accused would probably be able to fight it at a contested hearing and win. As Defence10FR explained:

> Often we will, for the sake of getting that resolution sorted or getting that matter withdrawn, we’ll agree to there being no application for costs. But it is frustrating because it tends to arise in the context of either an earlier plea offer that’s been refused or us saying all along, how are you going to run this case? There’s no merit. This is a really weak prosecution case. And them saying, no, no, no, no, no. And being really

---

61 _Magistrates Court Act 1989_ (Vic) s 131.
insistent on running it and then, you know, at the 11th hour, oh, we’ll pull it if you don’t apply for costs.

In this vein, Defence25MR noted that when a prosecutor says they will withdraw the charges if no costs are sought, then he will ‘talk to my client about it and usually recommend to them they don’t seek costs because it’s better to lose the money than have the [criminal] record, in my view. But it’s more an issue for privately funded clients’. Defence23M likewise identified this form of negotiation as more difficult for privately funded clients, who have to cover the costs of their defence themselves, as opposed to those funded by VLA. He explained:

The answer at the end of the day is we have to act in the best interests of the client, and that is, if the charges are going to go away, we’ll wear the cost. … It is a bit different in the private practice where the client is going to have to wear those costs themselves. So if a client was paying privately and they might be forking out $5000, $10,000, $20,000 and the charge might be of a more minor nature, it might be that that’s an informed decision they would make to run the risk of conviction, depending on how strong they think their case is. But it’s a big call to run the risk of conviction.
Chapter 4: Commonly Negotiated Offences and Difficult Offences to Negotiate

Original Offences and Negotiated Offences

Across the 50 de-identified case files, 325 charges were laid. Guilty pleas were entered to 162 charges. This is a reduction of almost 50 per cent. Forty-seven de-identified case files contained information on the charges pre and post the guilty plea. Of these 47 cases, 89 per cent (n=42) had charges withdrawn. The mean number of charges per case prior to a resolution was 6.42. The mean number of charges to which an accused pleaded guilty post a resolution was 3.18. As a result, the mean number of charges withdrawn was 3.24. The highest number of charges withdrawn in an individual case was 11 (the accused was originally charged with 29 offences).

Most commonly, the final set of offences to which the accused pleaded guilty contained fewer charges than the police had originally laid. While the majority of the cases involved the most serious charge being withdrawn in exchange for less serious alternatives, this was not always the case. Instead, in some cases the accused would plead guilty to the most serious offence in exchange for all other charges being withdrawn, as in case 024-HN:

The defence offered to plead guilty to recklessly causing serious injury if the remainder of the charges were withdrawn. This offer was made on the basis that intoxication impaired the offender’s intent, that the incident occurred very quickly, and the event was spontaneous and not premeditated. The OPP rejected the offer on the basis that they could prove intentionally causing serious injury. The matter was booked in for a committal hearing, but resolved at court on the day of the hearing. The accused pleaded guilty to intentionally causing serious injury (the most serious charge) in exchange for all others being withdrawn (case 024-HN).

Other examples included case 032-LC and case 031-MT, where the offenders pleaded guilty to armed robbery and lesser alternatives were withdrawn; and case 037-MH, where the accused pleaded guilty to intentionally causing serious injury and lesser alternatives were withdrawn.

Most Common Offences Negotiated

Among the cases we accessed, the most common offence types that were negotiated to lesser offences or withdrawn included:

- Theft/attempts theft – 8.4 per cent (n=15).
- Intentionally causing serious injury – 8 per cent (n=14).
- Intentionally causing injury or recklessly causing injury – 6.7 per cent (n=12).
- Drug use/possession – 6.1 per cent (n=11).
- Recklessly causing serious injury – 5.6 per cent (n=10).

In exploring this finding, it must be noted that the de-identified case files were randomly selected, which may affect the validity of the finding. Similar offences however, emerged from the interview data, thereby suggesting that the case file findings are reflective of more general practice in relation to the types of offences prone to negotiation. In the interviews, participants identified intentionally causing serious injury as a common negotiation offence because in such cases there are so many other alternative charges. As Judge03M observed, ‘the offence which appears to be frequently negotiated is intentionally causing serious injury to recklessly causing serious injury’. This view was supported by Defence09F, who commented that ‘I don’t think
I’ve ever had a case where a client’s pleaded to an intentionally cause serious injury. It always resolves to a recklessly cause serious injury or under’. The main reason for these offences commonly being negotiated is because the more serious charge is associated with intent, whereby the focus is on the mental state of the accused, rather than the act itself. In such cases the question must be asked: can the prosecution prove that the offender intended to cause the serious injury, or was the offender reckless to the injury they could cause from the act? In this regard, Defence05M explains, ‘there’s lots of variables in terms of serious injury as opposed to injury, in terms of reckless as opposed to intentional, so there’s a few different alternatives’.

A similar argument was made in relation to aggravated burglary, as another common offence that is negotiated. As Defence01M observed:

Aggravated burglary, the offender will say I was there but I was invited in. … Or I was there but I wasn’t reckless as to the possibility that someone was present. I rang the doorbell, I knocked on the door, there were no lights on, so that recklessness element goes and then you’ve just got a burglary.

Aggravated burglary was likewise identified at the stakeholder roundtable as one of the most common offences to negotiate. As Prosecutor13F maintained, ‘most of my negotiations involve aggravated burglaries’. This view was supported by Defence29F, who claimed, ‘the sheer number of aggravated burglaries that we see linked I suppose to the ice epidemic; it’s commonplace from my experience. I couldn’t say numbers, but coming across my desk would be quite a few’. In the interviews, armed robbery was also said to be a common subject of negotiation because of the alternative offences available, and also due to the emergence of technologies like CCTV – ‘it’s everywhere’ (Defence02F) – which capture more evidence:

Armed robbery resolves all the time. Your client says, yeah, okay, I did that but I didn’t have a weapon, so it’ll resolve to a robbery because there’s insufficient evidence to prove the existence of a weapon. (Defence01M)

Drug crimes were also mentioned by judicial participants in the interviews and by several participants at the stakeholder roundtable as a common offence to negotiate. As Defence30M maintained, ‘the drug trafficking stuff is, for us anyway, a very common charge to negotiate’. In this regard, Judge15M suggested that the prevalence of this offence was perhaps not reflected in the case file statistics because ‘all the entrepreneurial drug traffickers are privately funded and not legally aided, so that’ll skew the statistics’. Defence30M supported this view, but also flagged that VLA ‘deal with quite a large number of unlawful non-citizens who are charged with cultivating commercial quantity which is what it ultimately resolves to, but there’s also a trafficking tacked on as the head charge’. This view was evidenced by the dataset, in which three of the five drug trafficking cases involved foreign nationals.

Two of the main reasons identified for drug offences being commonly negotiated were because the trials, and associated forensic testing requirements, are generally lengthy and expensive:

Drugs are always negotiated. It is very hard to get a big drug trial to actually run. They negotiate on the drip-feed and they resolve on the drip-feed. As in, one [person] rolls and then others remember that they participated too. ... We’re not really listing those big drug trials on a basis that they’ll run. (Judge10F)
Judge13F similarly maintained that ‘[a] drug trial, if it runs, can often be very lengthy and expensive and so often there’s an incentive by both the Crown and the defence to settle it and perhaps let some of the offending conduct go’. Both these statements are quite significant in that they reveal an acknowledgment by the court that there is an expectation of settlement by negotiated resolution in drug trials, which, as Judge13F observes, will result in some offending conduct being let go. This demonstrates the tension between court efficiency and expectations of justice, where there may be some apprehension that ‘policy efficiency arguments’ may ‘prevail over common law principles’ such as the right to trial or ‘the presumption of innocence’ (Johnson & Edwards 2013: 6). Wren and Bartels (2014: 66) have noted similar concerns among critics of plea negotiations: ‘the principle of efficiency [can be seen to] suppress other central values, such as the presumption of innocence, public trial and fair labelling’.

**Difficult Offences to Negotiate**

**Sex Offences**

In terms of the difficulty of negotiating certain offences, this study’s data suggest that sex offences are the most difficult to resolve, with 66 per cent of participants identifying these as the most challenging to negotiate. This is perhaps unsurprising given the number of sex offence matters that proceed to trial in the County Court and the low conviction rate in sexual offence cases. In the 2014–15 financial year, 40 per cent of County Court trials involved sexual offences, despite only 23 per cent of criminal initiations in the court involving sexual offence matters (County Court 2015: 21). In the same reporting period, only 56 per cent of sexual offence trials resulted in a guilty verdict, compared with 65 per cent of matters that proceeded to verdict in the general crimes list (County Court 2015: 21), thus representing some benefit to ‘risking’ a trial. This was articulated by Judge15M at the roundtable, who stated that ‘you’re 50 per cent going to get off anyway if there’s corroboration. If not, you’re 80 per cent going to get off. If there’s no corroboration, they’ll get acquitted basically’.

In addition to these conviction rates, the interview participants highlighted the lack of corroborating evidence (because the offence usually occurs in a one-on-one context), and delays in reporting the offence to police, which can reduce the quality of the evidence, as obstacles to negotiation. As Defence02F maintained:

> Sex offences [are the most difficult] because obviously it usually happens when it’s one-on-one, rarely are there any CCTV footage and sometimes the complainant makes the statement, it’s not believed and then 15 years later there’s another piece of evidence produces itself. … Sex offences are usually the ones that don’t resolve.

Another key obstacle to negotiations in these cases is the absence of alternative offences to rape – thus, there is no ‘middle ground’ (Defence09F) or ‘wriggle room’ (Defence25M). As Judge08M explained:

> Rape sex offences are very hard to negotiate because they’re so black and white. I mean with a murder, you’ve always got manslaughter, but sex offences are hard to negotiate, with very little room to move. You can negotiate on the number of charges, but there’s no room to move on the type. Sometimes you can occasionally move a rape down to an indecent [sexual] assault if the circumstances support that, but it’s hard to do.
As noted by these participants, there is no alternative offence to rape in Victoria other than sexual assault, which involves touching of a sexual nature but does not include penetration.\textsuperscript{62} This was articulated by Defence04M, who claimed that there is not ‘something a bit less’ than rape. He went on:

A rape case would be difficult to settle on something other than rape. In fact, I don’t think I’ve ever settled a rape case. … The difficulty with rape is, depending a little bit on the factual situation, but generally speaking it’s hard to think of a lesser count. I mean, unless there’s, for example, there hasn’t been penetration. So if there hasn’t been penetration, then you can say, well, it’s only – maybe it’s only some sort of sexual assault, but generally speaking it’s hard to see. Whereas, with murder, you’ve got manslaughter with intentionally cause serious injury; you’ve got recklessly cause serious injury. So you’ve got lesser offences, but with rape it’s sort of a bit difficult to sort of say there’s something a bit less. (Defence04M)

Defence11M expanded on this view:

Sex offences are difficult because the alternatives are not as apparent … it either occurred or it did not occur. Mens rea state of mind won’t often come into it and therefore there isn’t that easy way in which to present a plea negotiation to the OPP. It’s very hard to find a middle ground.

Defence practitioners also pointed to the difficulties in getting clients to admit guilt by entering a guilty plea, particularly in child sexual offence or incest cases. As Defence03F observed:

Incest is one of the really common ones that people will not plead [to] and it’s because it’s something about sex offenders and particularly incest that actually owning up to that is really difficult. Whereas, if they’re convicted by a jury they can always maintain their innocence to themselves and to those around them and say the jury got it wrong.

The project data are supported by the guilty plea rates seen in the County Court between 2008 and 2015 (see Figure 4-1), where there is a noticeable difference between the guilty plea rate in general offences, which averages to 72 per cent over the seven years, compared to the guilty plea rate in sex offences, which averages to 45 per cent. This difference is also reflected in national statistics, with the most recent ABS year book (2004–5) to contain such information showing that adjudicated defendants with a principal offence of sexual assault and related offences were second only to homicide cases in being least likely to resolve by guilty plea nationwide (50 per cent homicide and 58 per cent sexual offences).

\textsuperscript{62} Under s 40(1) of the \textit{Crimes Act 1958} (Vic), sexual assault is defined as:

(1) A person (A) commits an offence if –

(a) A initially touches another person (B); and
(b) the touching is sexual; and
(c) B does not consent to the touching; and
(d) A does not reasonably believe that B consents to the touching.
Mirroring the comments of the interview participants, the SAC (2015: 27) suggests that the comparatively low guilty plea rate for sexual offences is reflective of the ‘dynamics of prosecuting such cases’, and it lists the following examples:

The complexity, the likelihood of delay before the offence is reported, the difficulty of proving guilt where a case comes down to one person’s word against another (partially in relation to those offences that occurred many years prior to proceedings commencing), a reluctance on the part of sexual offenders to acknowledge or admit what they have done, and the serious consequences of being found guilty (such as facing a sentence of immediate imprisonment and the possibility of being placed on the Sex Offenders’ Register).

The *Sex Offenders Registration Act 2004* (Vic) came into operation on 1 October 2004. The Act requires offenders who commit a Class 1 sexual offence to ‘keep police
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63 Class 1 offences include: rape, incest, sexual penetration of a child under 16, sexual penetration of a 16 or 17 year old, sexual penetration of a person with a cognitive impairment by providers of medical or therapeutic services, sexual penetration of a person with a cognitive impairment by providers of special programs, compelling sexual penetration if the person who the offence is committed against is a child, persistent sexual abuse of a child under the age of 16, facilitating sexual offences against a child, aggravated sexual servitude, sexual intercourse or other sexual activity with a child outside Australia, persistent sexual abuse of a child outside Australia, and sexual intercourse or other sexual activity with a young person outside Australia where the offender is in a position of trust or authority.

64 Class 2 offences include: sexual assault of a child, sexual assault by compelling sexual touching against a child, assault with intent to commit a sexual offence against a child, threat to commit a sexual offence against a child, indecent act with child under 16, indecent act with 16 or 17 year old child, grooming for
informed of their whereabouts and other personal details’ for 15 years (if the offender committed one Class 1 or two Class 2 offences); eight years (if the offender committed one Class 2 offence); or indefinitely (if the offender committed two or more Class 1 offences, one Class 1 and one or more Class 2 offences, or three Class 2 offences). The purpose of the Act is:

(1)(a)
   i. to reduce the likelihood that they will re-offend; and
   ii. to facilitate the investigation and prosecution of any future offences that they may commit;

(b) to prevent registered sex offenders working in child-related employment.

Sex offender registries have faced significant criticism. A consistent theme emerging across the literature is that sex offender registries are of limited utility as they are broadly defined and have a minimal impact on recidivism rates. In its report on the sex offender register in Victoria, the Victorian Law Reform Commission (VLRC) (2012: 56) determined that there was ‘no compelling evidence that registration schemes are an effective means of reducing child sexual abuse’. Other research suggests that the schemes are flawed because they are framed around stranger perpetrators and amalgamate offenders with a low and high risk of reoffending together, thereby diverting police resources (Law Institute of Victoria [LIV] 2011a; Powell, Day, Benson, Vess & Graffam 2014; Ombudsman Victoria 2011; Vess, Langskaill, Day, Powell & Graffam 2011; VLRC 2012: 55; Freiberg, Donnelly & Gelb 2015: 212). As Vess et al. (2011: 418) argue, ‘one of the primary criticisms that has been directed against sex offender registries is that they are too broad, and cover a heterogeneous range of offenders, many of whom present a relatively low risk of sexual reoffending’. The LIV (2011a) also argues that ‘the mandatory nature of the registration scheme fails to take account of one important fact: not all sexual offenders are the same’, which may have the unintended consequence that serious and dangerous offenders may go undetected ‘in the vast sea of registrants’ (LIV 2011a). For these reasons, it has been argued that judicial discretion should factor into the decision as to whether or not an offender should be placed on the register, as opposed to an automated decision that captures every offender. The research in favour of judicial discretion usually points to examples of children sending consensual naked images of themselves to others being captured by child pornography offences, and the child becoming subject to registration as a sex offender. Ultimately, much research considers the schemes to be at odds with empirical research, and simply a tool used by politicians wishing to be seen to be responding to sexual violence in the community:

In the face of limited evidence on the effectiveness of registers it could be that they are expensive policies built on no evidence base, and the result of public concerns and political expediency to be seen to be doing something. Politicians may speak of their usefulness … but such statements stand alone from research results. (VLRC 2012: 56)

---

65 *Sex Offenders Registration Act 2004* (Vic) s 1(a). Personal details include: name; date of birth; address; telephone number; email addresses; any internet user names, instant messaging user names or chat room user names; personal details of any children who the offender has contact with; job (including details of the job, name of employer, address of workplace); and car details.

66 *Sex Offenders Registration Act 2004* (Vic) s 1(a)(i), s 1(a)(ii), s 1(b).

---
What has yet to be explored in the literature is how the sex offenders’ register affects plea negotiations and what role it may play in relation to the low guilty plea rate for these crimes. This project’s data suggest that the register is one of the reasons for the lack of guilty pleas in sex offence cases. As Defence20M maintained, ‘people don’t want to be on the register and they’re not going to plead [guilty] if they’re going to be on the register’. In fact, in this study, the sex offenders’ register was commonly identified as ‘an obstacle’ (Prosecutor03F), ‘a barrier’ (Defence16F), ‘one of the biggest hurdles to successful negotiations’ (Defence21M), and ‘a significant impediment to any kind of resolution’ (Defence20M) due to the significant implications it has for those who plead guilty. As Defence05M explained:

The *Sex Offenders Registration Act* is an impediment to the ease of negotiations in sex cases. There’s plenty of impediments in sex cases but that’s another one and it’s into the mix, and people, notwithstanding that they might have to go to jail for offences, do not want to go on the register, so that is an impediment.

Defence24M argued that the register is an ‘insuperable obstacle to negotiation’. He claimed:

Because there is no discretion, and clients rightly say, what’s the point of me doing that? And you say, well there’s a penalty and they go, right, well, that’s all very well but I’m going to be on the sex register for 15 years. I don’t want that for any time, I’ll take my chances. So that is a very good example of legislation which directly inhibits any sort of negotiation for charges that will get onto that [register].

Similar observations were made at the roundtable, with several stakeholder participants recognising the sex offenders’ register as a significant hurdle to resolutions. As Defence28M observed, ‘if you go onto the sex offenders’ register for life, why not just have a go? It can’t get any worse, you’re only going to have one life and you’ve got a 50 per cent chance at least of getting off’. Judge15M similarly maintained:

I think in the County Court it will stop people pleading in the first place. I had one the other day, example, of a family, 20-year-old offending, grandparents [were] ... living with the kids, grandad gets done for one of these, won’t plead to it, gets convicted, and is on the sex offenders’ register. He can’t live with the kids; him and his wife are in a caravan for the rest of their lives probably. I was told afterwards that was why he couldn’t risk pleading guilty.

The link between a register and a potential decrease in guilty pleas was discussed by the President of the NSW Council for Civil Liberties, Stephen Blanks, in the context of a proposed register for domestic violence offenders in NSW. Arguing that ‘a proposed registry for domestic violence offenders could encourage more perpetrators to plead not guilty’ (Olding & Saulwick 2015), Blanks maintained that ‘it will be a huge incentive on everyone charged with domestic violence offences to plead not guilty, which is quite counter-productive’ (cited in Olding & Saulwick 2015).

As the project data suggest, there are some limitations to the mandatory sex offenders’ register in relation to resolving cases by guilty plea – the benefits of which can be quite demonstrable for victims of sexual offences who are spared from going through a trial, and the secondary victimisation commonly experienced during that process. And in light of the general concerns expressed in the research about the sex offenders’ register, particularly that it fails to affect
relicivism rates, the findings raise some questions about this process and may highlight a possible explanation for the low rate of guilty pleas in sex offences cases in Victoria.

**Homicides**

Other offences that participants identified as being more difficult to negotiate included more high-profile and serious offences, such as murder, or those that have received a high level of media attention or public interest. As Prosecutor05M explained, ‘murder cases … they do end up sometimes as lesser charges. But often, unless they’re willing to plead to murder, then there’s a trial’. This view was similarly expressed by Defence11M, who claimed that ‘murder charges are the ones that run [as a trial] more often than not and where you’re less inclined to be able to resolve it on any terms’. This finding is also reflected in the SAC’s analysis (2015: 19) of guilty plea outcomes between 2004 and 2014, where it found that murder had the lowest guilty plea rate of all proven offences (48 per cent).

**Family Violence**

Interestingly, and perhaps reflecting an unexpected consequence of the recent focus on family violence in Victoria (and Australia more generally), participants maintained that there is minimal room to negotiate on family violence issues, because there is a perceived ‘public interest’ in the matters being seen to be treated with the utmost seriousness. As a result, there has been a change in police charging practices and approaches to prosecuting family violence matters:

- Family violence, that’s an area where there should be little or no negotiation. (Judge12M)
- There’s a spotlight on family violence. Now that means in a practical sense, it is harder to achieve negotiated outcomes. (Defence24M)
- Family violence, while it used to be more appropriate to have a negotiation is tending to now be not appropriate. (Prosecutor04M)
- Family violence is extremely difficult to negotiate. (Defence19M)

The shift in police charging and police prosecution policies in relation to family violence was attributed not only to the public interest, but also to a fear among police of the consequences of family violence escalating. As Defence24M explained:

> When you have inquests like the Batty inquest⁶⁷, where successive police officers are taken to court and asked to explain why they did or didn’t do X and Y, one of the consequences that has is that people become very over-protective and defensive and will not negotiate in situations where they ought to, because of the fear that they’ll find themselves on page one of the Herald Sun, or before a Coroner, or some similar forum.

---

⁶⁷ The Batty inquest refers to the Coronial Inquest held into the murder of 11-year-old Luke Batty, who was tragically killed by his father after a cricket training session in Tyabb, south-east of Melbourne, in February 2014. As part of the findings, ‘the Coroner made 29 recommendations into the systemic problems that contributed to Luke’s death, including a call for better coordination between police, courts and the Department of Human Services when they deal with family violence cases’ (ABC 2015). This case became a basis for numerous changes in policies relating to family violence and Luke’s mother, Rosie Batty, became a high-profile advocate for these changes.
where they’re going to be put under the spotlight, so it’s much easier to not make a decision than to do it.

Defence14FR similarly noted the influence of Luke Batty’s death on plea negotiations in this area:

The police’s policy in relation to family violence means that negotiations in those matters are far less likely to get you anywhere. The police have really taken a very hard and fast approach to that and so there’s not a lot of room to move in those matters. Really, you’re either pleading or you’re not … and our prosecutors are saying things to us about – they made sort of a passing comment to me one day about [how] they don’t want to be the prosecutors who let somebody off on this, who then turns into the next Rosie Batty. They are really conscious of the public’s expectation that the police will protect victims of domestic violence and so family violence matters. It is difficult to get offences withdrawn. It’s not impossible, but it’s certainly the one where you’ve got your biggest push up hill.

This view was supported by the roundtable participants, who reflected on the difficulties that exist in negotiating family violence matters. As Prosecutor11F maintained, ‘in family violence there does tend to be that extra layer of difficulty added because people want to make sure they’ve made the right decision because it’s family violence’. Prosecutor13F claimed that ‘the reason for the prosecution moving on with cases [taking them to trial] that once would’ve just been flicked off as just being domestic violence is for the very good reasons that victims ended up in body bags. So we’re just much more careful’.

The concern raised by participants that family violence matters can escalate to further violence and even homicide is supported by the report of the Royal Commission into Family Violence (RCFV) (2016: 41), which stated that ‘there is a demonstrable link between family violence [and] homicide’. The report continues:

As might be expected, the coronial investigations of family violence homicide have revealed that many parties involved in fatal family violence incidents had previous contact with the justice system. Many had contact with the police, courts and/or community corrections within six months of the fatal event. (2016: 41)

In Victoria, specifically, the RCFV (2016: 55) report noted that, of the 250 murder cases prosecuted by the OPP in the previous three reporting years, approximately 10 per cent (n=23) ‘were related to family violence’.

However, in discussing the shift in police prosecutor attitudes and Victoria Police policy involving the prosecution of family violence matters, some participants pointed out that the decision to primarily pursue all cases to contested hearing (or a guilty plea without negotiation) was often at odds with the victim’s preferences. As Defence15M noted:

In family violence matters, the approach now is very much that even if complainants change their mind and don’t want those matters to proceed, they often will proceed all the way up to contested hearings. … The approach of the police is that they’ll be prosecuted more forcefully.

Defence19M likewise claimed:
The prosecution have a blanket policy, essentially, we don’t care if we don’t have statements, we don’t care if we don’t have evidence, we don’t care if we don’t have anything; we’re proceeding. We don’t care what the victim’s attitude is. We’re batting on; which is kind of ironic, given that the process is supposed to be there for the victim.

Some participants recognised the rationale for overlooking the interests of the victims in these types of cases:

Even where the complainant is actively saying to the police, I am not coming to the court, I do not want to give evidence, I do not want him charged, we’re back together now, they’ll proceed. And there’s … good policy reason for that, so I’m not being critical. Because often people involved in family violence take that approach because they’re petrified or because they’re … living under the control of the perpetrator. So I presume that’s the reasoning behind that approach. (Judge11F)

But others highlighted how this has resulted in family violence offences being treated ‘differently to other crimes’. As Defence19M argued:

Family violence had been treated in the past, in the distant past, very badly; but in the more recent past, it had been treated as a crime quite similar to other crimes. So, if a victim doesn’t want the matter to proceed, and the prosecution is satisfied this isn’t by coercion, but they just genuinely do not want the prosecution to continue, and it will do more damage to them than good, then the prosecution would often be discontinued or resolved on a more sort of lenient basis; whereas now, they just bat on. They just put the victim in the witness box and just come on, get amongst it, which is quite interesting because the process is designed to protect the complainant, to stop the violence, but a lot of the time, it actually has an inverse effect.

Defence14FR also explained that, even in cases that have remarkably similar offences, if there is family violence involved, the ‘negotiation will be significantly different’:

It’s a much harder battle than it is – if two blokes had a fight versus a bloke’s allegedly beaten up his missus, they’d have the same sets of charges and the negotiation will be significantly different.

Defence24M commented on how public interest concerns can change the way negotiations play out, but that this shifts as public interest waivers: ‘these things go through trends, if you like, or go through phases is perhaps a better way of expressing it’. This differential treatment of family violence was also noted in the roundtable discussions, with Judge16F claiming, ‘what it [not negotiating] is in fact doing is recognising risk and valuing violent family dynamics’.

These findings raise some very interesting questions about negotiations and the public interest. If negotiations are considered a legitimate way for a case to resolve, then why is the practice at odds with the public interest in family violence matters? If the fear of getting it wrong and the matter escalating exists in relation to these offences, surely similar arguments can be applied to all offences. And if some people perceive that resolving matters by plea negotiation is a lesser form of justice in family violence matters, then why is this view not held about all plea negotiations? It is not being suggested here that there is something unjust about plea negotiations; but the current approach to family violence implies that perhaps there are
circumstances where plea negotiations are considered a less appropriate criminal justice process or, at the very least, are not reflective of public interests, which may be better met by a contested hearing or trial. These issues are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
Chapter 5: The Negotiation Process

One of the key themes to emerge from the case file data was that there is often a long period of back and forth communication between prosecutors and defence practitioners prior to a resolution being reached. In the cases where the plea offer was not immediately accepted, the prosecution response generally addressed the defence arguments and outlined the reasons why the offer was rejected. In addition, the majority of these responses included the OPP proposing a counter offer (see example below). It was rare for the prosecution to simply dismiss a plea offer out of hand without explanation, although this did occur in at least three cases.

The defence offered by phone to plead guilty to cultivate cannabis (not commercial quantity) if the other charges on the indictment were withdrawn. This offer was made on the basis that there was no forensic evidence that the accused entered the relevant rooms, that he only moved into one room, and turned a hose on to assist his co-accused. The defence also argued that the accused’s involvement was around 7–9 days in total.

The OPP asked for the offer in writing and said it would be taken to a Crown prosecutor. The defence did this the next day. The OPP initially said the offer was under consideration, but when VLA followed up two weeks later, the OPP rejected the offer. They made a counter offer that they would accept a guilty plea to cultivate a commercial quantity in exchange for withdrawing the other charges.

At the committal mention, the magistrate granted a two day adjournment for the parties to get instructions. VLA requested further particulars from the OPP as to how it would prove knowledge of all plants under cultivation. The OPP responded by saying that the presence of the accused in two rooms of the house would be relied upon. The OPP also said they planned to make a forensic procedure application for the accused (indicating they were seeking more evidence of his involvement in cultivation).

The OPP provided a ‘sketch’ of the house to VLA, and after going over it with their client, the accused decided to plead guilty to cultivate a commercial quantity. VLA advised the OPP that the accused would plead guilty to cultivate a commercial quantity but that his involvement would be limited to 7–9 days. The final agreement was a guilty plea to cultivate a commercial quantity of cannabis, in exchange for the other charges being withdrawn. The agreed summary of facts was also negotiated to limit activities inside the house and not to articles in the garage, and to 9 days’ involvement (case 013-DC).

The evidence of such back and forth communication processes contained in many of the de-identified case files provides an insight into the intricacies and nuances inherent to negotiations. Case 009-SA, involving discussions between VLA and the CDPP outlined below, provides another excellent example:

VLA sent the CDPP a letter setting out the charges that the accused would plead guilty to, including charges the defence sought to have ‘rolled-up’ (and would plead guilty to). The letter also stated that the guilty plea would be on the basis that the rest of the charges were withdrawn.
The CDPP prosecutor phoned the VLA solicitor to explain that she did not have instructions to accept the offer and would have to reject it. However, she said the prosecution were prepared to roll up some charges (leaving 26 charges). This call was followed up by a letter setting out the same details.

Following that rejection and counter offer, the committal mention was adjourned for further negotiations. The CDPP then rang VLA and VLA said the accused would not plead guilty to the charges where there were not witness statements. The CDPP rang back within the hour and said that if VLA would make an offer to plead guilty to all counts where there are witness statements, they would consider accepting the plea, which would amount to over $1.5 million worth of fraud.

The defence then made a second written offer, repeating their previous offer in addition to offering to plead to seven more charges (one charge on the basis that two existing charges are rolled-up). In relation to the additional charges, VLA put the offer on a specific factual basis that would say the money was paid back.

The CDPP solicitor responded with a phone call indicating ‘without prejudice’ that the matter should resolve, however there may be some dispute as to the factual basis put (e.g. that money was paid back), and that would be relevant to the way the matter was put in the prosecution opening. On the same day, the CDPP sent a detailed letter via email, setting out the charges it would accept a guilty plea to, the charges which would be withdrawn, and its position regarding the amounts traded and amounts returned to investors. The CDPP claimed that this position reflected the evidence in the brief, and that any differences between the VLA offer and CDPP counter offer could be resolved between the parties on the settling of an agreed summary for the plea. The CDPP offer amounted to guilty pleas to charges of obtaining property/financial advantage by deception in excess of $1.5 million and admitting that the story the accused told in his record of interview was false. The scheduled committal mention was again adjourned pending further discussions of this offer.

VLA emailed after receiving instructions from their client that the accused would concede that the record of interview was false. This was followed by a CDPP email confirming that ‘the office is content for the matter to be resolved on the basis previously discussed. That is for charges 1,4,5,8,9,17,24,25,26 to be withdrawn and for your client to enter guilty pleas to the remaining charges ...’. The email also set out what would be contained in the Crown’s opening statement in dot points, in response to a request from VLA to do so. This included that the accused has falsely represented the money invested, the accused’s admissions and the accused’s ‘false stories’.

A guilty plea was then entered at the committal hearing to 18 charges (reduced from almost 30 charges). There were some final discussions before the plea hearing settling the nature of the charges (whether they should be financial advantage or property by deception) and finalising the agreed summary of facts (case 009-SA).

Such very detailed negotiations were recorded in a number of files, including that of case 010-CD outlined below, which further demonstrates the level of work and negotiation involved in a resolution by guilty plea:

The defence approached the OPP offering to plead guilty to five of the eight charges listed on the indictment, if certain changes were also made to the agreed summary facts, such as the accused only had an imitation firearm, not a knife as alleged. The OPP responded by phone that they were rejecting the offer to plead guilty to charges 1–4 and 7, but would agree to the
others. The OPP conceded that count 7 was weak, but they were ‘still instructed to reject the offer’. They made a counter offer to accept a guilty plea to handle stolen goods for count 1 and to remove reference to the knife in the agreed summary for the other charges if the accused pleaded guilty to the rest of the disputed charges. This was followed by an email from the OPP outlining in writing what was discussed.

VLA responded by email that the accused would plead guilty as per the OPP position, on the basis that charge 7 was withdrawn, as there is no evidence that the accused attempted to rob the complainant. The OPP solicitor said they would take that offer to the Crown prosecutor. This was followed by phone calls where the OPP said it would accept the offer, but it would not delete reference to the knife in charge 3. VLA emailed the OPP confirming that it would settle the matter as per discussions, with the final agreement that the reference to the knife will remain in charge 3, but charge 7 would be withdrawn. The final agreement involved pleading guilty to 6 of the original 8 charges, with one additional charge introduced (handle stolen goods replacing one theft) and two charges dropped (case 010-CDD).

**Involvement of the Accused**

Every file contained notes documenting the discussions between the VLA solicitor and the accused. These discussions were undertaken over the phone, in conference at VLA and during jail visits. VLA solicitors sought instructions from their client at each stage in regard to plea offers and how to respond to OPP offers. The files also contained ‘update letters’ to the accused from VLA either confirming instructions or reporting on the outcome of court hearings. In instances where the OPP put an offer or counter offer to VLA, VLA solicitors relayed this counter offer to their client, provided advice and sought instructions from the client. Again, this occurred in writing, via phone/video and in conferences (at VLA or during jail visits).

**Approval Sought**

Many of the files contained a file note indicating that the OPP solicitor would seek instructions from a Crown prosecutor on a plea offer, or correspondence indicating that the Crown prosecutor had accepted or rejected an offer. There were 26 files in the committal stream that did not contain a reference to seeking approval from a Crown prosecutor. Three points should be noted, however, before inferring that approval was not sought in these cases: (1) these are VLA files, so the absence of such a reference does not mean that approval was not sought within the OPP; (2) there were only two Commonwealth files that referred to ‘taking instructions’; and (3) the 26 files included those cases where there was no record of a negotiation occurring.

In discussing what levels of approval exist at the OPP with participants who had a prosecutorial background during the interviews, it was confirmed that ‘there’s always someone who has to approve’ (Prosecutor03F) any negotiation. Prosecutor03F explained:

> The Crown prosecutors must approve the resolutions. We [the solicitors] do the groundwork, we form our own view, we get the victim’s view, we get the informant’s view, study the strength of the case and then we go and discuss it with the Crown prosecutor and the Crown prosecutor then makes that final decision.

Prosecutor06M further maintained that, in some cases, approval is required ‘not only from the Crown prosecutor, but it requires the Chief Crown Prosecutor or even the Director’s approval’.
Under the Director’s Policy: Resolution, as it stood at the time of conducting the research, it was stipulated that all plea negotiations require approval from a Crown prosecutor or the DPP. While the DPP can provide approval of any resolution, where the OPP solicitor requests it, in the first instance the policy, as it then stood, advised solicitors to seek written advice from a Crown prosecutor. In cases involving a death, the policy requires that approval be obtained from the DPP (or the Chief Crown Prosecutor in his absence). The previous policy also stated that, ‘in all cases, the resolution of a prosecution by a plea of guilty to lesser charges may only be approved if the lesser charges are appropriate charges’. In this regard, plea negotiations appear to be part of a bureaucratic process within the OPP that has its own internal authorising and accountability mechanisms.

Factors Shaping the Negotiation Process

Overcharging: The ‘Hamburger with the Lot’?

Overcharging has been a common criticism of plea negotiations globally. Citing Freedman (1975: 88), Flynn and Fitz-Gibbon (2011: 916) define overcharging as ‘the situation in which a prosecuting agency charges an accused with a more serious offence or an accumulation of offences, which creates a strong incentive for the accused to enter into plea bargaining’. As Ashworth (2010: 261) observes, ‘to some extent it remains in the prosecution’s interest to bring a number of charges against a defendant, since they may then agree not to proceed with some of the charges in exchange for the defendant’s agreement to plead guilty to the others’.

The main concern raised by critics relates to the police charging offenders with every possible offence and alternative offences linked to the offending conduct, ‘in order to strongly encourage [the accused] to plead guilty to a bargained version of these charges’ (Flynn & Fitz-Gibbon 2011: 916). Internationally, this process is referred to as ‘coercive plea bargaining’ (Caldwell 2011), in which ‘bluff and tactics – rather than truth, justice, guilt or innocence’ (McConville, Sanders, & Leng 1991: 165) – guide the plea negotiation process. Coercive plea bargaining is based on the assumption that any prosecutorial offers made to the accused are only a negotiation on the multiple charges that would be unlikely to stand up to the rules of evidence applied at trial. Graham (2014: 704) presents an overview of two key forms of overcharging, both of which he argues can be used ‘to facilitate a plea bargain’: horizontal, which refers to the practice of ‘multiplying unreasonably the number of accusations against a single defendant’; and vertical, which involves charging ‘a single offence at a higher level than the circumstances of the case [support]’.

In the Australian context, less than half (46 per cent) of the participants (comprising representatives of the prosecution, defence and judiciary) in Flynn and Fitz-Gibbon’s (2011: 916) study of plea negotiations and the offence of defensive homicide acknowledged that overcharging occurs, with only eight participants identifying it as a concern. The remainder of the participants who did acknowledge that overcharging occurs attributed it ‘not to the deviousness of the prosecution, but rather to the inexperience or the overzealousness of the police’ (Flynn & Fitz-Gibbon 2011: 916). Most commonly, criticisms of overcharging in Australia have emerged in relation to murder charges laid against battered woman who have
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68 The current policy suggests that a solicitor should seek guidance from their Team Leader, A Legal Prosecution Specialist or the File Reviewer.

69 The present policy states that in accepting a plea the resolution must take into account whether the charge or charges to which the accused will plead guilty will adequately reflect the accused’s criminality, allow for the imposition of an appropriate sentence and allow for the making of all appropriate ancillary orders.
killed their partners/ex-partners in response to prolonged periods of abuse, where there is a clear basis for the alternative charge of manslaughter (NSW Legislative Council 2013). As Sheehy, Stubbs and Tolmie (2014: 668) observe, across Australia ‘the overwhelming majority of cases involving battered women accused are still prosecuted as murder, even though murder convictions are rare and the majority of these cases are resolved by the acceptance of guilty pleas to manslaughter’. This concern is also raised by Kirkwood, McKenzie and Tyson (2013) in their analysis of Victorian homicide cases involving a woman killing an abusive male partner, in which they argue that women are often subjected to overcharging. Kirkwood et al. (2013: 43) found that in all the homicide cases they reviewed, the initial charge was murder despite the evidence being incapable of sustaining the charge – an outcome supported by the fact that in the majority of the cases ‘the Crown was willing to accept a plea of guilty to a lesser offence’.

In the case file dataset, the mean number of charges an accused ultimately pleaded guilty to, in relation to the number with which they were first charged, reduced by 50 per cent (mean of 6.42 charges reduced to a mean of 3.24 charges). Consequently, in the interviews, it was important to investigate whether overcharging – intentional or otherwise – was a problem in Victoria.

Overwhelmingly, participants acknowledged that Victoria Police tends to charge every possible offence that fits the offending conduct. As Defence03F noted, ‘all the time. … It’s like police, they get their little thing and go, oh yeah I think I can charge all these things. It’s like a hamburger with the lot and they just throw it all in there’. Defence19M claimed that within ‘Victoria Police, overcharging is endemic’. Defence24M similarly observed, ‘every day – [in] 95 per cent of cases they [Victoria Police] do it’. Defence04M also maintained that this practice is ‘very common and so you get indictments that are overloaded’. Judge03M likewise explained that:

Police lay every charge in the book. In a typical injury case they charge everything from assault to common law assault to recklessly causing injury, intentionally causing injury, recklessly causing serious injury, intentionally causing serious injury, and doing the latter things in circumstances of gross violence.

Some participants questioned whether overcharging is a mechanism used by the police to ‘beef up statistics’ (Defence09F):

If you are laying a certain number of charges it beefs up your stats whether or not you return a conviction or you obtain a plea of guilty in relation to any of those charges. So I certainly have experience and views about certain members and certain units who are much more problematic in that regard and sometimes charges just don’t even make sense. ... These days it’s the minority I would say of cases where you actually just get the charges that should be there in the first place. (Defence09F)

Other participants noted inadequate training and understanding of the law among police as one of the reasons for the prevalence of overcharging:

I guess you’ve got a police officer who’s probably never been in a courtroom or only just to give evidence on a bail app[lication] or at a trial. They don’t really understand
what they need to prove that charge half the time I don’t think, so there’s probably some issues around knowledge. (Defence03F)

Defence24M similarly claimed:

They’re not lawyers, so that means that often they don’t understand the legal elements of a charge, so you use the machine gun approach or a hamburger with the lot … in the hope of getting something.

Most of the prosecutorial participants felt that overcharging was not as common now as it used to be. Prosecutor09F claimed, ‘that’s changed. I think there’s a little bit more support or training around charging what’s on the brief and not doing that sort of hamburger with the lot where there’s just a mountain of charges’. Likewise, Prosecutor10FR observed that ‘years ago there was the practice of just throwing as many charges as they could, but I think that’s really tamed back in the last, I don’t know how long. But yeah, there’s not often things that aren’t supported somewhere within the brief’. In contrast, however, defence practitioners and some judicial participants argued that overcharging was as common as ever, and that, problematically, it is used as a negotiation tool by the prosecution. Judge01M explained:

There’s a real concern about overloaded indictments and overcharging in order to put yourself in a better bargaining position, and I fear that some indictments that I’ve seen smack of the prosecutor throwing the book at the accused with a view to ultimately negotiating it down.

In this vein, Defence24M argued:

There’s a culture of doing it. It’s been going on for as long as I’ve been a practitioner, which is over 30 years. I think that there’s probably a whole lot of reasons for it … but I think that there are specific cases and occasions where people are deliberately overcharged in the hope that that would get them to plead [guilty].

Defence04M similarly noted that overcharging occurs ‘as a sort of way of potentially trying to see if they [the prosecution] can resolve the matter’; while Defence23M observed that police ‘throw everything they can, in the hope that a plea will get entered to something’.

The majority view, however, was that overcharging is not a deliberate or malicious approach; rather, it is ‘a product of the adversarial system’ (Judge09M) and ‘the way Victoria Police have done things for a long, long time’ (Prosecutor02FR):

Police of course, it’s their role to charge … that’s not with a view to securing a plea, that’s just being defensive and wanting to ensure that a conviction is secured. … I know of no practice where people have deliberately overcharged with a view to securing a [guilty] plea to a lesser offence. (Judge09M)

The view that charging an offender with multiple and alternative offences is a ‘defensive’ approach aimed at ensuring that a conviction is secured was common among participants. As Defence04M observed:

I’ve often thought that the overcharging, the old ‘hamburger with the lot’, is done really as a defensive mechanism to ensure that if they are not committed [to trial] or they are
acquitted on certain charges, we’ve got some lesser alternatives. One can readily understand that.

In addition, participants considered this type of charging to be a ‘process’, and something Prosecutor01F identified the police were ‘doing a pretty good job at’. She explained:

You’ve got to remember, it’s a process. When they get it, they may arrest somebody and they’re investigating. I mean they’re damned if they do and they’re damned if they don’t. … They lay the charges and they don’t want to be accused of not laying the appropriate charges. … By and large, they’re getting pretty good at that. … They’re better trained I think. They’re much better educated. … And if they’re unsure they do have a mechanism where they can ring us up and ask us for advice as well.

The idea of overcharging as a ‘process’ was also recognised by Judge02MR, who described the charging practices of the police as a means to ensure ‘flexibility’:

Because of the way the police initially charge, they’ll go from the most serious to the least serious and in between there might be a negotiation point. Because if you have an assault with injury, you’re likely to get intentionally and recklessly cause injury, assault with a weapon, assault by kicking, aggravated assault of a female, unlawful assault. So just with that one scenario, you may have up to six to eight charges arising, and then you might have a threat thrown in as well. So the accused might ultimately plead guilty to recklessly cause injury, the threat goes in as part of the context, but the charge is withdrawn. It’s done so there’s that flexibility.

There are also some practical reasons underpinning the charging process, including that most summary offences cannot be amended after 12 months, which may result in multiple charges being laid to ensure the charge is there, should it be needed. It may also be entirely appropriate to charge an accused with both intentionally and recklessly causing injury charges, but it may be difficult to prove intent, thereby resulting in the reckless charges ultimately proceeding. Additionally, if there is a tendency for Victoria Police to charge with all relevant offences, this may be perhaps more reflective of the many alternative charges that exist in Victoria, as opposed to any sinister or malicious motive designed to force an accused to plead guilty to a reduced number of charges. As Judge02MR pointed out above, there are many charges laid in relation to the one act. For example, an assault has numerous alternative offences available, including common assault; aggravated assault; assault in company; assault by kicking; assault with a weapon; assaulting or threatening to assault a person with the intent to commit an indictable offence; resisting, obstructing, assaulting or threatening to assault an emergency worker on duty or a person lawfully assisting an emergency worker on duty; assaulting or threatening to assault a person with intent to resist or prevent arrest; common law assault; causing serious injury intentionally in circumstances of gross violence; causing serious injury recklessly in circumstances of gross violence; causing serious injury intentionally; causing
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serious injury recklessly\textsuperscript{79} and causing injury intentionally or recklessly.\textsuperscript{80} If the police do not charge the various alternative offences to reflect all the possible outcomes, the prosecution may ultimately fall through or fail. As Prosecutor06M suggested:

Police are fairly accurate in charging. They will always and should always have alternatives, of course. ... There’s a lot of overlapping offences and sometimes there’s nuances that you really need – it needs legal expertise to look at.

While most participants recognised this charging practice as ‘standard’ (Defence25M) and ‘acceptable’ (Prosecutor06M), there is the potential for it to place undue pressure on the accused to plead guilty in exchange for a reduction in the number and extent of charges on the indictment. It can also result in distress for victims when the charges are withdrawn or reduced, and they perceive that their victim status and experience are being ‘downgraded’ (Flynn 2012: 86). As a prosecutor in Flynn’s (2012: 86) study of plea negotiations and the \textit{Victims’ Charter Act 2006} (Vic) stated, ‘the victim might prefer it were recorded that they were a victim of a rape rather than an indecent [sexual] assault, or if they are a secondary victim, that their family member was the victim of a murder, not a manslaughter. That is more … [about] recognition of what occurred’. Flynn (2012: 86) maintains that this practice can result:

not only in the ‘downgrading’ of the offences, but also the downgrading of the victim’s status. Accordingly, this can impact on a victim’s right to be recognised as a legitimate victim of the full extent and number of crimes that were committed against them.

Overcharging can also create false hope for victims who may struggle to understand how and why the charges are altered. In this vein, the NSW Legislative Council (2013: 164) observes that ‘overcharging and subsequent acceptance of pleas to reduced charges can be frustrating and disappointing for families [of victims]’. In light of these concerns, and this study’s data, which suggest that there is some overlap in offences, there may be a basis for revisiting the number of offences used to cover the various types of offending conduct in Victoria. Alternatively, there may be room to consider following the statutory charging process adopted in England and Wales, where the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) (the equivalent of the OPP) in conjunction with the Association of Chief Police Offices advises police prior to charges being laid as to appropriate offences based on the law, and also reviews the brief submitted by police to determine what charges the offender should face in serious and complex cases (College of Policing 2015).

In England and Wales, under the \textit{Code for Crown Prosecutors}, the police are alone responsible for charging ‘all summary offences irrespective of plea and any either way offences [indictable offences tried summarily] anticipated as a guilty plea and suitable for sentence in a Magistrates’ Court’. The \textit{Director’s Guidance on Charging} (2013) provides information on the offences and categories that the police are able to charge without seeking advice from the CPS. For all other matters, the police are required to contact the CPS for guidance on charging decisions. For serious and complex cases, police officers will meet with a CPS lawyer in person (College of Policing 2015). For advice in relation to less serious cases, the police officer may contact the CPS lawyer by phone or via a secure digital service following the arrest of the suspect to discuss whether there is sufficient evidence to charge the accused and what the charge(s) should be (College of Policing 2015). As part of this process, the CPS may require the police to collect

\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Crimes Act 1958} (Vic) s 17.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Crimes Act 1958} (Vic) s 17.
further evidence before a charging decision can be made. All advice is recorded for internal transparency purposes (College of Policing 2015) but is not disclosable as it is subject to public interest immunity between the police and the CPS (College of Policing 2015).

Research into the statutory charging process in England and Wales has been mixed. Some has reported that the process has negatively impacted timeliness and efficiency by creating delays for police in being able to access a CPS lawyer, thereby adding ‘a significant delay in the time from arrest to the disposal of the case’ (House of Commons Justice Committee 2009: 12). In conducting a review of the statutory charging process, the House of Commons Justice Committee (2009: 16–17) noted the concerns raised by some police that ‘the CPS is over-cautious, or target-driven, and as a result prefer less risk, i.e. lower charges that are more likely to lead to a guilty plea or conviction’. Citing a submission from the Police Federation, the report states:

> There is a perception amongst many officers that, to use a current buzz phrase, many CPS [prosecutors] are ‘risk averse’ when it comes to charging decisions and the CPS will only pursue the ‘most certain of cases’, perhaps because of how their performance targets worked. … Thus cases that could realistically be charged as serious offences are either not charged at all, or downgraded to something that is easier to prove. (House of Commons Justice Committee 2009: 17)

In spite of these potential limitations, the ‘significant benefits’ of statutory charging in England have included a reduction in discontinuance rates, an increase in guilty plea rates and an increase in conviction rates (Police Association of NSW 2010). Accordingly, there may be some basis for considering a similar scheme for serious cases in Victoria to address some of the limitations pertaining to police charging practices identified by the interview participants.

**Summary versus Indictable Offences**

As discussed in Chapter 1, the OPP is responsible for prosecuting matters in the indictable stream and police prosecutors are tasked with prosecuting matters in the summary stream (including indictable offences tried summarily). This study sought to examine the factors that affect the way in which plea negotiations are engaged in at the different court levels, including the major differences in the approaches and outcomes of negotiations between the summary and indictable jurisdictions.

Most commonly, participants suggested that negotiations in the Magistrates’ Court were less formal and often happened on the day on which the matter was listed for a pre-trial hearing. As Defence07M observed, ‘in the Magistrates’ Court, I’d usually do it on the day. County Court usually well before. … If it’s a summary matter, the most effective way to do it without wasting anyone’s time is to do it at court’. Defence11M similarly claimed:

> With the OPP, which obviously is the County Court and Supreme [Court], you’re better off dealing with it in writing. It’s a more academic approach that’s given to the matter and assessment of the merits, and in the Magistrates’ Court with summary matters, it’s more face to face with police prosecutors.

Defence02F likewise explained that:
My experience with police prosecutors is their preference is to negotiate on the day, so they don’t want to have any emails hanging around before the date. … So they just want to have it dealt with on the day, whereas, obviously it’s very different in the committal stream where you’re negotiating two weeks, three weeks in advance and you try to establish where the case is going quite early.

Interestingly, in pointing to the more serious matters heard in the higher courts, participants implied that it was necessary to ‘pay more attention to negotiations’ (Defence25MR) and ‘negotiate much more thoroughly and much more based on the evidence’ (Defence18M) in the higher courts. As Defence19M suggested, ‘if you’re gambling with a decade of jail, you’re not mucking around. … It’s a different process’. When asked to expand on this comment, Defence19M said:

In the Magistrates’ Court, you need to be able to jump in, negotiate on the day, why am I going to be here? What’s the lay of the land? And back out, that’s a rubbish negotiating forum, I’ll go somewhere else. Whereas with the Crown, you can’t be doing that sort of thing. It’s got to be a much more evidence-based and considered decision about, well, what is our position? What is our bottom line? What are we going to say to the Crown? It’s a much more formal process and so it should be, because the matters are so much more serious.

Participants also pointed to the speed at which matters need to be dealt with in the Magistrates’ Court, given the number of cases it hears each year, as affecting how negotiations are carried out. As Defence02F maintained:

The pressures of the Magistrates’ Court system to try to resolve matters before it goes to contest, the policy of trying to or not having any delays in the courts puts a lot of pressures on the magistrates to try to not resist adjournment applications and to try and resolve it, finalise things as much as possible.

Defence14FR similarly observed:

In the Magistrates’ Court, there’s a bit of an impetus on everybody to keep these matters moving, resolve these matters. They’re either going to contest or they’re resolving. Let’s just keep them going and sort this out, whereas the timelines are so drawn out in the County Court, especially in circuit towns, there is more time to think and there are more requirements that things are done in writing.

In this fast-paced environment, Defence25MR reflected on plea negotiations in the summary jurisdiction as being ‘less about the evidence and the law’. He explained:

In the Magistrates’ Court, it’s much faster, it’s more immediate, there’s no law quoted really, not very much at least, it’s just a matter of trying to reason with each other and reach a reasonable position. If a client says no he says no and then you move on. In the higher courts there’s a lot of law quoted, it’s about what charge is appropriate in the circumstances as much as anything else.

Participants also argued that the seriousness of indictable matters often means that the investigation is longer and there are more people involved in handling the matter, which requires more time to negotiate; whereas the summary matters often lack that level of
involvement or detail – hence matters resolve on the day. This may be due in part to the heavy workload of police prosecutors, many of whom are unfamiliar with the details of each individual case until they have the file in front of them on the day. Defence14FR observed:

The nature of County Court matters in my experience is that they’ve been investigated usually in far more detail. So your negotiations I think tread a far more fine line than in the Magistrates’ Court, where sometimes you’re getting in there, they have not taken any statements from anybody, nobody’s been to see a doctor and you’re trying to prove serious injury. That’s just not going to happen. So there’s sort of more of that, well that’s just patently ridiculous. So let’s just remove that one and let’s talk about these two. In the County Court, it goes through more sets of hands, then a longer timeframe on it and therefore, yeah, I think a lot of that negotiation to some extent is done by the OPP with the informant before it even gets to us when they say, look that’s just absurd. We’re not going to get up on that, so we’re not even going to put it to them [the defence].

In addition to noting the impact of differences in the type of case on negotiations, a key theme emerging from the defence practitioner participants was that they had to adopt different negotiation styles with police prosecutors, compared with OPP prosecutors. Some participants saw this as a benefit, in that discussions with police prosecutors were often more informal:

It’s much more informal and that doesn’t happen so much in the higher court. … I think that it’s the pomp and ceremony of the whole process, like you need to have the correct terminology for the thing that you’re talking about. Whereas when you’re discussing a case with the [police] prosecutor you’ll use more everyday language. (Defence17F)

Others, however, suggested that this lack of formality made the process more difficult. References to police prosecutors as ‘difficult’ (Defence09F) and ‘not having legal degrees’ (Defence03F), and comparisons of them to the ‘professional people’ (Judge08M) working in the higher courts, revealed a common perception of police prosecutors as ‘outsiders’ to the rest of the legal community. The data suggest that this view ultimately affected the way in which defence practitioners approached and engaged in negotiations with police prosecutors. As Defence06MR explained:

I would have to use a lot more energy and effort, looking up cases and law and all of that for the people downstairs, for the police prosecutors, because they just don’t get it. Whereas if I’m speaking to the OPP, on the whole, they get it, they know, we’re all on the same page, we’re talking about the same things, we all have the same sort of reference. Whereas downstairs, you really have to, you know, put a lot of effort in, and that wastes time.

Defence08MR similarly noted that:

The OPP are probably more attuned to some of the legal arguments. Obviously, you know, police prosecutors aren’t lawyers, so they sort of haven’t, you know, gone and sat through hours and hours of lectures on intention or recklessness.

Defence09F identified several factors that influence the nature of negotiations in the summary stream:
In the Magistrates’ Court where you’ve got police prosecutors who might not necessarily firstly know the law terribly well, they’re not lawyers, and they don’t necessarily always have a good appreciation of, these are the elements you need to be able to satisfy beyond reasonable doubt in order to proceed with this charge. You have some very gung-ho police prosecutors who say, basically I’ll run it anyway. There’s no accountability there; police prosecutors will run anything. I just think there’s less accountability, there’s less supervision, there’s less review and so things that shouldn’t get run in the Magistrates’ Court just get run anyway. There’s also a presumption amongst a lot of police prosecutors that, well, your client’s just going to plead anyway because they’ll get a favourable [sentence] indication and I don’t have to worry about it, I don’t have to do anything. That doesn’t happen in the County Court and the Supreme Court, as I said there’s much more review, the charges are necessarily more serious so people aren’t just going to stick their hand up to it, and you’re dealing with lawyers who understand the law.

Defence09F went on to note that OPP prosecutors are more willing to engage in negotiations and discuss resolution possibilities, whereas police prosecutors rarely approach the defence to resolve a case, and take the view that, if the accused does not plead, they will ‘simply run the matter anyway’. She maintained:

It’s not the same way as it operates in the higher courts, where the OPP or the CDPP are always the ones coming to you saying, can we resolve this, what can we do about this? It’s very much more one-sided and the police’s position tends to be, well, if you don’t like it then we’ll run it. Plead [guilty] or we’ll run it. It’s a lot more one-sided, whereas it’s a more collaborative, we all want the best outcome here, for the most part anyway, in the higher courts. So I would say there’s definitely a different perspective between Magistrates’ and County/Supreme courts, but again I think that’s a difference between having police officers as prosecutors who might not necessarily grasp all the complexities associated with the law. I mean they know charges and they lay charges and that’s fine, but they’re not lawyers and it can be quite difficult trying to negotiate with someone in that kind of environment.

The reluctance of police prosecutors to negotiate was also highlighted by Defence10FR, who claimed that ‘the biggest hurdles to negotiating would be, you know, having a police prosecutor that is not interested or not responsive or not receptive’. Defence03F similarly maintained that ‘police prosecutors are completely unreasonable most of the time with resolutions’. And Defence25MR pointed to the difficulties of negotiating with police prosecutors:

The police prosecutors are much more difficult to reach a negotiated agreement with. I think part of that really might be I suppose the court culture and the fact that most people who run cases out here are found guilty ultimately and so they can be pretty comfortable that they can run this and win, and so it gives them less incentive to try and resolve it.

Defence06MR likewise argued that:

There are so many times that I’ve got the response of, look, I know this informant, he’s a good informant, he wouldn’t be saying it if it wasn’t true. ... So that just shows you how frustrating, when you’ve got a real issue to be determined, [it] can be very difficult between police prosecutors. ... In the OPP, I know that there are a couple of people that,
you know, weren’t much chop as lawyers, but, on the whole, I think if you’ve got – if you’re up against another lawyer, I think they can see a resolution far more regularly than police officers can.

These comments suggest that there are significant differences in the negotiation approaches and styles utilised in the different courts primarily relating to the speed and nature of matters heard in the Magistrates’ Court and the involvement of police prosecutors, who do not necessarily have a law degree, which all shape the nature, detail and type of discussion involved.

Contest Mentions & Summary Case Conferences

Two main factors that were identified by participants as shaping the negotiation process in the summary jurisdiction were the contest mention and summary case conference pre-trial processes (see Figures 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4). Wood (2013: 33–4) argues that the summary case conference has encouraged ‘an early identification of guilty pleas; listing certainty for matters set for trials; more efficient resource allocation; [and] a reduced [court] backlog’. As discussed in Chapter 1, the purpose of the summary case conference is for the prosecution and the accused (or their representative) to manage the progression of the case (for example, to avoid unnecessary adjournments or resolve matters at an early stage).81 While not directly acknowledged in the legislation, the summary case conference is a key point for early plea negotiations to commence between the parties, and the legislation stipulates that ‘anything said or done in the course of a summary case conference; or any document prepared solely for the purposes of a summary case conference is not admissible in any proceeding before any court … unless all parties [agree otherwise]’.82 Also discussed in Chapter 1, the contest mention is a relatively informal court hearing with the magistrate, defence practitioner, accused and police prosecutor, which aims to define the case issues, including the possibility of an early resolution.83

Primarily, participants saw these two pre-trial processes as positive initiatives that encourage resolutions and early guilty pleas because ‘it brings it [the case] to a head – the prosecution have to make a decision [and] the defence have to make a decision’ (Judge02MR). In discussing the contest mention, Judge06M maintained that:

It works very well. It’s responsible for resolving large numbers of matters that would otherwise have gone to contest if the system wasn’t there. So it focuses the mind of both sides: the lawyer has to be prepared and understand what the case is about, has to be in possession of all the materials; the prosecutor’s got to be across the case as well so that everybody understands what the evidence is, who the witnesses are and what they’re all going to say. And then a proper conversation can be had and sometimes a prosecutor will, once it’s seriously looked at, appreciate that there’s real evidentiary weaknesses in parts of the case or all of the case and sometimes, you know, it takes the defence until that point in time to have all the evidence for the defendant to realise there’s no defence there.

Defence02F likewise described the contest mention as ‘working really, really well’. She explained that:

81 The summary case conference is regulated by s 54 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic).
82 Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) s 54(7).
83 Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) s 55.
It’s legally aid-able [funded] those appearances so it puts it outside of the pressures of the duty lawyer system. And it means that police prosecutors are forced to turn their minds to it before the date of the hearing and that way they are able to negotiate on things instead of just taking our views and then saying that they’ve got to get back to us.

Defence25MR similarly identified the contest mention as a key point at which to hold ‘proper negotiations’. He maintained that:

It’s really the first stage at which you can have proper negotiations. It’s the first stage at which the prosecutor will actually have read the brief, listened to the interview and know what the case is. Before that, they’re just picking it up for the first time when you sit down with them.

Furthermore, the contest mention was said to be a much more successful initiative than the summary case conference for a number of reasons, the two most common being that: (1) VLA lawyers are not specifically funded for the summary case conference, so many accused persons are unrepresented at this stage, usually relying on assistance from a duty lawyer, and it can be difficult to engage them in discussions given their limited understanding of the law and the criminal justice process; and (2) at that early stage in the criminal justice process, police prosecutors are often not privy to all the evidence and not abreast of all the relevant case materials to make a decision or have a meaningful discussion. Defence09F expanded on these limitations in comparison to the contest mention process:

Contest mentions I think are valuable because a lot of the time when you’re trying to summary case conference a matter you have very little evidence available to you, the prosecution hasn’t gone and got statements, they haven’t gone and actually investigated things and they’ll say, well, only if you book it off, will we go and do this. So it’s reactive, it’s not, here’s all the evidence and you can decide what to do with it. With these prelim[inary] briefs that we’re getting now there’s nothing on it, so there’s a preliminary summary of facts, you might get a statement from the informant if you’re really lucky and that’s it. You don’t know what you’re dealing with and you won’t get anything further until you go to contest mention.

Comparing the summary case conference with the contest mention system, Defence15M also pointed to the prosecutors being more on top of the material as a beneficial aspect of the latter:

Often they will have read the briefs, so at the very least you’ve got a prosecutor and they will be a more senior prosecutor who’s actually looked at the material before they’ve come to court, and that does let you have a more sensible discussion.

The summary case conference is not a hearing per se; rather, it is an out-of-court discussion between the prosecutor and the defence about the case. Defence10FR explained that, ‘generally speaking’, all their summary case conferences are completed ‘by email, so there’s a record of the discussion in the file’. She further explained:

Within a Legal Aid office, because we often don’t have grants of aid for our clients, the duty lawyer needs to pick up the file on the day and run with it. So if there’s a written discussion it’s much easier for someone else to pick up and follow than a discussion
that I might have with a prosecutor that’s then not recorded or – I mean I always record but, you know, it’s just easier if there’s an email that people can look at. And that’s largely because it keeps the communication clear and because of the way this office operates.

The link between summary case conferences and plea negotiations was identified by Prosecutor02FR, who claimed that ‘the summary case conference process was introduced for early resolution and negotiations to occur. The whole point is to engage with defence as early as possible to identify what the issues are and hopefully resolve those’.

**Resources and Funding**

While the summary case conference is designed to avoid wasting court time by requiring that discussions occur out of court, the participants identified several limitations of this arrangement, specifically relating to funding and the heavy workloads of police prosecutors, which hinders their capacity to respond to resolution offers out of court. Defence23M explained:

> There’s not enough [police] prosecutors there. They’re all in court so no one is doing the case conferencing out of office, no one is seeing it. You turn up to court and they’ll say, I’ve never seen that email. And so the whole purpose of a case conferencing system was to have an out-of-court discussion so you’re not all turning up to court trying to resolve things on the day. Whereas in reality it means we’re just doing it with a different prosecutor at court. It comes down to not enough resourcing.

This view was supported by Prosecutor04M, who maintained that the high workload restricts prosecutors involved in summary case conferences from being able to fully engage with the process: ‘when you have 200 plus cases in court at summary case conference and you’re chasing your tail, you don’t have a chance to look at it in depth’. The view that prosecutors’ high workloads mean that the process does not work as effectively as intended was similarly identified by numerous participants at the roundtable. In highlighting this concern, Defence30M provided a hypothetical comparison to the indictable stream. He claimed:

> Imagine for a moment, though, that you walk into the committal mention list at the Magistrates’ Court and there’s two OPP prosecutors and a line of 100 defence practitioners lining up to speak to the OPP prosecutors who don’t read the hand up brief until the moment that you get to the front of the line and they’ll request to have a discussion. … That’s how it operates in the summary stream and that does affect the quality of the negotiations. It’s not a criticism of the prosecutors, it’s just that the prosecutors do not have the manpower [sic] or the resources to actually have touched upon the material that they’re dealing with until the lawyer that they’re dealing with gets to the front of the line.

In the interviews, Defence16F similarly observed that ‘the police prosecutors aren’t properly resourced to prepare for them [summary case conferences]. I feel sorry for those prosecutors, because their loads are so high’. Judge04FR likewise expressed concern that the current system has ‘prosecutors run off their feet’. She maintained that ‘they [prosecutors] can’t be answering any phone calls or negotiating things out of court, so you’ve just got a whole lot of wasted adjournments which is just unnecessary churn through the court system which is the most expensive bit’. In this vein, at the roundtable Defence30M observed that:
It works in theory, and I like the idea when it works properly. From our experience it works really well in Melbourne but some of the other suburbs it doesn’t because the emails don’t get responded to in an efficient way. It’s no criticism of course, it’s simply a resourcing issue.

In addition to the limitations on police resourcing, the absence of VLA funding for summary case conference work was identified by Prosecutor09F as resulting in wasted court time:

The issue is you have people with no court experience, or well some, not a lot of court experience, and so they come for a summary case conference, you know, you can’t talk to them about legal issues, they don’t understand the processes of the court, they don’t understand the system of adjournments and they want to plead not guilty on the day and have a contested hearing on the day that they first arrive. So it blows out the summary case conference in time because within our role you can’t give legal advice so you can’t tell them what to do or what may happen or anything like that so you have to be really careful in regards to the discussions that you have with them. And then the magistrate, it takes a longer time for them because they have to ensure that the accused at all times understands all of their options.

The lack of VLA funding was also identified as hindering achievement of the aim of summary case conferences by reducing the ability of practitioners to engage in plea negotiations. Defence05M explained that ‘the practitioner is not being paid apart from a low preparation rate, so that means it’s left to the practitioner to try and negotiate by email or by telephone and it’s not as easy to negotiate in that way. It’s a bit more stark by email and telephone than face to face’. In a similar vein, Defence06MR argued that ‘opportunities for negotiation, genuine negotiation, are lost as part of the regrettable way that Legal Aid’s [funding is] structured’. This is reflective of the findings of Flynn’s (2010: 53) study on Legal Aid funding and the pre-trial process, in which she observed that:

Victoria’s Legal Aid funding structure requires that all counsel are reimbursed for their work based on an approved fee that is scaled to the perceived level and complexity of the tasks performed. Thus, a substantially lower payment is made for pre-trial attendance and preparation than for the trial preparation.

At the time her study was published, the payment rates for VLA solicitors for preparation and attendance at a committal mention was $286, compared with (for County Court matters) an average of $444 for other pre-trial preparation and attendance (except for a committal hearing, which was $665), and $1311 for trial preparation (Flynn 2010b: 53). Flynn argued that, as a result, the funding structure ‘hinders the capacity of Legal Aid counsel from preparing and engaging in pre-trial hearings or plea bargaining discussions because the funding is prioritised to support contested trials … and pre-trial hearings play a secondary role’ (Flynn 2010b: 68). Tague (2008: 257) has also raised concerns about the fact that the lower payments available to a defence practitioner during pre-trial proceedings may result in fewer early guilty pleas. At the roundtable this issue was similarly explored by Defence28M, who maintained that ‘early intervention with proper funding at the front end makes for a more efficient system. We have a system that’s skewed [in terms of funding] towards the back end running trials. I just think we need to have a paradigm shift in the way we fund VLA’.
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Defence03F also commented on the absence of funding for summary case conferences, and claimed that this means ‘you can end up sending things to contest mention maybe prematurely, because you’re funded then to turn up for that one appearance’. Judge14M similarly raised this concern at the roundtable, arguing that ‘Legal Aid funding impacts on contest mentions. We want cases to be summary case conferenced before they go to contest mention. The difficulty is with Legal Aid they’re not funded to do a summary case conference’. This lack of funding, as Defence09F maintained, means that ‘everything goes to contest mention, because until you get to contest mention you don’t actually know what you’re dealing with’.

**Personalities of the Magistrate**

While primarily identifying the positive aspects of the contest mention, participants pointed to the success of the process being reliant upon the personality of the magistrate involved – as Judge02MR noted, ‘the problem with contest mentions is it’s very dependent on the magistrate’. Defence05M likewise commented, ‘it comes down to practicality and different magistrates’ (Defence05M). In particular, the effectiveness of a contest mention is based on whether or not the magistrate actively encourages an early resolution. As Defence13FR explained, ‘it depends upon the magistrate who you’ve got and how open they are to resolution’. This view was also taken by Defence24M, who observed that ‘there’ll be a range of competence, a range of experience, a range of issues there, but that’s part of the process and I think it’s a flaw in the contest mention process’.

Defence03F similarly maintained that contest mentions are:

> Running pretty well, but only when they’ve got a decent magistrate. If they put someone in there, that has no interest in resolving matters, they do not care and so everyone ends up going off to contest, because there’s no incentive and for that process to work there really has to be incentive.

There was some evidence in the data to suggest that magistrates with a strong predilection for settling cases were being appointed to the contest mention list in Melbourne in order to clear the court of cases by encouraging more accused persons to plead guilty at an early stage, usually in response to a favourable sentence indication. As Defence20M observed, ‘if you want a matter to go to contest[ed hearing] it seems to require quite a lot of effort on the client, and a sort of determination to see it go through to [a] contest’. Prosecutor02FR also identified this focus, claiming that ‘it’s just that our main business at the moment now is not running contested hearings, it’s all about the contest mention’. Defence18M even referred to the Magistrates’ Court as ‘peddling what we call fast-food justice’. Numerous participants also commented on the ‘busy mention lists’ (Judge02FR). As Defence15M claimed, ‘the mention list is extremely busy. … It takes about three months to get a contest mention date at Melbourne at the moment’. Clearly, this is a limitation, as justice delayed is justice denied. On the whole, however, participants recognised these processes as providing a forum for plea negotiations, while also identifying the need for some changes in relation to funding and resourcing for both VLA and Victoria Police to ensure that these processes remain effective.

**Early Resolution Culture at the OPP**

In the indictable stream, the key factor participants identified as influencing both the frequency and nature of plea negotiations was the early resolution culture embedded within the OPP. This culture is evident in the OPP’s policies guiding prosecutorial conduct that were in force at the
time and which included discussions on early resolutions and their importance (*Director’s Policy: Resolution, Director’s Policy Discretion, Director’s Policy: The Crown’s Role on Plea and Sentence Hearings*). In the mid-2000s, the OPP introduced an Early Resolution Unit (ERU), which was tasked with proactively identifying and finalising matters that could resolve prior to trial. The ERU was disbanded in early 2016. Initially, the ERU had a primary focus on offences involving theft, armed robbery, aggravated burglary, assault and attempted murder (Victorian OPP Annual Report 2007: 38). These offences align with those commonly subject to negotiation as identified in the dataset, which may explain why the ERU focused on these areas.

Within the ERU, a number of ERAs were responsible for managing most negotiations with defence practitioners in the first instance. Judge02MR outlined how this unit operated:

The OPP triage every file that comes in and then rank it one to four; four is the highest level of risk to the organisation, one is the lowest. The ones and twos are generally where not many counts have been charged and the accused has made admissions or there’s an overwhelming case. … A three might be a sex matter where there’s multiple victims, a four might be the same but might have, for example, [a] QC briefed on behalf of the accused so it puts the OPP at greater risk of failing prosecution. It might be that it’s got high public media interest. All homicides, for example, where there’s culpable driving, or murders, or manslaughters, will go into four. … The OPP then allocate those files, the ones and twos, to the Early Resolution Advocates … they were very experienced.

Prosecutor06M similarly described the role of the ERAs as follows:

It’s just a more formalised role in that what we [ERAs] do is something that everyone should be doing and a lot of people are doing it who aren’t in our section. The section was set up because it was a group of fairly long-term, very experienced people that probably knew the roles as far as resolution is concerned, more so than the more junior members. But basically at the filing hearing … matters are shortly thereafter allocated and … there’s a form that the filing hearing people use, advocates use, that has a box for potential early resolution. … They tick a box. After talking to defence and … hearing something very little because the briefs haven’t been served but reading the summary, hearing from the defence, speaking to the informant at the filing hearing, they try and make an assessment as to whether it’s capable, and defence might say, we want to resolve this. So the box is ticked. So generally those sort of cases come to us [the ERU], as well as others. … The Allocation Manager decides. At the early stage, it’s more likely than not that you don’t get that indication [of a potential negotiation] because the defence aren’t prepared and understandably aren’t prepared to play their cards until they’ve seen the brief. … We get the filing hearing sheet and attached to that generally is … the police summary and there may have been a bail application, so we might get even additional material but, at the very least, we’ve got a police summary. As an Early Resolution Advocate, you read through the summary and sometimes there’s issues that arise, and perhaps pieces of evidence that you might want to confirm that the police are going to obtain. There might be a few blanks, generally some requisitions and enquiries in relation to the matter at that stage. So you send that off or you say to the police, look, I’ve read the summary. These are my questions at this stage. Once that’s done, basically nothing happens until the brief is served. … What I do is I generally go down to the Crown prosecutor with brief in hand and say, after reading it
and making up my mind as to what charges I think are appropriate at that stage, I often
go down and get a bottom line as to what we may be prepared to accept in resolution
and then hopefully the defence get in touch with us and we start discussing as to where
we are. … There are situations where you may be a bit more proactive and you put a
bottom line to the defence.

In describing the work of the ERU, all participants reflected on the quality of the ERAs,
defining them as ‘proactive’ (Judge10F), ‘pragmatic’ and ‘sensible’ (Defence22M), and
significantly helping facilitate plea negotiations. As Defence11M maintained, ‘the people were
pragmatic and sensible and easy to deal with. … If you can’t strike a deal with them, you’re
not going to strike a deal, as simple as that’. Judge03M likewise claimed:

They selected people who were realistic, who’d express an independent view in an early
stage, because very often police have an inflated view about the outcome and perhaps
the evidence that supports that outcome. Highly realistic and competent solicitors settle
a larger number of cases. I don’t think they did so in a way that undermined the interest
of justice or led to people pleading guilty to insignificant offences where they should
have pleaded guilty to more serious offences. It simply brought forward in time when
the matter ultimately resolved. If it hadn’t settled on that basis at that stage, it would
have settled on a similar basis two years later.

Throughout the interviews, it became clear that the ERU had been disbanded, with several
participants identifying this as a shame, due to the quality of lawyers who worked within the
unit and the level of consistency their work brought to the resolution process. As Defence05M
claimed, ‘there will still be negotiations and there’ll still be good outcomes but I wouldn’t be
surprised if the plea negotiation rate fell, not to a great extent, but fell. And that’s because of
[a] lack of consistency and knowledge of who you’re dealing with’. Defence03F similarly
maintained:

Dealing with them was great. We would resolve matters on really good terms and early
in the process. It was a good unit. … They would sensibly get instructions from a
Crownie [Crown prosecutor] that they knew would be sensible about the resolution and
so it just meant that it worked. … Now it takes far longer for something to get allocated
and so instead of having your initial remand summary and looking at it and going, we
can figure this out and just ending up with a plea brief rather than a full hand-up brief,
none of that happens now, because the files don’t get allocated early. So, it’s definitely
caused delays and I think there’s probably more adjournments of things because of it.
And I think probably more things proceed to contest stages when they don’t need to.

Defence18M also commented on the disbandment of the ERU as creating more delays:

I had a substantial amount of involvement with that unit. … I thought it worked really
well. I was really surprised that they abandoned it. We haven’t really got an explanation
as to why. ... They had good people in there, who were experienced and you could talk
to, it worked really well I thought. … Now it just makes things a bit harder to get to the
person that you want to have a conversation with. Often it takes a while for the files at
the OPP to be allocated, you often don’t know who it is that you’re supposed to be
speaking with, and then they don’t really have the clout. Whereas you had those
experienced people in the Early Resolution team, they were able to go to a Crownie and
say, this is what we think should happen. Also they were proactive, if they saw a
pathway to resolution, they didn’t wait for the defence and that’s stopped now. We’re back to how we used to be.

At the roundtable, Judge16F also noted some of the problems associated with the late allocation of files within the OPP as hindering negotiations:

One of the problems is that because of the volume of cases and the number of prosecutors and the time at which a case will be allocated to prosecuting counsel is late, often just before trial. So if it hasn’t been negotiated and resolved through the list with the assistance of the solicitor who it’s been assigned to for the prosecution, then it may take quite some time after that and maybe only days before trial, or the day of trial, where the barristers who have both actually been briefed and [are] on top of the materials will sit down and bang heads.

While there is evidently a strong shift towards an early resolution culture at the OPP, identified by the former DPP (Champion 2012: 1) himself – ‘it goes without saying that the resolution of cases by negotiated settlement is an extremely important area of the work we do’ – one way of increasing the effectiveness of this culture may be to ensure that cases are assigned as early as possible, to provide a consistent point of contact for the defence from an early stage.

In discussing the rationale behind the disbandment of the ERU, Prosecutor06M explained that ‘the office [OPP] seem to have taken the view that it’s sufficiently permeating through the office of early resolution to actually, in effect, do away with the early resolution section’. Prosecutor03F provided a similar explanation: ‘my understanding is that everybody’s supposed to – the onus is on everybody to try and negotiate. All solicitors try and negotiate, not just specialist solicitors. … So now everybody’s [considered] an Early Resolution Advocate, rather than having specialists who do it’. While some concerns were expressed as to the removal of specific ERAs (particularly in relation to the delays in files being allocated within the OPP), most participants recognised that a new culture of resolution has developed at the OPP, and that each division does now focus on resolution. As Judge03M noted:

My sense is that the culture of the OPP across the board now is more realistic than it may have been in earlier points. You don’t need one or two individuals, or half a dozen individuals, to be promoting early resolution, if the whole office understands the significance of having matters determined speedily, and justice not being delayed.

Judge07M likewise said, ‘the work of all the OPP is focused on identifying issues and identifying resolution. … They are oriented towards settlements, and that’s good’. In a similar vein, Prosecutor06M noted that, in his experience, ‘the new crops of solicitors are fairly keen on entering into the negotiation process. So I think it [a resolution culture] is filtering through and I think people are trying to negotiate things generally’.

During the final phase of the research process, the researchers were provided with an overview of the new structure of the OPP (implemented in March 2016) and the key focus of the Office on early resolutions. As briefly flagged in Chapter 1, the new structure includes the ERAs who worked within the dedicated ERU now being dispersed into the different divisions within the OPP. The researchers were also advised that under this new structure, all cases are reviewed and allocated to a solicitor within 10 days of the OPP receiving the case, which may address some of the concerns raised by participants regarding an early contact point to discuss cases.
Personalities of Prosecutors and Defence Practitioners

Another key factor emerging from the data that shapes the negotiation process is the personalities of the practitioners involved. The majority of participants were of the view that the outcome of negotiations depends upon which prosecutor and defence practitioners are involved: ‘it really does come down to the personality’ (Defence02FR). As Defence08MR maintained, ‘it’s idiosyncratic. It depends on the prosecutor, it depends on the lawyer, it depends on a whole range of factors. … It depends so much on the personalities and also the skill sets of the lawyers’. Many defence practitioner participants pointed to the different personalities of the prosecutors as having a significant impact on the types of discussions and outcomes they are privy to in resolutions:

The personalities of every prosecutor are different and some are eminently lovely to negotiate with and discuss and they come at things in the spirit of resolution, and others want to stick by their guns until the final moment and then withdraw on the steps of court. (Defence23M)

Some participants, like Defence15M, went so far as to say that the prosecutor’s personality affects whether they would even attempt to engage in negotiations. He explained, ‘you need to be aware of who you’re dealing with. There’s certain prosecutors that, if they were on duty on a given day, you might try and avoid, lest you lock them into a discussion’ (Defence15M). The differences in personalities and how this impacts plea negotiations were also evident in participants’ reflections on their personal approaches to and experiences with early resolutions. For example, in discussing his previous experiences with negotiating cases involving sexual offences against children by a parent or step-parent, Judge02MR noted, ‘I used to mark those as capable of resolution if it was biological, but not if it was non-biological [offender not biologically related to the victim] … but that was just my instinct, it was just experience. Others did it differently’. Similarly, in reflecting on his approach to negotiations, Prosecutor04M observed, ‘how I negotiate is different from other prosecutors. I’m a little bit more methodical about how I approach things’. These comments support the findings of a US study in which 200 state prosecutors in eight different offices were interviewed (Wright & Levine 2014). Wright and Levine (2014: 1067, 1073) argued:

We treat prosecutors like widgets, one the same as the next. In reality, prosecutors are individuals with their own priorities and commitments. … A prosecutor’s individual character traits, family background, and religious faith may all play a part in her [sic] decision-making. But organisations also matter; for instance, some prosecutors’ offices and court systems are arranged in ways that encourage prosecutors to think of themselves as team members, while other offices are organised to inspire the prosecutor to think of herself [sic] as an autonomous professional, not tightly linked to others in the office. Thus, the exercise of discretion may differ – systematically and predictably – as one travels from office to office, and from prosecutor to prosecutor.

In terms of the impact of personality differences on negotiations, participants pointed to the relationships one develops with opposing counsel as making all the difference in ‘how it turns out’ (Defence16F). As Defence16F explained, ‘you can’t pick your prosecutor. … It really depends on your relationship with the prosecutor and it’s about how you manage that’. A similar view was expressed by Judge15M at the roundtable, who noted that ‘a lot of it [negotiations] depends upon the trust between the practitioners’. This was particularly evident in discussions with rural and regional participants, who suggested that their negotiations were
often advantaged because there was a smaller pool of people in the legal community, which enabled opposing counsel to develop more established relationships, thereby making the negotiation process smoother and more likely to result in a ‘practical’ and ‘reasonable’ outcome (Defence25MR). As Defence14FR explained:

It is a personal relationship that you build with the prosecutors. Certainly we know the County Court prosecutor who services our region – because we’re a circuit court – we know him well. He knows our office and therefore we can have some fairly frank discussions with him that are helpful and we know that he’s not an unreasonable prosecutor. So if there’s a middle ground to be found, the chances are we’re going to find that. ... With our local prosecutors in our Magistrates’ Court, we know them all. They all know us. Half of us are Facebook friends, like we’re all invested in each other’s lives to some extent, and those relationships are really important to the outcomes that you will get. ... We have an enormously friendly bench around here and we have really reasonable prosecutors. Therefore, you get some different outcomes here than you would anywhere else.

Prosecutor02FR also described working in a rural area as offering ‘unique’ advantages:

Being in a rural area everybody – all of our informants – are in the same building that we’re in. ... So I actually encourage having conversations with informants and to be able to sit down and identify those issues and engage them in the process, because you tend to find that you get a lot more happy customers by being able to do that. ... All our defence practitioners are within a stone’s throw of the police building and most days of the week every single defence practitioner that’s in the town is actually in the building. So they may see you and approach you and say, hey, listen, I want to speak to you about that matter. It makes it a lot easier. ... In Melbourne they don’t have that luxury.

As flagged by Prosecutor02FR, several participants with experience working in both metropolitan, and rural or regional areas, pointed out the differences between the two environments in relation to plea negotiations, with all claiming that the rural and regional areas were more conducive to ‘frank and open’ (Prosecutor02FR) and ‘reasonable’ (Defence08MR) discussions. Defence08MR claimed:

At [names rural location], it’s a small prosecution team, limited number of lawyers, everybody knows each other. You can often reach a reasonably practical solution, probably more so than in Melbourne where there’s a much bigger team of prosecutors and they’re much more likely to say, well, we don’t care, just take what we’re offering, you know, or book it off.

Prosecutor02FR likewise commented on the differences between rural and metropolitan negotiations resulting from the relationships developed between lawyers and police:

Some of the more metro prosecution offices, because they don’t have that ability to be able to build the relationships with all of their customers, being the other police units, then I think that’s where people might get themselves, you know what I mean, a bit emotional about when things are withdrawn etc.
Drawing on his experiences, Defence25MR also commented on the size of Melbourne making it very difficult to ‘build relationships with prosecutors’ because ‘there’s of course a much bigger team [of prosecutors]’. He maintained that:

Out here in [names regional town], I’ve known them for a year and I think they know that I’ll make it pretty obvious if I think my client is wasting their time effectively in the negotiation setting or if I think they should actually take something and they’ll consider it properly. So you build a relationship and you feed off that. … You have to be much more careful because you’re going to be seeing them the next day and the day after that as well. So you have to make sure that your arguments don’t get blown out of proportion and you don’t talk shit [laughs].

The benefits of the relationships developed in country environments were also identified by stakeholders at the roundtable:

Prosecutor13F: I think that’s also why plea negotiations work so well in the country because people know they’ve got a designated prosecutor at the early stages, people have got to know each other and trust each other and I think that –

Judge15M: You can shake your head at the defence barrister as you walk down the street – you can do all sorts of unrecorded things.

Prosecutor13F That wasn’t quite where I was going [laughter].

Judge16F: That point is important, though, because she’s [Prosecutor13F] saying it’s about people having the time and the opportunity to negotiate too. One of the problems again in the city is … the number of prosecutors.

The apparent differences between rural or regional and metropolitan locations in relation to how plea negotiations are carried out, as well as the ways in which personalities can shape the negotiation process, including the likelihood of discussions occurring and the outcome, raise some interesting questions around consistency. As Prosecutor04M observed:

You may find if you chuck 10 lawyers in a room and gave them the same circumstances, not everyone is always going to come to the same conclusion. You are going to have the factors of different prosecutors, different levels of skill, different barristers. ... So you are going to have different outcomes.

Similar questions have been raised by Flynn (2016: 570), who describes this as the ‘human nature effect’. A key finding in her study of prosecutorial discretion and plea negotiations in Victoria was that there are inconsistencies in the ways in which prosecutors approached and viewed plea negotiations, despite the existence of internal policies guiding behaviour. She maintains that the ‘striking contradictions between what is instructed in internal policies and the contrasting conduct and perspectives of prosecutors … permit inconsistent conduct and outcomes’ (Flynn 2016: 570).
The interview participants provided several examples of the different personalities of practitioners resulting in differing views being taken in negotiations, in the same case. Defence04M, for example, reflected on a recent murder trial in which he was involved:

I had one particular prosecutor who said he was prepared to resolve the matter on a manslaughter [plea]. The client wasn’t prepared to accept it [at that stage], but the next prosecutor that came along, because the first got reallocated, he wasn’t interested in dealing with it on a manslaughter. So the outcome really can depend on who the prosecutor is.

Prosecutor06M likewise offered examples of occasions when he had ‘stepped in’ to assist defence practitioners in reaching an early resolution when they had come up against ‘more difficult solicitors’:

I’ve had cases where a defence practitioner has rung me up and said, look, I’ve got this matter with so-and-so solicitor in the office, I don’t seem to be getting anywhere with it, or, what do you think? Do you think we can resolve this sort of thing? So I’ve stepped in occasionally and then I’ve spoken to the solicitor and said, look, I’ve had a ring from the defence. I hope you don’t mind, but this is what they say and maybe we should look at this and see whether it can be resolved.

In this regard, it is noteworthy that such intervention occurs despite its prohibition in the Director’s Policy: Resolution, which currently states:

A Crown prosecutor must not discuss resolution with an accused’s legal representative unless the CP is briefed to appear in the prosecution. OPP solicitor must not discuss resolution with an accused’s legal representative unless the OPP solicitor has conduct of the prosecution.

A key aim of the criminal justice system is to achieve equality and consistency. The above comments from the participants suggest that, when plea negotiations occur, the outcome is somewhat dependent on the people involved. Reflecting on his time as a prosecutor, Judge02MR maintained that negotiations involve ‘a lot of intuition. There’s no formula, it’s your gut. You go with your gut all of the time’. While such an approach likely raises a number of concerns, similar arguments could apply in the context of a trial where the outcome depends on the individual personalities of 12 members of a jury. Likewise, sentencing has been criticised for depending on the individual judge – indeed, several of the participants described judges as either ‘sympathetic’ to the defence (Defence03F) or ‘hard’ on the defence (Defence09F). In this regard, it could be argued that plea negotiations are reflective of the ‘human nature effect’ (Flynn 2016: 570) inherent to the broader criminal justice system, seen, for example, in the prosecutor’s decision to prosecute, the jury’s verdict and the judicial officer’s sentencing judgments. Perhaps the key difference in relation to plea negotiations is that both the trial and sentencing hearing are highly visible, and open to external scrutiny and appeal; therefore, inconsistencies in approaches to plea negotiations may create a greater sense of unease and potential for injustice.
Chapter 6: Plea Negotiations and Sentencing Issues

Mandatory and Presumptive Sentencing

Mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes are subject to extensive academic critique. Freiberg and Murray (2012: 20–1) claim that ‘mandatory and presumptive sentences have been impugned on numerous constitutional grounds including that they may usurp an essential judicial function of sentencing and may impair public confidence in the courts’ integrity’. Criticism is also strongly levelled at the way in which mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes can ‘disproportionately impact on the disadvantaged’ (VLA 2016c: 6; see also Solonec 2015). Commonly, critiques of mandatory sentencing regimes focus on how the policies shift power from the court to prosecutors, whereby the ‘pre-trial decisions, where the charges are negotiated [become] more significant’ (Aas 2005: 19) because, as Flynn (2016: 574) explains, ‘the inflexibility of mandatory penalties means the charging decision has a greater impact on the accused’s likely sentence’. Indeed, research examining the impact of mandatory minimum penalties on prosecutorial discretion and plea negotiations suggests that these policies have two main outcomes: an increase in the number of trials (Harris & Jesilow 2006), and a shift in discretionary powers (McCoy 1990).

During the data collection period for the present research, there were two main presumptive sentencing policies in effect in Victoria. The first was baseline sentences, which set a median sentence for seven nominated offences (see details below); and the second was a mandatory non-parole period for gross violence offences (unless there are exceptional circumstances).

The Sentencing Amendment (Baseline Sentences) Act 2014 (Vic) took effect for seven nominated offences committed on or after 2 November 2014. Under the legislation, a baseline prison sentence (a median sentence) was specified for murder (25 years); incest with a child, step-child or lineal descendant aged under 18 years (10 years); incest with the child, step-child or lineal descendant aged under 18 years of a de facto spouse (10 years); sexual penetration of a child aged under 12 years (10 years); persistent sexual abuse of a child aged under 16 years (10 years); culpable driving causing death (9 years); and trafficking in a large commercial quantity of a drug of dependence (14 years). The Act also prescribed minimum non-parole periods for the baseline sentences of 30 years (if the total effective sentence [TES] is a term of life imprisonment); 70 per cent of the TES if it is 20 years or more; and 60 per cent of the TES if it is less than 20 years. Under the legislation, a court could impose a sentence that was above or below the median sentence, provided that it stated its reasons for such departure.

In the case of DPP v Walters (a pseudonym), the Court of Appeal ruled that the legislation was ‘inoperable’ for reasons relating to the means of determining a ‘median sentence’; and in 2016, the SAC recommended the repeal of the baseline sentencing provisions in their entirety, and it is expected that they will be abolished in due course. However, at the time of writing, this has yet to take effect.

In January 2014, the Crimes Amendment (Gross Violence Offences) Act 2013 (Vic) introduced two new offences into s 15A and s 15B of the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) – intentionally causing

---

84 A mandatory sentence is one that must be imposed under any circumstances. A presumptive sentence is one that the court should impose unless there are exceptional circumstances that warrant a departure from the presumptive sentence.

85 Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic), s 5A(4).

serious injury when committed with gross violence, and recklessly causing serious injury when committed with gross violence. The legislation also amended s 10 of the *Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)* to require that a statutory minimum non-parole period of four years’ imprisonment be applied to adult offenders and a two-year minimum detention sentence be applied to juvenile offenders (aged 16 or 17 years) found guilty (by plea or trial) of either of these offences.\(^{87}\)

In a similar vein to the criticisms levelled in the academic research (SAC 2008; Flynn 2016; Freiberg & Murray 2012; Harris & Jesilow 2006; Solonec 2015), increasing the number of trials and reducing the number of guilty pleas were key outcomes of these mandatory sentencing regimes identified by the participants:

More people will plead not guilty. (Judge02MR)

Why would you plead? There’s just no point to it. I would expect many more trials to run. (Judge08M)

More trials, less people pleading guilty. (Judge13F)

Additionally, several judicial participants said that, in the context of baseline sentencing, they would openly query any guilty pleas offered by the accused and direct them to instead consider running a trial. As Judge05M maintained:

I think it is garbage … [and will] make plea negotiations impossible, … You can’t plead [guilty] to culpable [driving]. You’d be an idiot. If someone came and tried to plead [guilty] to culpable driving in front of me, with baseline sentencing, I’d say, are you mad? I’d almost refuse to accept the plea. Why are you going to walk in there with nine years when most people get four or five for it? Preposterous!

Defence22M similarly commented on the lack of intervention by judicial officers to encourage guilty pleas following the introduction of these sentencing regimes. Citing an example of a drug trafficking matter that was subject to the baseline sentence of 14 years’ imprisonment, he explained:

We’ve got a commercial drug trafficking [case]. We’ve gone to initial directions hearing immediately post-committal and the judge is advising us to consider a plea of guilty based on him having [had] a quick look at the summary. We then say, it’s baseline your honour, and the judge says, I’ll fix a [trial] date. There’s no intervention, … whereas if there was no baseline, the judge will say, well, why don’t you engage in

---

\(^{87}\) A court is not required to impose the mandatory sentence if ‘special reasons’ exist, namely, that the offender has assisted or has given an undertaking to assist law enforcement authorities, the offender is between the ages of 18 and 21 at the time of the commission of the offence and proves that he or she has a particular psychosocial immaturity or impaired mental functioning, the court proposes to make a Secure Treatment Order or residential treatment order in respect of the offender, or that there are substantial and compelling circumstances that justify doing so, *Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)*, s 10A; see, generally, SAC (2012) (Baseline sentencing report) and SAC (2011) (Statutory Minimum sentences for Gross Violence Offences). Since the introduction of these pieces of legislation, the Victorian Parliament has added a number of other offences and circumstances in which presumptive sentences will apply, including certain offences against emergency workers and custodial officers on duty – *Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)*, s 10AA; offences of breaching supervision orders under the *Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and Supervision) Act 2009, Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)*, s 10AB; the offence of aggravated home invasion, *Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)*, 10AC; and the offence of aggravated carjacking, *Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic)*, s 10AD.
some discussions? These things [mandatory sentencing regimes] stifle pleas and negotiation discussions.

Judge07M likewise maintained that mandatory sentencing regimes ‘impede the negotiation process’, and that ‘any mandatory aspect does [impede the negotiation process]. … The defence thinks, let’s just run the trial, we may as well have a dash’. A similar view was put forward by Defence07M, who claimed that ‘people may as well run trials; they’ve got nothing to lose’. Indeed, this theme of having ‘nothing to lose’ (Defence02F, Defence09F, Defence08MR, Defence12FR, Defence18M) when mandatory penalties are in place was commonly expressed by the defence practitioner participants.

Simon (2007: 36) argues that ‘various forms of mandatory sentencing schemes have made the prosecutor’s determinations of criminal charges the dominant influence on the ultimate prison sentence’. In the US context, Rakoff (2014) has equated this situation with providing ‘prosecutors with weapons to bludgeon defendants into effectively coerced plea-bargains’. Similar concerns have been voiced in relation to the mandatory sentencing regimes introduced across Australia, and Victoria specifically. For example, in a submission to the SAC, the LIV (2011 b: 13) stated that these mandatory sentencing regimes mean that ‘prosecutors hold the discretion, as to which charges should proceed, and pre-trial decisions and plea-bargaining become increasingly important’. The LIV (2011 b: 13) continued, claiming:

> Offenders, who believe they may have a complete defence, may be discouraged from contesting the matter if they are advised that the charge carrying the mandatory minimum sentence would be withdrawn in the event they plead guilty to a lesser alternative charge. … Prosecutors are therefore given more power in the plea-bargaining process. … By agreeing to withdraw a charge that attracts a mandatory sentence, prosecutors could secure a plea to a lesser charge, despite any gaps in evidence or the possibility of a [strong] defence.

VLA (2016 c: 6–7) also raised concerns about discretionary powers shifting ‘to prosecutors and law enforcement agencies where there is reduced transparency and accountability, and where inconsistencies in approach are hidden (for example through the plea bargaining process)’. The interview participants shared this view, noting the powerful position in which prosecutors are placed within negotiations, and the pressures presumptive sentencing regimes can place on accused persons to plead guilty to any alternative charge available to them. In the context of baseline sentences, Judge10F claimed:

> I’m very concerned that people will plead guilty to dangerous driving causing death in circumstances where they should be pleading not guilty, because they can’t risk the baseline. That can’t be right. There’s already that pressure in relation to gross violence offending and others, and sometimes I worry that the charge is sort of flown like a balloon to try and get a negotiated situation. … It’s a very big call if you’re charged with culpable [driving] and the prosecution will take a dangerous drive causing death [guilty plea], to instead run a culpable [driving trial] in a baseline state.

Judge11F expanded on this point, maintaining that:

> It means there’s a much greater bargaining tool in plea negotiations to take a plea to a lesser charge so as to avoid baseline. So it may skew the process in the sense that, pre baseline, people may have been prepared to plead to the more serious charge as the appropriate one because it was the right one. It puts a different, and I think quite unfair,
factor into the negotiation process between the Crown and defence. Either the Crown wrongly accepting a plea to a lesser charge to avoid baseline, or the risk of the Crown unfairly holding out for a plea to the higher charge because it wants the baseline.

Defence13FR also identified this as a concern, and provided an example where her client ended up pleading guilty to intentionally causing serious injury in order to avoid the mandatory non-parole period linked to the gross violence offence, despite the Crown not having what she considered to be a particularly strong case. She explained:

The gross violence non-parole period is helpful in the negotiation process from a prosecution perspective, but not in a positive way. My client was willing to accept a less serious charge, even though I didn’t think it was a particularly strong Crown case and I thought we could’ve easily run it to trial and probably come out in a better position, with a not guilty verdict. But he, in the end, took a plea to something less, because he didn’t want to run the risk of being found guilty of the gross violence charge and then go into custody for a lengthy period of time. … He ended up getting a Community Correction Order for the lesser offence, and just a bit of a talking-to from the judge. But ultimately, that was a bit disappointing, because that was one that I think, but for the gross violence charge, we probably would’ve gone to trial, and we would’ve succeeded.

This example highlights a significant issue in that accused persons may be unfairly induced to plead guilty to escape the potential mandatory penalty, clearly raising doubt over the appropriateness of retaining these types of sentencing policies.\(^88\)

This study’s data suggest that mandatory sentencing regimes also affect the way in which both prosecutors and defence practitioners approach the negotiation process. For defence practitioners, it means that they will only encourage their clients to plead guilty if the prosecutor will accept a guilty plea to an alternative offence that does not carry a mandatory penalty; otherwise they will suggest running a trial. As Defence09F maintained:

My advice to clients would be, don’t plead, you may as well run it. ... My advice to clients would be, you’re going to get such a heavy whack anyway that you may as well take your chances and run a trial. It has a drastic impact. More people are going to dig in their heels about pleading because what’s the benefit? You’re not going to get a discount, you’re going to get a mandatory sentence. So I think we will see a lot fewer matters resolving, a lot more matters running just for the sake of putting the prosecution to their proof because what do people have to lose?

Defence18M expressed a similar view, noting that ‘no one will plead [guilty]; no one that’s represented by me anyway’. Defence12FR likewise maintained, ‘it’s pretty straightforward – it makes me less likely to negotiate’. Defence08MR also discussed his approach to negotiations in these situations, claiming:

---

88 The Crimes Act 1958 (Vic), s 422(1), provides that an alternative verdict of intentionally causing serious injury in the absence of circumstances of gross violence is available to juries under Crimes Act 1958 (Vic), s16. In addition, a person may be persuaded to plead guilty to an offence of causing injury (not serious injury) as an alternative – a charge that does not carry a presumptive sentence. It appears that there have in fact been very few convictions under the gross violence provisions since their introduction.
There’s no incentive to plead to those gross violence offences, so you’re always going to be pushing to negotiate either to get the gross violence element removed or you’ll contest it, because you’ve really got nothing to lose because you’re unlikely to get much more than that. … Anything that interferes with the discretion of the court to sentence I think starts to move into problematic territory.

In this vein, Defence02F observed that mandatory sentencing regimes make it difficult to explain any benefit to the client of their pleading guilty, even when the prosecution case is strong. She observed, ‘it’s almost like, well, if I’m facing 10 years what do I have to lose? It makes it a lot harder for us to explain to the clients the merits of the case, the strength of the evidence and also to try and kind of reason with them if the evidence is strong’. Defence05M claimed that the consequences of this situation are, ‘without a shadow of doubt, that a tremendous amount of trials will be listed’.

For prosecutors, the greater reluctance of accused persons to plead to the higher charge means that they either need to run more trials, or accept guilty pleas to lesser alternative offences. Mallet (2015: 547) argues that:

Prosecutors are often reluctant to prosecute some offences due to the penalty being disproportionate to the gravity of the offending. Due to the inflexibility of mandatory sentences, they will instead file charges for different, but roughly comparable, offences that are not subject to the mandatory sentencing regime. As a result, inconsistency will shift from the quantum of the sentence to what charge is laid in the first place.

Prosecutor06M expressed similar concerns:

In circumstances of gross violence, the defence are loathed to plead for obvious reasons – because of the statutory non-parole period. So I’ve had a number of cases where police have charged the circumstances of gross violence and they’re often resolved for intentionally cause serious injury, if anything, and not for the gross violence because of that reluctance [on the part of the accused to plead].

The Law Council of Australia (2014: 35) has argued that, because ‘mandatory sentencing offences may result in more contested cases, prosecutors and police may feel additional pressures to negotiate with the offender and/or the defence and agree to pursue lesser charges to prevent court delay and a backlog of cases’. There may be some validity to this claim, as many defence practitioners in the present research identified this as a common negotiation point. Defence11M commented, ‘we’re talking about intentionally causing serious injury in circumstances of gross violence. I’ve already done it twice. Just negotiate the prosecution to drop that charge and present on intentionally causing serious injury, if anything, and not for the gross violence because of that reluctance [on the part of the accused to plead].’

89 See fn 85 above.

89 See fn 85 above.
order, or a significant two-year term of imprisonment, plus a Community Correction Order or some other sentencing option that’s more suited than a mandatory penalty’. The absence of guilty pleas to gross violence offences was also noted by Judge15M at the roundtable, who commented:

I’ve always had the concern, it would lead to situations like [in] America, you know, we’ll charge you with murder one and we’ll take murder three, and this sort of stuff. I was always concerned that the gross violence would be thrown in as a tool to try and force people to plead guilty to lesser offences. I don’t know whether that’s what’s happening or not, but certainly very, very few [gross violence offences] are being heard as [guilty] pleas in the court.

These responses raise serious questions about the impacts of mandatory sentencing regimes, and how they may affect the quality of justice provided – in terms of both pressuring accused persons to plead guilty to lesser charges, and influencing prosecutors to accept guilty pleas to lesser charges to reduce court backlogs. As Defence23M acutely observed:

Gross violence charges that have been laid have, in my understanding and experience, uniformly resulted in matters either not resolving or resolving to a guilty plea on lesser charges. … It’s an irony that you’ve got this tough-on-crime policy that’s having a negative effect on victims by making us take everything to trial or leading to a plea to a lesser charge.

The data thus suggest that there is a need to revisit the mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes and consider whether they are achieving their purposes or creating more problems in the justice process.90

**Sentence Indications**

**Higher Courts**

Following the recommendations of the SAC (2007), sentence indications were officially introduced in Victoria’s County and Supreme courts in July 2008 as a means of encouraging early guilty pleas.91 Under s 207 of the *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic):

At any time after the indictment is filed, the court may indicate that, if the accused pleads guilty to the charge on the indictment at that time, or another charge, the court would or would not (as the case may be) be likely to impose on the accused a sentence of imprisonment that commences immediately.

In other words, under this provision, a court can advise an accused of whether s/he would be likely to receive a custodial or non-custodial sentence if s/he were to enter a guilty plea, but the court is not able to specify the length of sentence or what a non-custodial sentence would entail. The indication can only be requested once by the accused (unless the prosecutor consents otherwise) and the application itself is subject to the approval of the prosecution.92 To facilitate plea negotiations, the accused can request an indication for a charge that is not listed on the
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90 The increasing use of such measures would indicate that, in the face of populist pressures, such a suggestion is unlikely to be heeded.

91 *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic) s 207–9.

92 *Criminal Procedure Act 2009* (Vic) s 208(2).
The court can refuse to grant an indication if the judge deems there to be ‘insufficient information of the impact of the offence on any victim of the offence’.  

In discussing the possibility of introducing a sentence indication scheme in Victoria in its 10-year reform agenda, the then Labor government stated that ‘a sentence indication procedure will assist the defendant to weigh up his or her options that should lead to earlier resolution of matters’ (Victorian Department of Justice 2004: 29). In this regard, sentence indications are essentially a systems-oriented reform, in that they focus on ‘strengthening and increasing the efficiency of existing criminal justice processes’ (Harris 2003: 31).

There has been considerable support expressed for sentence indications nationally and internationally (ALRC 2006; Freiberg & Willis 2003; Mack & Roach Anleu 1995; New Zealand Law Reform Commission 2005; Spears, Poletti & MacKinnell 1994; UK Office of the Attorney-General 2007). As Flynn (2010a: 47) observes:

This support is based primarily upon their potential to attract early guilty pleas by better informing an accused person’s pleading decision; the benefits of which can extend to reducing the often drawn-out criminal process for victims and accused persons, and also offer a mechanism to respond to court delays and the increased workloads of legal practitioners.

As a result of these potential benefits, sentence indication schemes operate in both summary (see, for example, Tasmania, the ACT and New Zealand) and indictable (see, for example, New Zealand, and by case law authority in the United Kingdom) jurisdictions (ALRC 2006: 412; New Zealand Law Reform Commission 2005). NSW also employed an indication scheme for three years in the mid-1990s, although this was ‘ultimately abandoned in 1996 on the basis that inappropriate sentences were being indicated, and it failed to achieve its anticipated efficiency gains, particularly once the Director of Public Prosecutions began appealing many of the sentences imposed’ (Flynn 2010a: 50).

The main justification for introducing sentence indications into the criminal justice process is to increase the early guilty plea rate. This is achieved by providing the accused with more information to make an informed pleading decision at an early stage, which subsequently reduces court backlogs and workloads (Flynn 2010a). While this potential does exist, questions have been raised as to the capacity of sentence indications to work effectively outside the summary jurisdiction. Jamieson (2009: 170), for example, questions whether ‘the processes of sentence indication adopted in summary environments can be adequately adapted to the more formal and complex arrangements that apply in indictable proceedings’. Likewise, in the context of the Victorian indictable sentence indication scheme, Flynn (2009: 263–4) has argued that, ‘in theory, sentence indications for indictable offences may appear a powerful mechanism to assist in minimising delays. However, there is a significant contrast evident between the possible benefits and the many disadvantages inherent in … [the scheme introduced in] the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic)’.

Since its introduction, there has only been one formal review of the indictable sentence indication process in Victoria. This was conducted by the SAC (2010) based on the scheme’s
operation from 1 July 2008 until 30 June 2009. The review was informed by interviews with legal stakeholders and statistical data obtained from the OPP. During the 12-month review period, the SAC (2010: 15) determined that 27 indications were given (18 non-custodial and 9 custodial), 25 of which were in the County Court. Eighty-five per cent of offenders pleaded guilty after receiving their indication, with all 18 non-custodial indications resulting in a guilty plea and five of the custodial indications leading to a guilty plea (SAC 2010: 26). Of the four cases where the accused initially pleaded not guilty, two later pleaded guilty before another judge, while two matters proceeded to trial and resulted in guilty verdicts (SAC 2010: 27). The most common offences for which an indication was sought were intentionally causing injury, and intentionally causing serious injury, followed by drug trafficking and robbery offences (SAC 2010: 18).

Overall, the number of cases resolved by sentence indications in the 12-month SAC review period made up less than 1 per cent of the 2231 criminal cases resolved during this time. However, once the guilty pleas and cases resolved prior to the sentence indication stage of proceedings were removed, the SAC (2010: 23) estimated that the indication process in the County Court had affected 4.2 per cent of cases. The report acknowledged that, ‘while there has been some impact in terms of increased resolution of cases, the contribution that this would have made on case flow has been limited ... [and] the impact of the scheme on the case load of practitioners involved in sentence indications has been minimal’ (SAC 2010: 23–4). The SAC (2010: 82) further stated that ‘those involved in the scheme, whom the Council was able to speak with, reported minimal impact on case load and workload across the system as a whole’. Despite this, the SAC recommended that sentence indications be retained on the basis that they have the ‘potential to facilitate the resolution of an increased number of cases’ and the ‘capacity to increase the proportion of guilty pleas in matters that have not resolved after the first hearing in the higher courts’ (SAC 2010: 23).

It appears that not much has changed since the SAC report. Of the 50 de-identified case files accessed, none involved a sentence indication being given or requested. The interview data similarly revealed that very few participants had been involved in a matter where a sentence indication was requested or given in the higher courts. As Judge08M observed, ‘I’ve never given one and it’s not being utilised in the County and Supreme courts’. Defence18M similarly maintained that ‘it’s unquestionably under-utilised’. Participants pointed to two main limitations of the current legislation as explanations for the under-utilisation of sentence indications: (1) the overly broad nature of the indications, and (2) that an indication requires the consent of the prosecution.

Almost all participants reflected negatively on the limited amount of information judges are able to provide in the indications. As Prosecutor05M maintained, ‘I think they’re a bit narrow. The only indication that can be given is immediate custodial or not immediate custodial ... [so] you can only use it in a very limited set of circumstances where people are on the cusp’. Defence18M likewise claimed:

> The set-up for sentence indications in the high courts is poor, it’s too restrictive, it doesn’t work because all they can say is jail, or not. I’ve had a couple where judges have got to the end of the whole thing and said, look, I can’t decide. I just can’t say what I would do. That’s then unsatisfactory, because the accused is left in a quandary, they don’t know whether they’re going to get jail, or not, and the purpose of the legislation was to give people certainty.
This limitation of sentence indications was also identified by Flynn (2009: 254) in her analysis of the legislated scheme shortly following its introduction, in which she argued:

The broad nature of the indications limits their usefulness in providing significant information and clarity to defendants to inform pleading decisions. … Defendants who receive custodial indications will be in no better position to assess the length of time they will spend in custody before or after receiving an indication, especially if prison is already a likely outcome of the crime.

This view was echoed by Defence22M, who argued that ‘because you’re in that jurisdiction, imprisonment is often the primary sentencing consideration. And it’s just imprisonment or non-imprisonment, so there’s not enough flexibility’. A similar comment was made by Defence30M at the roundtable: ‘I don’t know many people that use sentence indications at all. You know what’s going to go to jail and what’s not going to go to jail generally in the higher courts’. The usefulness of having just a custodial or non-custodial indication was also discussed by the SAC (2010: 22) in its review, in which it noted:

The pool of potential sentence indication cases is reduced even further by the nature of the offences within a case as well as the likelihood of an immediate custodial sentence being perceived by the defendant. If the likelihood of an immediate custodial sentence is perceived to be extremely high (such as in a murder case) or extremely low (such as in a relatively minor theft case), it is unlikely that the defendant would request a sentence indication. Sentence indication is most useful for borderline cases in which it is uncertain whether an immediate custodial sentence will be imposed.

Defence01M expanded on this point, citing drug offences as an example:

Not having a range certainly undermines the utility, and the best example of that would be large drug trials, where, for example, in Commonwealth matters, the maximum period of imprisonment is life, meaning that the legislation gives the imprimatur to a judge to impose a huge sentence. And a sentencing indication that it might not be anywhere near that which perhaps the accused and even his legal advisors think, would be a very good idea. Very conducive, I would have thought, to [encouraging] a [guilty] plea.

The second main limitation identified by participants was that the process requires prosecutorial approval, which the defence practitioner participants said can be very difficult to obtain, except in some Commonwealth cases. As Defence24M observed:

It’s restricted because the OPP, or the Director, are the gatekeeper of the whole process and that means that you can only get a sentence indication if they agree to it. If they say, no we don’t agree to it, it doesn’t happen under the legislation … so it’s a rare beast.

During the 12-month review period, the SAC (2010: 15) found that 12 per cent of the 31 applications for an indication were not consented to by the Crown, resulting in no indication being given.

In addition to prosecutors not approving of indications, participants also pointed to judges being unsupportive of the scheme. Prosecutor07M maintained, ‘the Act is structured on the
basis that the Crown has to agree to the sentence indication … but I think the problem is probably the judges. My sense of it is that the judges haven’t embraced it’. Defence03F likewise argued that ‘County Court judges aren’t a huge fan of the sentence indication’ This view was also represented in the comments of the judicial participants, who highlighted the limitations of the legislation as the reason for it not being actively utilised in the higher courts. Judge10F explained, ‘the utility of them at the County Court is seriously compromised by what I’m allowed to say … I’d like to be able to say more, but I’m very conscious that I can’t, so I don’t’. Judge08M went further, labelling the process ‘a complete waste of time’, due to the constraints on what can be said.

In terms of improving the scheme, participants suggested that amendments that made it more reflective of the process operating in the Magistrates’ Court would be of benefit. This could include removing the requirement on the prosecutor to consent to the indication being given and permitting the judge to provide a more detailed indication. Judge01M maintained:

If you’re going to have sentence indication the judge should be able to say, I haven’t come to a final view about the matter, that will depend upon a full plea and this is a kind of summary. But I can tell you now that, as things look to me at this stage, without binding myself about it, I’m looking at [sentencing you to] between three and four years.

Defence05M likewise argued that ‘there needs to be a broadening of the scope in which a sentence indication can be given, as in not just prison or no prison … whether a CCO is within the range and what matter, and length of jail’. Prosecutor05M was also of the view that ‘if there was the ability to give a broader indication, it probably would be used a bit more, and I do think it could be used more’.

Magistrates’ Court

Sentence indications for summary offences have informally been given in Victoria’s Magistrates’ Court since the introduction of the contest mention system in 1993 (Flynn 2010b). However, they were officially introduced in legislation alongside the indictable sentence indication scheme in July 2008. Under s 60 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic):

At any time during a proceeding for a summary offence or an indictable offence that may be heard and determined summarily, the Magistrates’ Court may indicate that, if the accused pleads guilty to the charge for the offence at that time, the court would be likely to impose on the accused:

(a) a sentence of imprisonment that commences immediately; or
(b) a sentence of a specified type.

Similar to the indictable process, the court must have regard to the impact of the offence on any victim of the offence and may ‘decide not to give a sentence indication … if the Magistrates’ Court considers there is insufficient information before it of the impact of the offence on any victim of the offence’.\textsuperscript{97}

\textsuperscript{97} Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) s 60 (2).
In contrast to the data emerging from the current research on the indictable sentence indication scheme, almost all participants identified the summary sentence indication process as primarily beneficial and something in which they regularly engage. As Judge02MR explained, ‘I would do it 20 to 40 times a week’. This view was supported by stakeholders at the roundtable, including Defence30M, who observed, ‘we resolve everything in the Magistrate’s Court because we have this [sentence indication] discussion’. On the whole, participants pointed to three main benefits of the scheme – (1) for accused persons, (2) for defence practitioners, and (3) for the courts – which are discussed in turn below.

Benefits for Accused Persons

Participants identified a range of benefits arising from the granting of sentence indications in the summary jurisdiction for accused persons, including that it helps inform their decision, and, as Defence02F argued, it allows ‘the accused to take ownership over their decision to plead guilty’. She explained, ‘when the Court says, if you plead guilty this is what you’re going to get, it helps them cope with the decision to plead guilty or it assists them with making the decision to take it to a contested hearing, but they feel more in control of their choice’. Defence14FR also saw the process as encouraging accused persons to ‘feel safer pleading guilty’, because ‘they know what’s happening to them before they make that decision [to plead]’. She went on:

The client needs to know what’s happening because their fear of jail motivates a lot of not guilty pleas. If the client knows that the courts are not talking about jail, they’re far more likely in that sort of category of, it’s a bit grey, or it’s pretty black but the client’s just seeing white, a sentence indication will resolve those matters almost every time. I can’t remember the last time a client refused a sentence indication that I’ve appeared for.

Further to assisting represented accused persons, the sentence indication process was considered by many participants to be beneficial in providing unrepresented accused persons with a greater understanding of their case and the likely outcome. As Prosecutor04M claimed, ‘it helps a lot with self-represented people’. Prosecutor09F expanded on this view, drawing on some of the key problems that arise for unrepresented accused persons in the court system (discussed in more detail in Chapter 7). In particular, she highlighted how an indication can offer a mechanism for accused persons to better comprehend the implications of their guilty plea, without the prosecutor or magistrate having to (inappropriately) take on a defence representative role:

Sentence indications work for [an] unrepresented accused because they’re always concerned they’re going to go to jail because a lot of offences have jail attached as a sentence, but they don’t realise that they can also get a fine. And being a prosecutor you can’t give legal advice to people, so you can’t say, when you go into court if you plead guilty to this it’s likely you’re going to get a fine. You can’t say that. But you know, no guarantees mate, in you go and then he gets jail. So I often – in [summary] case conferencing, we’ll say to someone, you know that there’s three roads today. So there’s pleading guilty where you just go in and we’ll read the summary and the magistrate will give you X; there’s pleading not guilty where you’ll come back on another day and it’ll go before a magistrate and you tell your story; or there’s the middle road which is a sentencing indication. The magistrate will tell you if you plead [guilty] what your
sentence is likely to be and you can choose then and there whether you take this road or this road. (Prosecutor09F)

**Benefits for Defence Practitioners**

Participants also commonly identified the process as a way to assist them in explaining the outcome of a guilty plea to their clients – a ‘client management tool’ (Defence19M). As Defence19M claimed, it can help in situations where you have ‘a client whose instructions are ridiculous, and you think, look, what we’ll do is we’ll just go into court, I’ll ask for a sentencing indication, then you can make a decision once you have this certainty about what’s going to happen’. Prosecutor02FR similarly noted that:

The other bonus to it from a defence perspective, it’s not them saying it to their client; their client’s actually hearing the thought processes of the magistrate and that this is what the magistrate is thinking. … In that respect, it makes people realise where that magistrate is setting the bar and what his [sic] expectations are.

Prosecutor09F linked this client management tool as helping ‘keep things resolving and moving matters through [the court]’. She explained:

It works for defence when they’ve got a belligerent sort of accused who won’t listen and then they can say, well, you know, let’s have a sentencing indication and then that makes it clearer to the accused that it’s not going to be the biggest deal in the whole world if you plead guilty. So I think they’re a great thing for early resolutions.

Defence05M also identified an indication as a way to encourage early guilty pleas and negotiations, because it can ‘allow you really to put your toe in the water and see how hot it is at any time’. He considered this a particularly beneficial aspect of the summary scheme compared to the indictable sentence indication process, where you are ‘ramshackled [sic] by the prosecution saying yes or no to it’ (Defence05M).

**Benefits for the Courts**

The final common theme to emerge from the data was that, when indications encourage early guilty pleas, immense efficiency benefits are provided for the court process overall. Judge12M maintained:

In those courts, there’s thousands of cases that go through those lists every year. So its legitimacy lies in the fact that it really is bringing about earlier what will ultimately certainly happen. So it’s bringing forward and that’s delay reduction and that’s a benefit to all, including victims. It’s bringing forward the inevitable, that’s the way I’d best put it.

Defence23M similarly claimed, ‘it resolves matters. That’s the reality of it. It speeds things up. It means matters don’t unnecessarily go to contest, or just get delayed for disclosure. It does resolve a lot of matters earlier that should resolve’.

**Limitations**

The main limitation of the sentence indication scheme identified by participants was that its effectiveness – as is the case of contest mentions, as discussed in Chapter 5 – is dependent upon
the magistrate. Prosecutor02FR claimed, ‘it is very magistrate dependent. There’s some magistrates that won’t do it, and will just basically say, look I’ll force you to test the case and see how you go. You’ll have others that will make strong sentencing indications even without being asked’. In this regard, some participants expressed concern about the fact that magistrates sometimes give an indication even when the defence does not request one, which they feel placed undue pressure on their clients to plead guilty, even when they had a strong case. As Defence03F maintained:

You say, I don’t want it Your Honour, this has to go to contest. And the magistrate will say, well, you know my practice, and you just get the indication anyway. … I mean sometimes you’ve got clients who they’ve got a good case, but they hear, oh you’ll get a bond or whatever, and they think, oh well, that sounds pretty good, and that’s the whole point of it, to get the guilty plea.

Such concerns that sentence indications may place pressure upon an accused to plead guilty were identified in Parliamentary Debates before the indictable or summary schemes were introduced. At the time, then leader of the National Party (Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 6 December 2007, 4348), Peter Ryan, claimed:

What this legislation will do is introduce a system where people who are disadvantaged and not able to make the judgments which are so fundamental to their future will be under enormous pressures to plead guilty, simply because they think that course of action is better than going to trial. … The indication that has been given to them convinces them to think, although I didn’t commit this crime, I’m better to take this option of pleading guilty to the charge because it will spare me the effects of a trial in all its forms, personal, financial and otherwise.

In the context of the indictable sentence indication scheme, the SAC (2010: 53) review did not find any evidence of improper pressures being placed on accused persons to plead guilty after receiving an indication. Likewise, many of the current study’s participants did not consider that sentence indications in either court would unduly pressure an accused to plead guilty. However, as evidenced in Defence03F’s comments above, there were some examples and perspectives offered in the research that suggested that there is some pressure placed on an accused in this context, but that the outcome is usually a positive one – reflecting the view that a degree of pressure is acceptable, if it results in a positive result for the accused. The nature of such pressure in the context of plea negotiations specifically is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

In describing the differences in magistrates’ approaches, participants claimed that some magistrates will give rough indications while others will provide a ‘very, very thorough and very particular indication’ (Defence23M). Defence23M explained:

Some magistrates will say to the degree, if your client was to plead guilty, I will convict and fine him $1000. … It’s down to that level of detail. Or it is, I was thinking of a corrections order with treatment only. That will probably be more common, or they might even go so far as to say how long the loss of licence would be if that’s the sticking point. Some magistrates will say, I’m thinking of a custodial order, that’s it, like you get in the higher courts.
Drawing on some recent examples of indications, Judge02MR similarly maintained that magistrates differ in their approaches:

A lot of magistrates will not give figures; they’ll say what the range of penalty is. They’ll say, it’s an immediate term combined with a Community Correction Order. I tend to give figures, particularly if it’s looking at an immediate [custodial sentence]. … So one that I had, the accused had assaulted his partner. I said, you’re looking at 8 months [in prison] and 12 months CCO. And another one recently, I said, look, you’re looking at 18 months’ [imprisonment] with a non-parole period of X if you were to plead [guilty], that’s the best I can do. … At the end of the day we’ve got four options. So we’re not exactly putting a square peg in a round hole. It’s either a bond, a fine, a CCO and/or imprisonment.

Similarly citing his own experiences in providing sentence indications, Judge06M explained that he will often look for the ‘sticking point’ or ‘tension’ that is preventing the accused from pleading guilty. In describing his approach, Judge06M referred to it as ‘a personal preference. It’s my style, it’s how I exercise my authority under the Criminal Procedure Act [2009 (Vic)] that allows for sentence indications’:

I want a barrister to tell me in one or two minutes what the key issues are. I don’t want the whole thing rehearsed. Then I’ll give them an indication. Sometimes the indication that they want is, is it jail or is it not jail? Sometimes, is it a licence disqualification or not? There’s always a point of tension, you can see generally why they’re asking for a sentencing indication and it’s usually in circumstances where there’s some weakness in the prosecution case. The defendant who’s as guilty as sin is entitled to stand mute and have the prosecution prove its case and if there’s a flaw in the evidence then a defendant might say, well, if I don’t go to jail, I’ll plead. I’ve done it, I’ll plead, but if I’m going to go to jail, damn it, let’s make the cops prove their case because there’s a chance they won’t. So in those situations that’s when I’ll often be asked for a sentencing indication and I’ll give that indication. And I will always build in a discount of some kind if the sentence indication is acceptable, to recognise the utility that the community enjoys by that decision [to plead guilty].

Some participants raised concerns about the ineffective reporting systems surrounding indications, which can allow accused persons to end up receiving multiple indications from different magistrates. This issue was linked to a concern over what was referred to as ‘magistrate shopping’, which was a major limitation of the indictable scheme that operated in NSW in the 1990s (Flynn 2010b: 56; Weatherburn & Lind 1995), whereby indications were sought and rejected until a preferable indication from another judge was given. As Judge06M explained:

There are some flaws. I don’t think we reliably … prevent magistrate shopping. I think it’s possible to get a sentencing indication from me, for instance, and not accept it and then the punter might say, no, I don’t accept that, so it goes off to a contest stream. I suspect there are times when another magistrate will be asked to also give a sentencing indication on the same case. I think that happens because of bad file management. My practice is to write on the front of the file when I’ve been asked for a sentencing indication. Another magistrate should never know if they’re hearing a contest that a sentencing indication was previously sought, but they should certainly know that a sentencing indication was previously sought if the punter tries to ask for another one.
And the court doesn’t have a good system, a good electronic system … I think people can probably do a bit of shopping if they’re clever about it.

Defence08MR similarly claimed:

Some magistrates very much take the view, what, you’re going to try me and then you’re going to get someone in a couple of weeks? You’re going to try someone else until you get the answer you want? So they’re not going to do it.

While these concerns were raised, most participants felt that the summary sentence indication scheme was an effective and relatively fair mechanism to encourage early guilty pleas, and were supportive of it being retained in its current form.

**Prosecution Submissions on Sentencing**

For many years in Victoria it was the practice that prosecutors did not make any submissions on sentence (Freiberg & Fox 1987). However, in 2008, in *MacNeil-Brown*98, the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Victoria in a 3:2 majority (Buchanan and Kellam JJA dissenting) held that, if requested by the court, or if the prosecution reasonably believed the court would otherwise fall into error, prosecutors were required to submit what they considered to be the available range of sentences to impose on an offender. In 2014, however, the decision of the court in *MacNeil-Brown* was overturned by the High Court in *Barbaro*99, in which the court stated that ‘the practice to which *MacNeil-Brown* has given rise should cease. The practice is wrong in principle’. The court further stated that, ‘contrary to the view of the majority in *MacNeil-Brown*, the prosecution’s conclusion about the bounds of the available range of sentences is an irrelevant statement of opinion, not a submission of law’.100

In *Barbaro*, Barbaro and Zirilli pleaded guilty to various offences related to large-scale ecstasy importation and trafficking, following plea negotiations with the prosecution. As part of their negotiations, the prosecution had indicated that the sentencing range they would submit for Barbaro was between 32 and 37 years (with a non-parole period of 24 to 28 years), and between 21 and 25 years (with a non-parole period of 16 to 19 years) for Zirilli. However, in hearing the pleas, the presiding judge, King J, refused to hear the prosecution’s submission on range, stating:

Can I make it clear that I do not seek and will not seek any indication of sentencing range from anyone … I don’t consider it appropriate.101

King J imposed a sentence of life with a minimum non-parole period of 30 years for Barbaro and a head sentence of 26 years with a non-parole period of 18 years for Zirilli. Both accused appealed to the High Court, asking it to consider whether King J’s refusal to hear the Crown’s submission on sentence range was a breach of procedural fairness and a failure to take into account a relevant consideration.

The appellants’ first line of argument was that plea agreements had been made and the cases resolved to guilty pleas because they expected that the prosecution would advise the court on
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99 [2014] HCA 2 [at 23].
100 Ibid [at 42].
101 *Barbaro v The Queen; Zirilli v The Queen* [2013] HCA Trans 296.
an appropriate sentencing range and they were disadvantaged by not being able to rely on the submission. In responding to this argument, the High Court stated that:

The applicants’ allegations of unfairness depended upon giving the plea agreements and the prosecution’s expression of opinion about sentencing range relevance and importance that is not consistent with these principles. The prosecution decided what charges would be preferred against the applicants. The applicants decided whether to plead guilty to those charges. They did so in light of whatever advice they had from their own advisers and whatever weight they chose to give to the prosecution’s opinions. But they necessarily did so knowing that it was for the judge, alone, to decide what sentence would be passed upon them.102

Further clarification on the Barbaro decision was provided by the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Victoria in 2014 in Matthews v The Queen; Vu v The Queen; Hashmi v The Queen.103 In this case, the appellants were concerned with whether the sentencing discretion of the judge is vitiated when the prosecution provides the sentencing judge with the available range of sentences. In each appeal (heard together), it was argued that the judge took into account an irrelevant sentencing consideration. The Court of Appeal held that a quantified range of submission would not vitiate sentencing discretion unless it could be demonstrated that the sentencing judge was swayed by the prosecution’s submission in arriving at the sentence. The court also clarified that the limitation on the prosecution only applies in relation to submissions regarding the available range of sentences, not the appropriate type of disposition, and that the prohibition against sentencing ranges does not apply to defence submissions on sentences. Further clarification was also provided in Director, Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union,104 in which a unanimous decision of the High Court held that Barbaro does not apply to civil penalty cases, recognising the fact that negotiation and compromising proceedings following negotiations between regulators and accused parties are not unusual in civil penalty proceedings, as well as the importance of promoting predictability of outcomes in such proceedings.

As flagged in Chapter 3, this study sought to understand the effect that the Barbaro decision had on plea negotiations, particularly in light of concerns raised in the wake of the High Court’s decision that it would restrict or constrain such negotiations. As Ananian-Walsh and Gover (2015: 418) argue:

In Barbaro, the High Court sent shockwaves through criminal law practice by radically restricting the circumstances in which a sentencing judge may consider, or even hear, counsel’s submissions on sentencing range. The practical impact of this decision was that an accused could no longer rely on pre-trial discussions or agreements on sentencing range in considering whether to enter a plea of guilty.

In contrast, the current study found that the effect of the Barbaro ruling on the plea negotiation process in Victoria has been largely negligible, other than removing discussions on range. Plea discussions continue to occur as regularly as they did pre Barbaro and guilty pleas appeared to be entered as regularly as they were pre Barbaro. The data also revealed that discussions over sentencing submissions as to the type of disposition to impose (such as a CCO or time served) continue to form a key part of negotiations.

102 Barbaro [at 47].
In addition to considering how the decision has affected plea negotiations, this study also sought to shed light on legal practitioner perspectives on Barbaro and whether these reflected the negative commentary that emerged in the wake of the 2014 High Court decision. For example, in his analysis of the High Court’s decision, Bagaric (2014: 133) argues that it ‘undermine[s] the fairness and effectiveness of the sentencing process’. He claims that describing ‘the sentencing range as a statement of opinion’, and not a submission of law, is ‘flawed to the point of being unintelligible’. He claimed that if this is the court’s view, then the same could apply ‘in relation to most submissions made by lawyers in Australian courts in the adversarial process’ (Bagaric 2014: 133). Judge01M, in the current study, expressed a similar view, claiming that ‘just to characterise it [the submission] as an opinion is nonsense. It’s not an opinion, it’s a submission and it should be a submission based on proper legal principles in the same way that other submissions are based on proper legal principles’. Bagaric (2014: 135) was particularly critical of the court’s decision, arguing that:

The reasoning in Barbaro is misconceived. The outcome of the decision will introduce even higher levels of obscurity into the sentencing realm. The decision is likely to discourage guilty pleas and therefore increase court backlogs. All Australian jurisdictions should introduce legislation to overcome the impact of the decision.

In April 2016, the Queensland Government did just this, passing legislation overturning the High Court’s decision in Barbaro. Under the Criminal Law (Domestic Violence) Amendment Act 2016 (Qld), the Penalties and Sentences Act 1992 (Qld) was amended to reinstate the ability of the court to receive a submission from both the prosecution and defence on the bounds of the range of appropriate sentences that should be imposed. In introducing the legislation, Attorney-General and Minister for Justice Yvette D’Ath maintained that:

[We] have listened to the concerns of the legal profession and the judiciary and have secured vital legislative reform that will return sentencing procedures to those in place in Queensland prior to the 2014 High Court decision. … This will allow for better and more fulsome submissions to be made on sentencing. It reflects the significant contribution which should rightfully be made to the sentencing process by lawyers on both sides of the bar table. … It will improve consistency in sentencing. (Queensland Government 2016)

The interview data revealed that the legal community holds quite diverse views on the Barbaro decision. For example, Judge03M stated, ‘I wholeheartedly support the outcome of Barbaro and the approach of the High Court’; while Judge07M declared, ‘I favoured and was comfortable with MacNeil-Brown’. This difference of opinion was aptly summarised by Judge07M:

The reaction to Barbaro in the legal community has been mixed. People who are against are saying, this is silly and we should be able to get what information we need. It’s hard enough [sentencing]. We should get as much information as we can. Then some are saying, it’s never been done this way, it wasn’t done this way in the past when I put on my barrister’s robes in the 1950s, so we shouldn’t change it. And then there was the ridiculous proposition, no one’s going to tell me how to sentence. But the thing is, people have been telling you, or making submissions to you, as to how to sentence for years and the Court of Appeal has been telling you how to sentence for years.
Many of the concerns underpinning the *MacNeil-Brown* ruling focused on the inconsistencies in the quality of the ranges provided by the Crown. Judge01M maintained:

> We were getting an untutored, unstructured, unexplained range of 11 to 12 years, that’s not a range. A range is 8 to 12. And so we got ‘ranges’ of 11 to 12 years and judges were giving 10 and a half. What do you do with that? And then sometimes we’d get the Crown coming along and complaining, you’ve given 10 and a half and we submitted 11 to 12.

At the roundtable, Judge15M similarly criticised the prosecution providing sentences rather than ranges: ‘one of the main problems that arose was that we weren’t getting ranges, we were getting proposed sentences’, which fell outside the *Mac-Neil Brown* requirements. Further to these issues, Judge03M argued that he ‘never supported the provision of sentencing ranges from the prosecution’ because he believed them to be ‘haphazard’. He explained:

> I thought they were an inappropriate function for prosecutors to engage in. Prosecutor A might say four years and prosecutor B might say two years. Those decisions were made after five or seven minutes of discussion between an instructing solicitor and a Crown prosecutor.

Judge11F also commented on the ‘disparate and inconsistent practices from the Crown on submissions on sentencing range’, arguing that ‘sometimes they were good, [but] more often than not they were not thought through and a bit of examination showed that’. This view was also expressed by Judge16F at the roundtable, who stated:

> Had there been more consistency and good types of sentencing ranges that were being put up and a proper analysis of where they fitted, I’d certainly have more enthusiasm for it coming back. But it was so inconsistent that it was just unreliable. And there was never a sense of accountability that it had been properly considered and thought through. You didn’t know whether it was a fly-out-the-door, off-the-cuff opinion from a senior prosecutor. You didn’t know whether they had all the defence material that was available that was being put or an understanding of the way the plea was going to be put, and you had no confidence that it was actually gained by looking at the sentencing stats with comparable factual cases.

One of the reasons for such inconsistency may be the additional work the practice added to the prosecutor’s already heavy load. As Prosecutor01F maintained, ‘as Crown prosecutors, as a prosecuting agency, we found it very time consuming to give a *MacNeil-Brown* range’. Prosecutor13F highlighted a similar concern at the roundtable, noting that ‘it was almost impossible to be able to go to the amount of time and effort that the court was saying was required’. This opinion was supported by Prosecutor14M at the roundtable, who described the process as ‘an enormous resource burden on the Crown’.

Further to inconsistencies, many participants were firmly of the view that the role of the Crown should not extend to the sentencing arena:

> The job, or the task, of identifying the range was shifted from the judge, who hears the plea, who goes away and reflects upon the material, who has read all the material, who’s had the opportunity to question counsel about the matters, that job was transferred
across to somebody who had nothing to do with the matter except for one day and he [sic] wasn’t involved in the actual hearing of the matter. I just think that was never right.

Defence09F similarly maintained that:

There was certainly a view, at least amongst defence practitioners, that it was never the Crown’s role to determine what the sentence should be. They decide which charges are proceeded on, yes they get it to that point, but the function of the court and of the judge is to impose sentence and to do so with judicial discretion and having regard to all the circumstances of the case. And it’s not for the Crown to decide how that discretion is employed.

This view was shared by Defence01M, who firmly believed that ‘the prosecution ought not to have the right to set a figure’. These comments pertaining to the Crown ‘determining’ and ‘setting’ a sentence were made despite the Crown’s role under MacNeil-Brown being to provide a submission on the sentence range possibilities, not to determine a sentence.

One of the most interesting reflections on the practice was given by Judge05M, who discussed the psychological effect this shift in the Crown’s role had on judges, such that ‘a lot of the judges always came in at the bottom of the Crown range, and some of us would never follow the Crown range’. He explained:

I spent most of my time trying to work out how not to fit within the Crown range. … Apparently it was rather unnerving as to what, as to what psychologically judges were doing. And that’s my understanding of it. Now there’s probably proper stats on all that, I don’t know, but that was anecdotally what we were being told. That was our [the judge’s] reaction [to not fit the Crown’s range].

Participants also pointed to concerns that the ranges were often too harsh, which placed the court in an awkward position in sentencing ‘because the sentencing judge knows if they go below that range, that the Crown’s likely to appeal and they know if they go within that, that there’s not necessarily much we can do because that’s the Crown’s sentencing range’ (Defence09F). Defence01M similarly maintained that ‘I always thought that the range put by the Crown was absurd. … So I think the whole concept of putting ranges is not very helpful to anyone’. Judge13F expanded on this view, claiming that:

The problem was that it became a bit of a, sort of a – it seemed like a bit of dark option that the Crown would always state a range that was higher than what was really reasonable. The defence would then be forced to come in to a figure just below that just because it would seem ridiculous to come in very far below it and we’d have to sentence somewhere in the middle.

Most participants who were in favour of the MacNeil-Brown decision spoke of the usefulness of the ranges in assisting judges to make informed decisions. Judge01M argued, ‘MacNeil-Brown was a very good judgment in principle … I know that judges wanted ranges, because they felt comforted by ranges. Not because they assisted them, but because they felt comforted’.

Judge02MR similarly maintained:

I’ve found it difficult following Barbaro when I’m not aware as to what a tariff is, where I’m not as familiar as I am with the state, criminal offences, like with the
Commonwealth offences … because if you’re not familiar, how do you get any guidance?

Judge07M also viewed *MacNeil-Brown* as enabling a useful tool in preparing sentencing judgments. He explained that ‘having someone telling me that this is the seriousness of this offence which would bring about a sentence of about this length, so that’s where we pitch it. So, you synthesise everything and go from there. How can that be anything other than rational’? Judge10F likewise claimed that, ‘as a sentencing judge, I quite liked getting range, but I never felt constrained by it’. At the roundtable, Judge16F similarly reflected on the usefulness of ranges when the prosecutor presents an overview of the sentencing statistics. She explained:

> Sensible prosecutors will put up the sentencing stance and that gives you the statistical range and sentencing snapshots. It means if you’re thinking 15 years for a culpable driving and you see, well, no-one’s ever given 15 years for a culpable, you’re out of range. You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to work that out. But if you’re looking at whether it’s custodial or non-custodial and you see from the stats that 35 per cent of offenders for this type of offence get a non-custodial, then you know that, on the face of it, you’re not falling outside what is within range. (Judge16F)

Judge15M supported this view at the roundtable, saying that the presentation of useful statistics by the prosecution ‘stops outrageous [sentencing] decisions’.

The interview participants also pointed to the usefulness of a range in high-volume courts:

> When done responsibly and properly, it is a legitimate and extremely helpful practice. … In high-volume courts where a particular judicial officer is sitting in a court – because he [sic] hears a lot of cases, doing a lot of sentencing on a given day, for example, prosecution submissions can – particularly prosecutors that you know and you trust and who are responsible about it and of course most of them are – are just helpful and practical, and you can cut to the chase more quickly. You can spend less time considering matters that they might be able to tell you shouldn’t be a concern, so it is very helpful, particularly in a busy court. (Judge12M)

While not supportive of the decision in *MacNeil-Brown*, Judge05M did acknowledge that it was useful, but only in matters where the sentence range he had in mind was above the Crown’s submission: ‘the only time that assisted me was if I was about to give someone 15 years for incest, and they’d say look eight would be enough, you know’?

In addition to submissions on sentence range assisting the court, Defence02F identified some other benefits of having the Crown provide a range from the point of view of the defence:

> In my experience and opinion it makes our job harder when we are doing the plea, when we’re doing plea submissions. [Before Barbaro], you had someone else on the other side either saying yes or no or suggesting another number, you have a second opinion about whether or not you’re going down the right track with what you’re proposing to the court.

Defence09F likewise observed that the range could be very useful when it was a ‘reasonable’ prosecutor presenting before ‘an unreasonable’ judge. She claimed:
Pre *Barbaro*, sometimes you’d think, great, they’ve [the Crown] given me a great range and this is wonderful because now this particular judge who I don’t think is a very good draw is going to give me a result consistent with that because they don’t want to be appealed by us, they don’t want to be appealed by the Crown, so they’ll fall into line, they’ll go within range.

While identifying some of the benefits of the *MacNeil-Brown* ruling, many participants maintained that the *Barbaro* decision had not changed the process in a negative way, because, as Judge01M claimed, prosecutors can still assist judges to avoid error by ‘drawing the attention of the court to any comparable, truly comparable, cases and drawing the attention of the court to useful statistics coming out of bodies like the Sentencing Advisory Council’. He continued:

They can talk about the type of penalty, they can say this is a case that warrants immediate custodial disposition, they can say this is a mid-range murder or a low-range murder or a high-range murder. … These are the aggravating factors, these are the mitigating factors, here are comparable cases which will assist you, here are what the Sentencing Advisory Council says. … It hasn’t changed much at all. It’s just knocked out the bit where the judge is told the range is X to X.

Judge07M likewise explained that ‘the prosecution do [still] say, this has got to be jail and in many of our pleas they’re saying to you, this is not a combination sentence or it’s a custody plus parole. So we still get a feel of it’. These comments support the current study’s broader findings about *Barbaro* in relation to the impact on guilty pleas and the plea negotiation process, which reveal that the *Barbaro* decision has not had a significant effect on the frequency of discussions or reduced discussions pertaining to sentencing submissions; rather, it has simply changed the nature of the discussion in relation to sentencing away from ranges to instead encapsulate broader indications such as time served and CCOs.

**Section 6AAA**

Section 6AAA of the *Sentencing Act 1991* (Vic) was introduced in 2008 and requires the court, when sentencing an offender to a ‘less severe sentence than it would otherwise have imposed because the offender pleaded guilty’¹⁰⁵, to ‘state the sentence and the non-parole period, if any, that it would have imposed but for the plea of guilty’.¹⁰⁶ This reform was introduced with the aim of demonstrating the value of a guilty plea by requiring judges and magistrates to indicate what the sentence would have been, but for the guilty plea being entered. As the SAC (2015: 77) explains, ‘by making discounts for guilty pleas more transparent, section 6AAA was expected to encourage people who intended pleading guilty to do so as early as possible, without encouraging inappropriate guilty pleas’.

In 2015, the SAC conducted a review of the s 6AAA practice. The review was informed by an analysis of 9618 cases sentenced in the higher courts between 30 June 2009 and 1 July 2014. The council found that, over the reference period, the rate of guilty pleas did not increase; however, there was a shift in the timing of when guilty pleas were first entered, with a significant increase in earlier guilty pleas (SAC 2015: 15). In its analysis, the SAC (2015: 22) noted that the ‘biggest jump’ in early guilty plea rates occurred between the first and second
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¹⁰⁵ *Sentencing Act 1991* (Vic) s 6AAA (1)(a).

¹⁰⁶ *Sentencing Act 1991* (Vic) s 6AAA (1) (b).
year of s 6AAA’s operation. While recognising that a number of reforms had been introduced over the previous 10 years to encourage early guilty pleas and that it ‘is not possible to identify which of the reforms, if any, have contributed to the significant shift in plea timing’ (SAC 2015: 22), the SAC (2015: 22) contends that this increase in early guilty plea rates was ‘consistent with the intended outcome of the section 6AAA’.

In terms of s 6AAA’s impact on sentencing, the SAC (2015: 77) review found that in one-third of the cases with a s 6AAA statement, the guilty plea changed the sentence type the offender received (for example, from imprisonment to a youth justice centre order). In the remaining two-thirds, of which almost all were imprisonment cases, the SAC (2015: 77) found that:

The sentence type did not change but the offender would have received a longer sentence had he or she not pleaded guilty. The most common discount for sentences of imprisonment was between 20 per cent and 30 per cent (in 44.9 per cent of cases), and between 30 per cent and 40 per cent in a further 26.8 per cent of cases.

Overwhelmingly, the s 6AAA statement was described by the interview participants as ‘artificial’ (Judge13F), ‘speculation’ (Judge08M) and ‘superficial’ (Defence09F). Judge13F maintained:

I don’t think it’s particularly useful because it’s better if the judge just states, you know, I have given significant weight to your plea of guilty blah, blah, blah. I don’t really think that [s] 6AAA is particularly useful because I think it leads to an artificial kind of judge having to artificially try and dream up a figure that they might have otherwise imposed.

Judge12M likewise claimed, ‘you might say, apart from the plea of guilty I would have imposed a sentence of 18 months. Whether you would have is the question that one can’t answer really. … So it is artificial’. These comments support a range of judicial commentary in sentencing post the introduction of s 6AAA, whereby numerous judges have referred to the ‘artificiality’, and ‘theoretical’ and ‘hypothetical’ nature of the s 6AAA statement. For example, in R v Nguyen107, Coughlan J stated:

Pursuant to s 6AAA of the Sentencing Act 1991 [(Vic)], I state that, had it not been for your pleas of guilty, I would have imposed a sentence of eight and a half years with a non-parole period of six years. In this case, that indication is somewhat artificial because there are so many other features relevant to this sentence, as I have outlined above.

Priest JA likewise described the statement as a ‘somewhat artificial (although legislatively mandated) exercise’ in The Queen v Prately108; Kaye J referred to the exercise as ‘somewhat artificial, because of the necessary interrelationship of your plea and other mitigating factors’ in DPP v Carleton109; Croucher J noted that ‘there is a degree of imprecision and artificiality in that [s 6AAA] exercise’ in The Queen v Deing110; and Lasry J declared the statement to be ‘a thoroughly artificial exercise’ in The Queen v Bacak.111
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Throughout the interviews, a number of participants raised concerns that judges simply ‘pluck a figure out of the air’ (Defence02F), challenging the accuracy of the s 6AAA statement. Defence16F claimed, ‘I think sometimes, though, the judge is just making it up as they’re talking. … I mean, sometimes it’s obvious that they’ve forgotten about it and they’re thinking, quick, quick, got to add X years’. Defence11M also stated, ‘I don’t believe in s 6AAA because there is zero consideration given to it’. He continued:

A judge or a magistrate will simply just see what they’ve given and add on 20 to 30 per cent without giving any regard whatsoever to it. Therefore, the figures are artificial. Any empirical studies that come back that say, oh well we’re seeing tangible benefits of 30 per cent based on this is absolute rubbish. They’re [judges and magistrates] doing it to cover their arses to what they’re required to do under [s] 6AAA.

This view was (perhaps surprisingly) supported by some of the judicial participants, who drew on their own experiences with giving the statement to criticise its use. Judge01M maintained:

It’s totally artificial. Nobody puts any thought into it. We do it, but it’s a nuisance more than anything else, and what we do, I don’t know if I’m letting the cat out of the bag, is we take a figure that we’ve come to and then we announce it [s] 6AAA and we sort of add a couple of years and say had it not been for … But let me tell you, that is the least part of the exercise. Nobody ever puts any real thought into what the [s] 6AAA figure would be.

Judge05M likewise described the statement as ‘rubbish’, claiming that:

Sometimes I’ll deliberately give a much bigger figure than I probably would have, just to encourage people [to plead]. First sentence on a circuit that’s not a bad idea sometimes. … So I do that a bit … I think [s] 6AAA’s, realistically I’ve always thought it was just nonsense. Always have.

Concerns regarding judges initially inflating the sentence were also raised by defence practitioners, including Defence21M, who claimed:

There’s a temptation for judges to inflate what they would have given somebody. So sometimes I find the [s] 6AAA statements remarkable where they’re like, I’ve imposed a sentence of five with three, but I would have given you nine with seven, or eight with six, or something. And sometimes I think to myself, really? So sometimes it seems to me that for some judges there’s an imperative to overstate what the sentence might have been to make it look like it was the right decision to plead guilty.

The practice of ‘building in some nonsense discount afterwards’ (Judge06M) was similarly noted by Judge06M, who described the s 6AAA statement as ‘a complete fiction, utter fiction. It’s a joke … I don’t believe anybody, anybody would dispute that. It just doesn’t work’.

Participants also pointed to the difficulties of making the s 6AAA assessment, on the basis that a judge cannot possibly predict what sentence they would have imposed following a guilty verdict at trial. As Defence25MR maintained, ‘I don’t know how the s 6AAA could be realistic really’. He continued:
How can you consider the effect of the complainant on giving evidence without actually seeing the claim and giving evidence, for example? They seem pretty arbitrary, they seem pretty artificial. I don’t put much stock in them. It seems to me that the judge or magistrate is just adding a few numbers and saying, this is what I would’ve given you. I don’t really see how they can work effectively.

In a similar vein, Judge07M maintained that, after a trial:

You know much more about the person and you think, well, the complainant or the victim is here. … You can, sort of, understand the whole dynamic and so the sentence that you might have given if you’d heard the cold, unemotional facts are maybe more severe than if you hear the trial. … Some of us have thought that. Now, you’ve got to really work on that intellectually. You’ve got to make sure that this is the sentence I would have given had it been a trial. I don’t think we get much support on that decision.

Defence15M also described the statement as ‘arbitrary’ on the basis that, in the Magistrates’ Court context:

You don’t know what would’ve come out in a contested hearing. It might’ve been a contested hearing that raised purely a point of law that was relevant and needed the magistrate to decide that point, and there would be no criticism of the client for running the hearing in that context.

Defence22M similarly identified the statement as ‘arbitrary’ and a ‘crystal ball exercise’, arguing that the judge ‘can’t know if we’d gone all the way to trial what they would have given you’.

The difficulty of making this assessment has also been acknowledged in a range of judicial comments in sentencing, particularly when other relevant mitigating factors are taken into account, such as remorse and providing assistance to the police/prosecutor. For example, in *R v Trezise*112, Coughlan J stated:

I indicate that had you not pleaded guilty to this offence, I would have imposed a sentence of ten years with a non-parole period of six years. That calculation is extremely difficult because there are so many other factors that come into the process of sentencing you for this offending.

In *R v Davis*113, Coughlan J likewise maintained:

I am obliged to state what sentence I would have imposed had you not pleaded guilty. Your case, and those of its kind, prove extremely difficult ones in which to make that assessment because at the conclusion of a trial, many of the features which influence this plea would be absent.

The difficulty factor was similarly noted by King J, who described the task as ‘almost impossible’ in *R v Spark*114, while Kaye J acknowledged in both *R v Watson*115 and *DPP v*
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that providing the s 6AAA was ‘a difficult task’ and ‘particularly difficult to comply with’ because the guilty pleas in both cases were ‘inextricably connected’ to other mitigating factors. Accordingly, Judge07M in the current study study suggested that the statement would be more effective ‘the other way around’. He explained:

We should be able to say, you’ve pleaded not guilty, this is what you’re getting. But if you’d pleaded guilty, this is what I would have given you. I would have given you a significant benefit. You’ve got to wear it now. That would have a much stronger impact and be more reflective of what the sentence would have been.

As the following excerpt from the roundtable transcript demonstrates, many stakeholder participants were opposed to the s 6AAA statement:

Defence30M: Well I think you should eliminate 6AAA.
Defence28M: So do I.
Defence30M: It’s meaningless really.
Defence27M: It’s worse than meaningless.
Q: Why is it worse than meaningless?
Defence28M: Because no one believes it.
Judge15M: Yeah, everyone knows it’s nonsense. You haven’t got a clue what you would’ve done if they’d pleaded not guilty.
Defence28M: It’s true.

Despite the majority of interview and roundtable participants considering the s 6AAA statement to be ineffective, some participants did point to the benefit it provides in making judges reflect on the sentences they are imposing. As Judge03M maintained:

It probably has a benefit for judges in thinking about the penalty that would have been imposed if there’d been a trial. So I think it’s a protective device for judges, because you have to think then about, if this person had not pleaded guilty what they would have received. So I think it probably has a sort of an aspect of mental discipline, forcing judges to reduce a sentence in acknowledgment of the guilty plea.

Judge02MR similarly noted that, on occasion, ‘I’ve put the sentence on, I’ve then gone to do [s] 6AAA and I’ve thought, well, no actually, I wouldn’t have given him this, so I’ve readjusted everything. It’s normally down, because you can’t inflate a [s] 6AAA’. In this regard, the statement represents a positive initiative in ensuring that the sentence does include a discount in recognition of the efficiency gained through a guilty plea. Judge16F also reflected on this benefit at the roundtable, claiming:
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For me it is actually an exercise in intellectual honesty because when I do my [s] 6AAA thinking, and if I look at it and think I wouldn’t have given that much if the person had pleaded not guilty and been found guilty, then I have to, and I do, reduce the sentence that I’m giving for the guilty plea. ... I’ve been surprised at the number of times that doing that analysis has made me reduce the sentence that I’m going to give on plea.

This comment however immediately received the following response from Defence28M: ‘well, judge, I think you are a rare person to do that because the others tend not to, well at least I don’t think they do’.

While the artificiality of the s 6AAA statement was highlighted by most participants, the value of having the discount articulated by the sentencing judge or magistrate was acknowledged as a way to provide transparency and ‘peace of mind’ (Defence07M) to accused persons, ‘so they realise what would have happened had they not pleaded guilty’ (Defence07M). This view was also expressed by Judge16F at the roundtable, who maintained that ‘[s] 6AAA has made an enormous difference in achieving an effect of transparency’. Defence14FR claimed that the statement ‘makes the client feel better. I think it’s really helpful when the court says that sort of thing, particularly ones where the client has made a difficult decision. ... I think that that’s helpful to the client’. Participants noted that the benefits of articulating the discount are particularly evident and ‘really effective’ (Defence18M) in cases involving co-accused, where one of the accused has pleaded guilty. As Defence18M maintained:

When you have co-accused, some that are trying to go to trial and others that are not, you might have a judge say, I’m giving you five, but I would have given you eight. The co-accused’s then thinking, oh shit, I’d better jump on board now.

Defence02F similarly claimed:

If the court has already sentenced a co-accused and has then announced the [s] 6AAA in relation to the co-accused and says, oh, if you hadn’t pleaded guilty this is what you’d be getting and then your client is then charged with the same offence a year on and you’re telling the client, look, this is what the co-accused got, the judge gave him this, it can be helpful to get the risk of the trial across.

In addition to the statement being ‘helpful’ for accused persons, Defence14FR pointed to it providing the accused with ‘some control and some power’ over the decision to plead guilty, so they can ‘walk away feeling like they’ve made some decisions versus having those things imposed upon them’. She argued that this can result in ‘better outcomes in terms of compliance with CCOs and things like that’ (Defence14FR). Defence16F also identified the statement as giving the accused a distinct recognition of their decision to plead guilty, which she considered to be ‘very beneficial to the accused’. She explained:

I think it’s very helpful, particularly if the judge or judicial officer then says to the client, it’s really good that you pleaded guilty, for these reasons, and blah, blah, blah. And if you hadn’t, this is what you would’ve got. I think for those clients, they then come out feeling like their decision has been vindicated, even if I know realistically it was a no-brainer, for them to feel, yes, I made the decision, is important ... for them to feel, mmm wow, that was a good decision.
This identification of benefits by the defence practitioner participants raises an interesting question as to whether it might be of value to retain the statement despite the legal community feeling that it is ‘artificial’, in order to provide greater transparency and peace of mind to the accused. In considering this benefit, Defence06MR said, ‘oh, it allows all of us to point to the client and go, you’re so lucky, you know, you’re so lucky, you would have gotten, you know, two years more than that if you had of [sic] had a contest and lost’. However, he went on to argue that ‘the reality is that’s not true, they wouldn’t have got that at all … it’s rubbish, it’s an inflated figure’. A similar discussion emerged at the roundtable:

Prosecutor13F: I think it’s useful in the sense that it does reinforce to the accused that they did do the right thing by pleading guilty –

Judge15M: I’ve got no trouble with that, it’s the use of it. Now if I’ve got an accused who I know has been giving the barrister or the defence a really hard time in terms of pleading and eventually pleads, I’ll say, I’ve given you a six with a four, cross my fingers and say, but under [s] 6AAA I would’ve given you 12 and eight if you hadn’t pleaded. They’d go home as happy as Larry.

Defence30M: It [that statement] is false though?

Judge15M: That’s right.

The SAC (2015: 77) review of s 6AAA found that, overall, there was strong compliance by the courts in making the statement following a guilty plea, that it worked positively in tandem with other reforms to increase the proportion of guilty pleas entered at an early stage in proceedings, and that ‘there is no indication that defendants are under increasing pressure to plead guilty’. The current study’s data likewise suggest that the process has some benefits for accused persons and defence practitioners in providing better recognition of the sentence discount provided for the accused giving up their right to a contested trial/hearing, and it can also encourage the judge to reflect on the sentence they would have imposed. However, these benefits may be outweighed by the lack of confidence most participants had in the accuracy of the s 6AAA statements, and the concerning number of judicial participants in the study (and comments made by the judiciary in sentencing judgments) that attest to the artificial nature of the statement.
Chapter 7: Unrepresented Accused Persons & Reductions in Legal Aid

Pressured Guilty Pleas

One of the most common criticisms of plea negotiations is their potential to place undue pressure on accused persons to plead guilty. As Baldwin and McConville (1979: vi) have argued:

The guilty plea system transforms criminal justice from one which seeks to determine whether the State has reliably sustained its burden of proof to another which seeks to determine whether the defendant, irrespective of guilt or innocence, is able to resist the pressure to plead.

A number of participants identified a range of pressures that accused persons can experience in the negotiation process. As Judge11F maintained:

People can be encouraged to plead guilty to a lesser charge or to a charge to get a lesser penalty to avoid going to jail. [Or] to avoid a conviction against their name, a non-conviction outcome, because they can’t afford a defence, because they’re being leant on by other people who are perhaps taking a rap for someone else. People can plead guilty for wrong reasons and their will can be overborne. So the plea negotiation may operate to divert some people who have a proper defence and should be – or in fact not just have a proper defence but are objectively ultimately not guilty, from being able to properly exercise their rights [to a trial] because of a fear that they won’t be accepted or the risk that there’s not enough money or level of representation to properly defend them[elves].

Defence17F likewise claimed that there ‘is a pressure from the courts, pressure from magistrates and prosecutors to settle cases’. Research has similarly found that accused persons can face a number of potential pressures to engage in negotiations (Flynn 2011, 2016; McConville 2002). For example, Flynn (2016: 572) argues that an accused may plead guilty to save ‘the cost of a trial, which is particularly burdensome when contrasted with the potential benefits of a plea-agreement that may reduce the conviction severity, and possibly the sentence imposed’. In the current study, Defence09F described it as ‘the system wearing them [the accused] down’. She commented, ‘I’ve had clients who have felt like they should plead because they’ve been offered a good deal. Clients who genuinely have defences and who shouldn’t be pleading guilty, but they’re worn down’ (Defence09F). Defence02F similarly claimed, ‘our clients are so vulnerable ... and sometimes, at the end of the day, you get this poor person who just goes, oh look, I’ll plead guilty just to get rid of it. It’s absolutely awful’. Judge13F also reflected on this ‘inherent danger’ in plea negotiations:

There’s an inherent danger in plea bargaining that people who actually have a reasonable defence [and] then shouldn’t have to wear a conviction, just find it all too difficult, expensive and onerous to run the defence. And so they end up, because they’re offered some really light sentence [indication] that maybe doesn’t involve custody, some sort of community or something, they just think, oh, well, you know, I don’t want to take the chance of getting a bad result in court so I’ll plead guilty even though I’m not actually guilty. I think that’s one of the dangers.

Judge05M identified the same issue, specifically in relation to mandatory sentencing regimes, such as baseline sentences (as discussed in Chapter 6), where there is ‘the big danger that
people put their hand up to stuff, for fear of going down on the bigger one [charge]. This reflects the concerns raised by VLA (2016c: 7) in a submission to the SAC: ‘where matters resolve, the threat of a mandatory penalty may place undue pressure on a defendant to plead guilty to a lesser charge’. This point was also made by Defence14FR, who claimed that, ‘for our clients, there can be too much pressure and too much inducement’ not to plead guilty. Defence08MR went further in describing the ‘drive to force people to plead guilty’ as creating ‘unjustifiable pressures’. He explained:

The pressures are absolutely shocking, shocking! I mean it would only be, in my view, until, you know, the police minister or the Attorney-General, or a couple of judges, or until their family are in the court system for them to realise just how much pressure there is to get people to plead guilty even when they’ve got arguable defences.

While accepting that there are some pressures, most participants rejected the idea that accused persons will plead guilty when they are not guilty (of something) as a result of such pressures. Judge07M, for example, claimed:

In the Australian, Victorian experience, over a lengthy period of time, I don’t think those criticisms are justified. I think the system and the way that things are negotiated are pretty robust. … If the people want a trial, they’re getting one … [accused persons are not] put under pressure. That’s just not what happens.

Judge08M and Prosecutor07M similarly maintained that, in their long careers in the law, there have not been any instances where someone has pleaded guilty, when they are not guilty, due to overwhelming pressure. As Judge08M observed, ‘I’ve never found that to be the case here after 30 years of running a criminal practice and now six years as a judge’. And Prosecutor07M commented, ‘my own personal feeling is over the years, with my 40 years’ experience, I don’t think I’ve seen too many of those. There’s been a few who you can sense are very reluctant about what they’re doing, but that doesn’t mean they’re doing it because of pressures’. In a similar vein, Prosecutor01F identified that ‘there have been some instances where people plead guilty due to some form of pressure, but they’re pretty rare I think’.

To date, there has been limited research into the number of accused persons who pleaded guilty, only to later be acquitted, particularly in Australia. Examining the US experience, Flynn (2016: 573) draws on data from the Innocence Project (a public policy organisation dedicated to exonerating the wrongfully convicted), and the US National Registry of Exonerations, to demonstrate that there is some evidence supporting concerns that innocent people sometimes plead guilty. She argues that, in the US, 10 per cent (n=31) of the 325 post-conviction DNA exonerations since 1989 involved a guilty plea and 10 per cent (n=151) of all legally acknowledged exonerated felony offenders between 1989 and 2013 (n=1428) pleaded guilty (Flynn 2016: 573).

In the current study, several participants expressed the view that accused persons plead guilty due to the pressures they face in plea negotiations, but not necessarily when they are ‘completely innocent’ (Defence02F). Defence02F said that some accused simply want to have ‘it over and done with and out of their lives’ (Defence02F). Defence03F similarly commented, ‘people plead up to stuff all the time to just get it out of the way. That’s a common catchcry’.

120 These comments were made despite the baseline sentencing scheme only operating for a very short period. Given the growing number of mandatory and presumptive sentencing schemes being introduced and considered, however, these are very real concerns.
Defence14FR likewise claimed, ‘we’ve had clients where we’ve said, I will run this [trial], and they say, I don’t want to keep doing it. I don’t want to – I just want it over and done with, so they plead [guilty]’. Judge05M maintained, ‘I suspect that there are hundreds of people who plead guilty in the Magistrates’ Court who would have beaten it if they’d fought it’. Defence03F also argued that people ‘can be forced into [guilty] pleas where they just shouldn’t be’, and provided the following example of a matter in which she had been involved:

I have an example of that. He was charged with [drug offences]. He was an ... asylum seeker that for him being found guilty meant that he would sit in immigration detention indefinitely at [a young age]. And he’d been forced into a [guilty] plea. The lawyer had not been to see him. The brief that I got didn’t have a mark on it. They [the defence lawyer] just said to him, no, this is overwhelming, you have to plead. And so he entered a [guilty] plea. Luckily that wasn’t led at the trial I then did. It was a reasonably strong case, but for him everything was at stake, there was no detriment to him to running that trial and I guess this is why you have to understand your client’s entire circumstances. Because, for him, whether he spent five years in jail and then the next 10 in immigration detention or whether he missed out on his plea discount a little bit, it just didn’t matter. And so [we] ran the trial and he got acquitted and ... he’s now making an application for a protection visa. And if he’d been found guilty there is absolutely no way that he would’ve ever, because you have to get invited by the minister to make the application, he would never have had that happen. So, I think that’s the danger of putting too much focus and pressure on plea negotiations is there can be situations where people are really crunched into a plea that they just shouldn’t be entering.

The majority of the participants who recognised that such situations do occur stressed that it was not ‘innocent’ accused persons who were pleading guilty; rather, it was accused persons who had a ‘defensible’ (Defence03F) or strong case with a high chance of ‘beating the charges’ (Defence03F). As Defence03F observed, ‘there’s definitely a danger of that, that things that are defensible ended up being pled to’. Defence25MR similarly claimed that ‘someone enters a plea when they shouldn’t have because it was the best that their lawyer could do for them and they just wanted it done, I expect that happens all the time, I know it probably does’.

Interestingly, where participants did acknowledge the pressures to plead guilty, a common theme to emerge was that ‘sometimes the pressure’s a good thing because they’ve got to face the reality’ (Judge03M). In this vein, Defence22M maintained, ‘I think we’re all too precious, we’ve got to make sure that the accused’s got [a] right to a trial and we know we can’t ever impede that, but sometimes they need a forceful hand’. Defence21M offered a similar perspective: ‘look some people will plead guilty when they shouldn’t. But it’s not a real drawback. I mean, they are the only people that can assess their lives and weigh up the risks and benefits’. Describing the pressures placed on accused people as ‘a forceful hand’, a ‘good thing’ and ‘not a real drawback’ highlights some of the tensions that exist for defence practitioners in weighing up efficiency concerns and the reality of the law against their client’s views. It also raises some concern for accused persons coming before the law if their right to a contested trial is considered arbitrary by some legal stakeholders, regardless of the strength of their case.

Legal Aid Funding and the Unrepresented Accused

Flynn (2016: 573) argues that the pressures experienced by accused persons impact ‘most extensively on the many vulnerable defendants coming before the court’. A policy advisory
participant in her comparative analysis of plea negotiations in Victoria and the UK similarly maintained that:

There are such a high proportion of people who will go through the system who weren’t functioning very well at the time they committed the crime and are not functioning any better by the time the case gets to court, and for that kind of client, pressure to plead is a real issue. (Flynn 2011: 378)

Such views are supported by Mack and Roach Anleu’s (2000: 82) research, which found that those most likely to plead guilty were indigenous people and defendants who would ‘not present well in court’. Judge11F likewise claimed, ‘the more vulnerable are more likely to be the victims of that [pressure to plead guilty]’.

The pressures accused persons face in plea negotiations and generally in the criminal justice system are even more prevalent in light of continuing constraints on Legal Aid services which limit access to lawyers at all stages of the legal process, and leave accused persons to navigate complex legal processes without support (Flynn & Hodgson 2017a; Flynn et al. 2016). In this regard, a recognised safeguard for accused persons in combatting pleading pressures is legal representation. This view is based on the idea that a lawyer will provide quality advice about a guilty plea which helps the accused make a principled, informed and appropriate pleading decision. In practice, however, this safeguard is threatened given the very strict eligibility criteria for legally aided assistance including means, merits and case eligibility tests which have been a consequence of increasing budget restrictions and rising demand for legal services. An accused’s means assessment is based on their level of income, assets and whether the case is deemed to be appropriate. To be automatically eligible for legally aided assistance, an accused person’s total income must be no more than $360 per week –$18,720 after tax per year (VLA 2016a). To be considered for eligibility, which requires that the accused must contribute to the legal costs, they can earn between $364 and $434 per week – $18,928 to $22,568 per year (VLA 2016a). As Community Law Australia (2012: 7) argues, ‘due to chronic government underfunding, legal assistance services are forced to limit eligibility to people on very low incomes’. In a recent report on access to justice in Australia, the Productivity Commission (2014: 30) likewise asserts that ‘it is not the case that people are “too wealthy” to be eligible for legal assistance, but rather that they are not sufficiently impoverished’. In other words, many people who need help, but cannot afford a lawyer, miss out. For example, in Victoria, individuals facing summary criminal charges where imprisonment or detention order outcomes are unlikely are not eligible for legally aided assistance (see Flynn & Hodgson 2017b).

Defence28M commented on the guideline changes at the roundtable, noting how they have resulted in ‘quite serious offences that will attract a CCO’ not being funded, but instead being left to duty lawyers who assist only on the day. He explained:

We will automatically get funding and assistance for someone who might’ve served 10 jail terms already and they’re looking at another short jail term on a conviction for what they’re facing, but an 18 year old with no or limited priors facing a really serious charge who’s looking at a Community Correction Order may only be assisted by a duty lawyer that they’ve met on the day.

Concerns related to unrepresented accused persons were flagged by several participants, including Defence15M, who suggested that a lack of representation often results in people
pleading guilty rather than trying to represent themselves in a summary hearing at the Magistrates’ Court’. He continued:

There would be plenty of junior lawyers around who would be terrified by the concept of running a summary contested hearing, and they’ve got legal training and spent heaps of time in [the] Magistrates’ Court. So what’s an unrepresented person going to think? (Defence15M)

Defence05M similarly maintained that ‘unrepresented people can fall into a trap of pleading guilty’. This situation was articulately summarised by Defence06MR, who claimed:

We’re in a situation where, unless someone’s going to qualify for a grant of legal assistance, we’re not supposed to really do anything apart from give them advice on the day, and most of the people who are appearing in court have limited skills and expertise, that’s what the duty lawyer is there for. So days gone by where I could say, right okay, I’ll appear for you; I’ll go and speak to the prosecutor to see if I can negotiate down to this, that or the other, we don’t have that opportunity anymore because of guidelines. … I think guilty plea rates are certainly going up, but I think people are pleading guilty to things that they shouldn’t be pleading guilty to.

Participants pointed to the myriad of difficulties and ‘dangers’ (Defence10FR) that arise for unrepresented accused persons in attempting to engage in plea negotiations ‘because they are not equipped to negotiate on their own behalf’ (Defence10FR). As Defence20M stated, ‘an accused person’s ability, for example, to negotiate with a police prosecutor in a case conference would be extremely limited’. Defence23M similarly maintained, ‘it is likely that the negotiations with the police, if they’re acting by themselves, are going to be less successful’. Defence13FR expanded on this:

There is a risk of clients being pushed to negotiate matters that they don’t really want to, by things like there being no Legal Aid funding to run that sort of matter and they know they can’t afford a lawyer and they don’t want to do it [run a hearing] themselves.

A number of participants described problematic situations like the accused unintentionally ‘giving away their defence, which is something the accused doesn’t have to disclose and it might be in their interests not to disclose, and this results in them failing to negotiate any kind of decent resolution’ (Defence20M); or agreeing to plead guilty to something without fully understanding the consequences of that decision, ‘and attracting a conviction, for example, on something that might affect their future’ (Defence05M).

Perhaps the most common concern identified by participants was the power imbalance that exists in any plea negotiation between an unrepresented accused and a police prosecutor: ‘the funding cuts are all to the advantage of the prosecution and the disadvantage of the accused, in my opinion’ (Defence01M). Judge06M maintained:

Unquestionably, the VLA funding restrictions are a significant stain on the quality of justice that our system administers when people aren’t given timely and appropriate advice and assistance and it’s at the very point of negotiation where they need it most, because negotiations are only successful when the parties are on equal footing and there’s no way an unrepresented accused person and a police prosecutor are anywhere near on a level footing in a Magistrates’ Court.
Some participants were more cynical in their view of the police prosecutors in this instance, arguing that the prosecutors use this situation ‘to their advantage’ (Defence08MR). Defence08MR claimed:

A client on their own is more likely to just kind of take whatever and get it over and done with. … They’re not going to be as au fait with like … they won’t know – and even if they do know – they won’t always have the capacity to do so in a really constructive way that they’re going to do themselves huge favours. They will be very much overwhelmed by the process to be able to articulate what they really want to say.

While others were not critical of police prosecutors themselves, they stressed that having to ‘deal with a police prosecutor is not a good situation to be in’ (Defence24M). Defence24M continued:

You need that independent person to look after your interests because, unless you happen to be unrepresented and a lawyer, you’re at a complete disadvantage. Now I accept that police prosecutors aren’t lawyers, but most of them have got considerable court experience. They do get training on evidence and all this and that and all the rest of it, so an accused is in a very difficult situation, an undesirable situation, but unrepresented accused are a very big part of the system now unfortunately.

As flagged by Defence24M, recent cuts and restrictions on the types of matters that can be funded have led to increasing numbers of unrepresented accused persons coming before the courts. In addition to the difficulties participants identified in relation to plea negotiations, the data suggest that another major outcome is that magistrates and prosecutors are becoming quasi-defence practitioners (to assist unrepresented accused persons). Reflecting on his own experiences, Judge02MR explained:

If the system’s to work, the defence part of it has to be equally supported by way of proper funding for Legal Aid. … We’re finding that we’re dealing with more and more and more people unrepresented. So with the more high-level offences and when people do not want to seek Legal Aid, I’m tending to ask them not to enter a plea and I’ll give them a sentence indication to try to protect them. So now ‘we’ are becoming the defence practitioner and there’s many cases lately where I’ve said, look, this is a diversion, so then I’ve got the police to say, yes, absolutely we’re stepping in. But you’re the judicial officer for that day, someone else is meant to be also protecting the interest of the accused. I would say most prosecutors act in good faith, but it is a difficult situation.

Prosecutor02FR also drew on her experiences of ‘having to summary case conference with self-represented accused’, about which she spoke of having to be ‘really, really careful’. She explained:

It wouldn’t surprise me that, as a result of the Legal Aid funding reduction, it will lead to some major issues when the accused gets to the bar table and says, oh yes but the prosecutor said I should plead guilty to this, and that’s going to cause some major issues. … It concerns me that one of my guys [prosecutors] will say or I will say something that’s misconstrued and that they’ll get to the bar table and say, yeah, but the prosecutor said for me to say that, and that’s not what we said at all. (Prosecutor02FR)
Prosecutor09F likewise discussed the consequences of the Legal Aid funding cuts:

The issue is you have people with no court experience, or not a lot of court experience, and so they come for a summary case conference. … You can’t talk to them about legal issues. They don’t understand the processes of the court. They don’t understand the system of adjournments and getting further and better particulars from informants and adjournments for that. And they want to plead not guilty on the day and have a contested hearing on the day that they first arrive. So it blows out the summary case conference in time because within our role, you can’t give legal advice so you can’t tell them what to do or what may happen or anything like that, so you have to be really careful in regards to the discussions that you have with them, and then the magistrates it takes a longer time for them because they have to ensure that the accused at all times understands all of their options.

These concerns were also raised during the roundtable, with participants reflecting on the difficult situation in which the cuts have placed prosecutors and magistrates. Prosecutor11F commented:

It’s really time consuming on a prosecutor, and they are having to be very, very careful that they’re not giving legal advice, they’re not legal practitioners and in the wake of the legislative changes of the Legal Profession Rules, they have to be very careful to not be giving legal advice because they’re not able to and it can be really challenging when a person asks you for advice and they cannot get Legal Aid advice and they’re asking the questions, what will happen if I plead guilty, what will happen if I don’t? They will regularly say, what do you think I should do? And you have to tell them, that’s not for me to tell you what you should do. So it’s really challenging for the prosecutors.

These comments raise a number of serious concerns relating to power imbalances, the potential for miscarriages of justice, and the difficult position in which magistrates and particularly police prosecutors are placed in, having to ensure they do not overstep their roles or take advantage of the situation. As Defence18M maintained:

You have an under-resourced prosecuting service, you have an expectation that everyone goes to court to conduct summary case conferences, you have unrepresented accused, or under-represented accused. It’s just stupid in my opinion. It is creating a product of injustice.

In the context of plea negotiations, again this raises questions about the accused person’s ability to understand the implications of pleading guilty, and the potential for coerced or misunderstood guilty pleas being entered.

Participants also reflected on how the cuts have resulted in duty lawyers taking on representative roles for vulnerable accused persons without pay to avoid a potential injustice occurring. As Defence10FR explained:

People who aren’t eligible for assistance, we’ll provide them with advice and then say, look, these are the issues, you go and have the chat with the prosecution yourself. Generally, I tend to make an assessment of a person and if I think they can’t negotiate
or they can’t have that discussion, I might have the negotiation with the prosecutor, but
then [I have to] send them into court on their own once it’s resolved. So often, that’s
the approach I’ll take, where if I’m on duty and there’s complex issues that you can’t
expect your average person to be on top of or the person is, you know, just not
presenting particularly well, but is not eligible for formal assistance or a grant of aid,
then I’ll help out.

Defence19M also commented on assisting accused persons with no legal grants, noting that
‘it’s rubbish, because where’s the time for that? You don’t have the time for that, so it makes
it much harder, but you can’t just leave some of these people on their own’.

The changing nature of the court process due to the increasing number of self-represented
accused persons was noted as adding immense delays to hearing lists and having ‘a massive
negative effect on the whole system’ (Judge05M), such as ‘a lot of unnecessary adjournments’
(Judge04FR), which ironically reduces any of the savings the government may gain from
reducing Legal Aid funding. As Flynn and Hodgson (2017b: 10–11) argue:

Resource-driven decisions … are unlikely to result in the delivery of significant
savings, because they fail to take into account the broader picture implications, such as
higher levels of incarceration, fewer quality lawyers working in Legal Aid areas, increased numbers of self-represented defendants and litigants, and issues that might
have been prevented by recourse to legal assistance being escalated to major problems
requiring public resources. There are also likely to be increases in the use of court
resources and costs, and decreased services and access to justice for already vulnerable
and marginalised groups.

Rebuli (2015: 20–1) likewise observes that:

Reduction to legal assistance spending creates a false economy where the cost is
transferred to other departments of government and the community. … Whilst the easily
quantifiable savings achieved by cutting legal assistance funding may be attractive to
governments in the short-term, a long-term and sustainable approach is required to
ensure access to legal justice is not affected.

Mental Illness

Perhaps not unsurprisingly, given that the empirical data were obtained from VLA files, a key
finding was the degree of mental impairment among the offending sample, with evidence of
mental impairment, including intellectual disability, in 29 of the 48 cases in which an
offender’s background was recorded. The prevalence of mental impairment among accused
persons facing the criminal justice system was not limited to the findings drawn from the de-
de-identified case file data, but was also a significant issue identified by the interview participants.

As Judge11F maintained, ‘a large, significant number of offenders have deprived upbringings,
mental health problems, intellectual impairment, substance abuse problems which play a
significant role in their offending behaviour’. Judge10F similarly claimed, ‘I’m yet to see
someone who doesn’t get a diagnosis in a psych report, basically, that comes before this court’.
Defence05M described mental health as ‘the highest problem area’; a comment supported by
Defence09F, who suggested that ‘anywhere between 80 to 90 per cent of my clients have
substantial mental health issues’. A number of participants quoted different statistics to
highlight the number of accused persons with a mental illness. Judge01M maintained, ‘if we’re
right, if 22 to 25 per cent of people [in the general population] have got serious mental conditions … it’s got to be a much higher figure amongst those who commit offences’. Defence17F likewise stated, ‘a forensic nurse when I was first starting out told me that 99 per cent of offenders within the Magistrates’ Court have got a personality disorder and I think that’s probably true’.

These views are supported by a recent report conducted by the Victorian Ombudsman (2014: 6), which found that 42 per cent of Victorian prisoners present with psychiatric risks, including mental health concerns. Ulbrick, Flynn and Tyson (in progress) likewise maintain that ‘it is now well established that there are significantly higher rates of psychiatric morbidity in Australian prison populations than exist in the wider community; a trend that is also consistent internationally’.

Participants also linked the high levels of alcohol and drug use among offenders with increased prevalence of mental illness. As Prosecutor01F observed, ‘the mental health issue is a real issue facing all of us I think. A very big issue induced sometimes by ice, marijuana. Marijuana is a huge factor in young, male adults’. Problematically, many of the defence practitioners and judges described large numbers of accused persons as ‘having problems’ (Judge01M) and ‘being broken’ (Judge05M):

What’s a nice way of saying they’re hopeless? … They’re hopeless. … And that’s a lot of pressure on all of us because obviously we’ve got to look after these people, they’re not going to make good decisions themselves, so we really are trying to act in their best interests. (Defence06MR)

Judge03M similarly maintained:

Most accused people suffer from a trifecta of difficulties. They come from a broken family. The father has frequently left the home. So the person, at an early age, has been brought up by a single mother often without any paternal support. Associated with that is poverty, homelessness or instability moving from school to school. Overlayed on that are drug, alcohol or mental health issues, or combinations of them. A third factor is chronic unemployment or under-employment. Those are the typical profile of people we see in the court.

These statements highlight a critical problem currently facing the criminal justice system in relation to how it can or should respond to the prevalence of mental illness. The extent of this issue was well summarised by Prosecutor07M, who described mental illness as a ‘daily diet’ in the OPP:

There’s a whole spectrum of mental illness at a very low level of offending up to, you know, your Sean Prices121 and Adrian Baileys.122 At a very low level, I’m seeing a discussion at this table every day involving serious lack of capacity or mental illness of people who are carrying out pesky offending – you know, shoplifting … because the police don’t know what to do with them. That’s the problem. The Magistrates’ Court currently has very limited powers. … They are indictable offences, but if you’ve got someone who has a mental capacity of a 12 year old and has sort of underlying mental illness and they’re repeat shoplifters, pinching chocolate bars and things like that, the

121 Among other offences, Sean Price murdered 17-year-old Masa Vukotic and in 2015 and pleaded guilty to murder and a separate rape in 2016.
122 Among other offences, Adrian Bayley was convicted of the rape and murder of Jill Meagher in 2013.
Magistrates’ Court has got very limited ability to deal with them, so the police say, well this person, you know, we’ve got to control them in the public interest. … And the question for [the DPP] is whether [it is] kick[ed] up to the County Court to get some form of supervision going. And we’re quite rigorous on those. We do tend to deal with the ones that have violence. You know, if someone is escalating in their violence, you reach a point where you think. … Yeah. Needs some heavy-duty intervention. Another one is arson [and] … mental illness, and suddenly you’re finding an escalation of conduct so that someone who has got a serious mental illness is lighting fires in the bush on a hot day and you’re thinking, someone needs to be managed at something higher than Magistrates’ Court level with that, but what can you do?

In line with Prosecutor07M’s comment, participants similarly pointed to mental illness and impairment being a significant problem, with limited avenues available to respond within the criminal justice system. This view is supported by the findings of research conducted in the post-sentencing context by Ulbrick et al (in progress), who argue that there are a ‘lack of mental health beds in the system’, a lack of ‘appropriate programs within prison for cognitively impaired offenders’, and prison ‘fails to meet the complex needs’ of offenders with a mental illness.

In terms of plea negotiations specifically, many participants identified mental illness as adversely affecting negotiations, particularly when the offender has a mental impairment (such as a cognitive impairment like intellectual disability) that is not recognised under the mental impairment defence. As Ulbrick et al. (in progress) explain, ‘the strict remit of the CMIA [Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to Be Tried) Act 1997 (Vic)] has meant that in practice, it can only be successfully relied on in very limited circumstances; approximately one per cent of the higher court cases processed each year’. For example, in the context of homicide, for the CMIA to be established, it must be proved that the accused ‘did not know they were killing someone’ and that they ‘could not reason with a moderate degree of sense and composure about whether the conduct as perceived by reasonable people was wrong’ (VLRC 2003: 172–7). Ulbrick et al. (in progress) found that the mental impairment defence was successfully raised in 22 of the 627 homicide cases sentenced in Victoria’s Supreme Court between 2000 and 2015, despite evidence of some form of mental impairment being raised in 357 cases. This means that there may be some proportion of offenders (within and beyond the homicide context) who have a significantly reduced level of cognitive functioning, but who are not able to access the mental impairment defence. During the interviews, Defence09F provided the following example of a recent case involving a mentally impaired client who did not meet the CMIA remit:

I just finished a case this morning … a plea in the County Court for a client who is severely intellectually disabled. He’s also schizophrenic and he has an acquired brain injury. His money’s handled by estate trustees so he doesn’t have disposable income and he’d go into restaurants, eat a meal, be unable to pay, pick up a butter knife from the table and say I want food or I want money and would be told, no, sit down, which he would do, and wait for police to come and that was classed as attempted armed robberies. … So the treatment options or the sentencing options available for him are very limited and he has been in custody nearly a year. He’s extremely institutionalised. I obviously obtained reports … to consider whether or not you’ve got a defence of mental impairment or whether or not there are issues as to fitness to plead … but to no avail.
In discussing mental illness in relation to plea negotiations, Defence03F claimed:

I’ve got quite a few clients with reasonably significant intellectual disabilities at the moment, not to the point, they’re not mentally impaired, they wouldn’t meet a mental impairment defence [via the CMIA] … but when it comes to any sort of complex reasoning they just don’t understand and they are some of the most difficult to negotiate resolutions with, because they just go, no didn’t do it. And trying to get them to that point to fully understand: (a) that the evidence is overwhelming if it is, but (b) what the implications for them are if they run a trial can be really difficult. And I think that that’s something that I don’t know that the courts fully comprehend, that they’re not necessarily unfit to give instructions, but some of them you’d almost say you don’t have a mental impairment defence, but whether you actually do really comprehend what is going on is another story.

Participants mentioned the numerous difficulties faced in trying to engage in plea negotiations when there is a mentally impaired offender involved. Defence09F maintained that ‘mental health issues certainly do affect the kind of negotiations that you can undertake. It makes it difficult for them to understand what’s going on and it also makes the sentencing dispositions that are available seem a lot less attractive’. She continued, noting that ‘it’s not as simple as just saying to a client, this is better for you in the long term and this is why. It’s very difficult for people from backgrounds of disadvantage to understand’ (Defence09F). Judge10F also spoke of such difficulties, insofar as often ‘there’s no rationality behind decision-making’ among those with a mental illness. Defence15M expanded on this, describing mentally impaired offenders as having ‘less capacity to engage in the [plea negotiation] process … [and] it makes it much harder to engage in that process to get them to understand’.

A common concern participants identified revolved around trying to assure such accused persons that the defence practitioner was independent of the prosecution and the police – something that could be difficult for them to comprehend. Defence13FR commented, ‘mental illness, intellectual disability, it’s difficult to explain how the process works, how you talk to prosecutors and then come to an agreement’. Defence09F further claimed:

Depending on the level of disadvantage, it can be hard to try and explain to your client. A lot of the time clients think if you’re speaking to the prosecution or you’re speaking to the police, and particularly because they don’t understand the process and that’s understandable, it’s confusing enough for practitioners, but there can be a misconception on their part that you’re onside with the police or onside with the prosecution, and you have to be at pains to explain to them, I’m not telling you to plead, I’m not on their side, but this is what I think is in your best interests. Trying to explain to them the whole way that an early plea of guilty counts as a discount, what you’re likely to get further down the track if you continue on to a trial, that sort of thing, that’s very difficult.

Defence17F also raised this concern, claiming that ‘a lot of our clients, they see us going and talking to the police, they think we’re in with the police and not necessarily on their side. … It’s hard to help assuage some of that distrust [with mentally ill offenders] and [get them to] see that it’s [the plea negotiation] supposed to be in their best interests’.

Of course, these concerns are relevant for all accused persons, but are heightened in cases involving mentally ill offenders, who may not have the capacity to understand the relationships
that exist between the prosecution and defence, and how they interact – which can often be in a jovial manner. This has been recognised in a range of research which suggests that representation may not protect an accused person against pleading pressures, and that the requirement on defence practitioners to advise their clients ‘on the strength of the prosecution case and the dangers of pursuing a weak defence’ (JUSTICE 1993: 11) may even increase such pressures, and result in them ‘inadvertently … providing some inducement to the accused to plead guilty’ (Freiberg & Setifman 2001: 64). These problems are exacerbated by the fact that guilty pleas are ‘regarded as the highest form of proof … [the] equivalent to a conviction after a trial’ (McConville 2002: 355), which means that ‘following the guilty plea, the only concern of the court is to decide upon the appropriate sentence’ (McConville 2002: 355) and little, if any, consideration is given to the potential pressures that led to the plea. As Skelton and Frank (2004: 208) assert, ‘the assumption that coercion disappears once there is consent … is dangerous and denies the nuances relating to power that are present in all human interactions’.

There were four files in the current study where it appeared that the VLA solicitor started discussions with the OPP without instructions (or without final instructions) from the accused. In each of these cases, the VLA solicitors made it clear to the prosecution that they did not have instructions to make an offer, but were seeking an indication of what the OPP would accept so that they could take that information to their client for consideration. For example, in case 046-AL, the VLA solicitor asked the prosecution for its position on sentencing range so that they could inform their client of that in conference while taking instructions on whether to make a plea offer. These actions demonstrate how commonplace plea negotiations have become, so much so that the lawyer will commence discussions before seeking instructions or discussing this option with their client. There are good reasons for this, including that the practitioner may consider it appropriate in order to reduce the number of interactions for the client in circumstances where for some clients with mental health conditions, multiple interactions is counter-therapeutic. While there was only evidence of this occurring in four of the cases, it does flag some potential tensions between the defence practitioner acting as a safeguard and the pressures this type of information may put on accused persons, especially if this is the advice they receive as part of their first interaction with their representative.

The idea that the pressure placed on the accused can be exacerbated by defence practitioners was also identified by Defence15MR, who explained that ‘some of our clients might be impaired because they’ve got an ABI or a mental illness or intellectual disability to such an extent that they have a lesser understanding of the nature of the case against them and they’ll rely really heavily on our advice’. Defence12FR likewise noted that, ‘if your client has a disability, you want to make sure that they’re understanding what they’re pleading guilty to and I’d be very wary of putting pressure on them in a situation to accept a negotiated outcome’.

As discussed in the previous section, a major challenge for many accused persons in the summary jurisdiction is an absence of representation. A number of participants identified this as even more problematic when the accused has a mental illness and attempts to engage in plea negotiation discussions with a police prosecutor. Judge06M maintained:

In a negotiating environment it’s hopeless because they [unrepresented accused persons] don’t know what levers they’ve got to exert to assert their negotiating in points. They just don’t know what the law is, they don’t know what the options are and if they’ve got a mental health issue, they’re probably going to get involved in a bizarre conversation or an unhappy conversation with the cops.
Prosecutor04M likewise stated that plea negotiations are ‘a lot more difficult when you’ve got mental health concerns. There is a significant representation in the mention stream of people with some form of mental health [problem]. That makes negotiations quite difficult’. In reflecting on the many serious concerns raised in the context of a person with a mental illness attempting to negotiate with a police prosecutor – such as the significant power imbalance, the potential for miscarriages of justice and the precarious position in which both the police prosecutor and magistrate are placed – Defence25MR and Judge06M summed the issues up by claiming that ‘any person who’s not in the industry would struggle, whatever their background’ (Defence25MR) and ‘it’s very, very important that people have legal representation at that stage’(Judge06M).

The concerns addressed in this chapter are not new. Indeed, calls for increased Legal Aid funding and better recognition of and responses to the prevalence of mental illness within the criminal justice system have been the focus of much contemporary and historic research (see, for example, Baldry et al. 2011; Flynn & Hodgson 2017a; Giddings 1998; Noone 2017; Noone & Tomsen 2006; Productivity Commission 2014; Spivakovsky 2014; Ulbrick, Flynn & Tyson 2016). However, as with much research into the criminal justice process, there has been limited discussion or debate on the effect of these matters in relation to plea negotiations. The current study’s data have shed important light on several highly problematic situations that appear almost commonplace in the current economic climate, which has seen a push towards ‘DIY [do it yourself] justice’ (Laster & Kornhauser 2017: 123). In the context of plea negotiations, such concerns are particularly heightened as there is an inherent power imbalance between a prosecutor and an unrepresented accused (something significantly exacerbated by the presence of a mental illness) and because the outcomes of a guilty plea are potentially life changing, but not always initially obvious – for example, loss of licence, loss of employment or loss of custody. For these reasons, there is a need for further research to be conducted into the self-represented accused’s experiences with plea negotiations, following the model of the work conducted by Baldwin and McConville (1977, 1979) in England in the late 1970s. There is also a pressing need for research into the prevalence of mental impairment among accused persons in the justice process, and how this plays out in relation to guilty pleas and plea negotiations.
Chapter 8: Building Trust and Confidence in the Criminal Justice System

The criminal justice system aspires to be open, transparent and accountable to the public. Indeed, the courts and the key organisations involved in the criminal justice system (Victoria Police, VLA and the OPP) recognise that transparency, integrity and accountability are key goals. All three criminal courts operating in Victoria state their aims as being to increase trust, maintain or increase public confidence, and to be seen to be transparent and accountable. The Supreme Court (2015: 14), for example, lists its purpose as being ‘to ensure equal access to justice; to ensure fairness, impartiality and independence in decision-making; to ensure processes are transparent, timely and certain; and to ensure accountability for the Court’s use of public resources’. The County Court (2016) likewise aims to ensure respect, integrity, fairness, timeliness and transparency, ‘which is achieved through open and reasoned decision-making and clear, understandable processes’, and identifies ‘maintaining and reinforcing public trust and confidence in the court and the administration of justice’ as a primary objective. VLA (2016b) declares two of its main purposes to be ‘encouraging a fair and transparent legal system’, and striving to ‘make a positive difference to the community through the justice system’. The OPP (2016) aspires to act ‘with integrity … uphold public trust’ and act ‘fairly … [to] promote an environment that is free from bias, favouritism and self-interest’. In light of the above, we might ask how these values fit with the plea negotiation processes operating in Victoria?

In each interview, time was set aside to discuss public perceptions and understandings of plea negotiations, and how these might affect people who come into contact with the criminal justice system, whether as a victim or an offender. The majority of participants acknowledged that there is a significant problem with public (mis)understanding of plea negotiations and how this process operates in the Australian context, which is tainted by the fictionalised versions created by American television shows:

The way in which plea negotiations are conducted has served the community well. … But I don’t think the public knows and understands enough about it. They’ve got American pictures in mind. The more we can educate them about that, I think the more that they will actually come to respect what takes place. … If there is a lacuna here, or gap in the process, it’s not that the system is not working, it’s just that we are not communicating how the system works to the public. (Judge09M)

Participants highlighted a lack of public understanding of the importance of negotiations, how they work, and their benefits: ‘people need to understand how these things come about and why deals are done and what the purpose of it all is’ (Judge05M). Defence03F explained:

I think when people just hear that you’ve been charged with X and you’ve pleaded to Y and they think, well that seems like a slap on the wrist. They don’t understand why sometimes things fall over because a complainant doesn’t want to participate or because there just isn’t evidential basis or the person was completely overcharged and should never have been charged with that offence. So, I think the more the public knows about all of it can only benefit us.

Defence09F similarly described the public view as ‘very black and white’. She observed:
A lot of people don’t understand that the legal system isn’t as black and white as someone’s guilty or not guilty, they don’t understand that there’s an area of grey which is plea resolutions which is, this may have happened but did it happen this way? Is this the appropriate charge? How is it going to resolve? I think probably that’s not a bad thing for people to know that it’s not as black and white as if someone goes to trial. (Defence09F)

When specifically asked whether it would be beneficial for the public to better understand plea negotiations, most participants expressed support for greater education of the public about plea negotiations in general, on the proviso that it did not involve sharing the ‘particularities’ of individual cases: ‘I think that they do have a right to know. We pride ourselves on being an open system and people are allowed into court, and I think they should know the general framework of what happens’ (Defence05M). Judge12M expressed a similar view, maintaining that:

I think the more the public knows about all of our justice processes, the better. ... Do they need to know what’s happening in particular cases? No. ... But is it appropriate for the public to know that these things happen? ... If you’re an interested member of the public how do I find out what this is all about? I think the answer to that is they should be able to.

Prosecutor01F likewise claimed, ‘it would be really helpful if they knew more. The public don’t generally seem to know, unfortunately, much of what we do’. This view was supported by Defence10FR, who stated that ‘there’s no knowledge of the OPP. No one knows who the DPP is. No one has any idea what the OPP do. And it’s surprising’. She went on:

There’s a lot of ignorance in the community about what actually goes on at court. Because I think, for the public, what it boils down to is outcomes. But I think if there was greater understanding about getting to that outcome that would be better because I think for the public it’s, what did he get? That’s all that matters for them, but there’s really no understanding of, why the prosecution might have accepted a plea offer to manslaughter instead of murder or why things happen the way they do. ... Occasionally when I have clients come in here if they haven’t been involved with the legal system before, they have no understanding of how it works. ... There’s a common perception that what the police tell them is what will happen and that, you know, when the police guarantee a CCO that that’s what they’re going to get and that, in fact, you’re looking at a term of imprisonment. And in fact it’s the OPP that prosecute. And in fact it’s the Director that makes the decision about whether your matter proceeds. ... That real lack of knowledge makes things really difficult for us and it takes a lot of effort and discussion to explain. (Defence10FR)

Defence17F also reflected on the benefits of providing more information to help accused persons better understand the process:

I think there’s a bit of suspicion and distrust of the legal profession so the more transparency about the legal process there is, the better. The more well-educated consumers of legal services there are, the better. So that we’re not having to totally inform them, do Legal Studies 101 every time you sit in front of a client.
Several participants linked more information with increased confidence in the criminal justice process overall. As Judge11F maintained, ‘a better-informed public is always better in terms of having real confidence in the criminal justice system or an understanding of how it works’. Judge06M likewise observed that providing more information would ‘improve the confidence that the community has in the criminal justice system’. He maintained:

For people to understand that negotiations and settlements are appropriate and save a bundle, and that it’s not ‘plea bargaining’, it’s not the American kind of negotiation where they literally do settle the sentence before it goes to the judge. I think that’s grossly inappropriate and I suspect that the community may think that that’s what happens here because everybody watches too much television. So I think a properly crafted communications strategy around these things is sensible and would be helpful to shed some light on the dark corners of ignorance. (Judge06M)

Defence12FR also claimed that people ‘have this impression that criminal lawyers either get people off on a technicality, or you’re running trials all the time. But the vast majority of matters settle. And I think if people knew more about the process, then they might have more confidence in the system, and outcomes being the right outcomes’.

While most participants felt that the public’s understanding of plea negotiations is limited, some suggested that ‘the community aren’t all that interested’ (Defence06MR) and that ‘people that are actually interested in the law, they already know’ (Defence06MR). Taking a slightly different view, Defence11M observed that ‘the public know about plea negotiations. I mean I’m not an expert on this area … [but] I think that everyone knows that it takes place’. A few participants stated that sufficient information is readily available for interested parties, and therefore there is little need to increase education or public awareness. As Judge08M explained:

They are informed about the process of how the DPP approaches it, that’s all in their Act or guidelines. And I’m sure you can go on the DPP website and find out all that stuff … that’s all already publicly available.

Prosecutor06M also pointed to the ‘Director’s policy [being] online’, so ‘people can access information in relation to it’. And during the roundtable, Prosecutor14M similarly identified that, ‘in terms of making those processes more widely transparent, we’ve published policies on early resolution and giving reasons for decisions on our website, the information is there’.

The OPP has gone to great lengths to ensure a degree of transparency in relation to its commitment to early resolutions by providing a clear statement on its website – a publicly accessible form of information – that it is ‘committed to pursuing appropriate early resolution of matters, which contributes significantly to the efficiency of the criminal justice system’ (OPP 2016). And, as several participants noted, the relevant Director’s Policies pertaining to early resolutions and guilty pleas are also available for the public online. Further to this information, the OPP has an excellent reputation for keeping victims informed and abreast of their case in matters involving plea negotiations (Flynn 2012). Indeed, a key focus of the new OPP structure is maintaining communication with victims. Since the introduction of s 9 of the Victims’ Charter Act 2006 (Vic), prosecutors in Victoria are required by statute to inform victims of any decision to modify the charge(s) being proceeded with or to accept a guilty plea to a lesser charge(s). Flynn’s (2012: 95) study found that there have been some significant positive outcomes for victims resulting from the introduction of this legislation:
By requiring that prosecutors not only inform, but explain to victims why certain decisions were made in their case, the limitations relating to victims feeling alienated and disempowered by the plea bargaining process can be reduced. Importantly, additional explanation of the plea bargain and why the decision was made to resolve the case can address the significant limitation that impacts on victim perceptions of being sold out, or the process failing to offer just outcomes.

At the roundtable, Judge16F reflected on the positive way in which the OPP was undertaking this role, noting that, ‘generally, there seems to be an acceptance, certainly at County Court level, by victims of the negotiated outcome as we see it reflected, for example, in the victim impact statement’. She suggested that this was ‘a good illustration of how, with real information and people who are prepared to engage, you can get a better outcome’. In discussing this role, Prosecutor14M noted at the roundtable:

It is the case that we’ve invested far more time, training and focus on consulting with victims often face to face so that they understand the process, and in many more cases we’re giving them reasons for the decision, and again that may be by letter but it’s often, and more and more often, face to face and it does have that effect of them understanding and accepting the process.

In considering ways to better inform the public about the process of plea negotiation, there is good reason to reflect on what might be learned from the OPP’s engagement with victims.

In discussing the subject of how to better inform the public, participants identified a number of difficulties. As Judge10F explained, ‘these are complex issues so it’s not going to work in a column inch grab or a 30-second sound bite’. One of the primary difficulties identified related to how to improve the public’s understanding of the broader benefits of resolutions. Prosecutor02FR maintained that ‘most people would probably be horrified that you sit there and you negotiate with defence the result of a traumatic experience in their life. How do you explain that’? Several participants spoke of the lack of legal knowledge as making it difficult to explain the process to members of the general public. As Prosecutor04M claimed, ‘it’s not something that can always be adequately explained to the public because the public might not have a trained legal mind and understand why we’ve done what we’ve done’. Defence19M similarly maintained that ‘the level of education that would be required to bring the public up to a level that they could comprehend why certain things happen. … I would be concerned that it [would] create more confusion rather than resolve confusion’.

Participants reflected on this difficulty being compounded by the media, who many considered do not provide accurate or sufficient information on legal matters:

The way that cases are reported in the media is quite shocking. We’ve got reporters reporting only the allegations and basically none of the mitigation and so the public is then left with the allegation and then the end result which doesn’t in their opinion reflect what happened. (Defence02F)

Defence13F similarly observed, ‘the media, a lot of the time, paint it [plea negotiations] in quite a negative way …. [so] the public are aware that the process occurs, it’s just the media doesn’t explain how and why, which makes it [plea negotiations] look bad’. Indeed, the way in which the media depict plea negotiations is important because, without any direct
involvement in the process, most people only obtain information, gain knowledge and make sense of the criminal justice process via the media. As Judge01M maintained:

> There’s nothing wrong with having the public made properly aware of what takes place. If we had competent journalists who actually understood and were legally qualified and could actually write sensibly … that would help a great deal.

As alluded to by Judge01M, the media are very powerful in that they can effectively construct the reality of the plea negotiation process, as opposed to simply reflecting that reality. Defence11M observed that ‘negotiations, unfortunately, are misunderstood through the media, which puts, in turn, political pressure on the government to introduce ridiculous measures like baseline sentencing’. Defence27M similarly noted at the roundtable that ‘understanding is driven by the tabloid press and when we’ve got to dance to the tune of the tabloid press then we’re in trouble’.

Defence07M recognised a need to enhance the public’s understanding of plea negotiations, but explained that the public’s ‘case law references and text books are the Herald Sun and The Age, which don’t do justice to the legal community at all’. He continued:

> I think the public should know a lot more about all of it and efforts are being made through various organisations but most of those organisations don’t reach out to the ordinary Joe Blow in the public. … So I think the public should know everything and all the intellectual energy that goes into all the processes but in a much more informed way than currently [occurs] and it’s an indictment on our media. (Defence07M)

In addition to flagging ideas about how to better educate the public, a number of participants were wary that providing more information to the public could negatively affect the plea negotiation process, either by ‘constraining’ (Defence03F) the flexibility of discussions or shedding light on a practice that ‘doesn’t reflect what the public thinks happens’ (Prosecutor02F), which may generate public dissatisfaction and result in some kind of restrictions being imposed on the process. As Defence11M claimed, this could lead to ‘knee-jerk reactions to uninformed public outcry’. Defence03F also raised this concern:

> I wonder if that [more education] would then constrain us, and anything that would possibly put further constraints on how we go about that would trouble me I think. … My concern would be that some of the slightly unconventional things that we might engage in might then not happen.

Defence09F similarly maintained that more information could lead to public outrage:

> There could be the possibility that it would be misunderstood and people would think all these awful criminals are getting these really great deals cut for them and that shouldn’t be happening and it’s an abuse of the process and it’s an abuse of the system and they should all go to jail, because that tends to be the common perception anyway.

Defence16F likewise claimed, ‘with education there’s always a risk that the information can be misused. ... They’re already going to be saying, is all this closed shop’? Defence19M offered a similar view, arguing that ‘you could even inflame matters almost, [for example] because she won’t give evidence against him, he gets a better deal? What? I think people would start getting
really concerned about it’. And Judge03M felt that enlightening the public ‘might have the opposite effect’ to that intended. He explained:

It might simply create outrage as to how a murder charge ultimately was pleaded down to a manslaughter charge. ... Police lay every charge in the book. ... Now you’d never be able to explain to the public that that’s the way in which charges are initially laid. That people get 30 charges and the expectation is that someone will plead to two or three. (Judge03M)

In line with these concerns, some participants suggested that it was not worth educating the public on plea negotiations, as they ‘are not going to be able to understand it anyway’ (Defence06MR) and ‘probably don’t need to’ (Defence11M). As Defence11M maintained:

Should or do they need to [understand]? ... People are hypercritical of the justice system, whilst being ignorant of the justice system, and that finds its way into the papers and it finds its way across the population generally. Are you going to be able to stop that criticism by educating? Probably not. ... I don’t think education, in real terms, will assist. I don’t think you’ll find utility in education.

Several participants argued that not only was there no value in providing information on plea negotiations to the public, but also that ‘it’s not any of the public’s business’ (Judge08M). As Defence09F observed, ‘people outside the legal system don’t need that much understanding of it’. Defence01M went further than this, asserting that plea negotiations are ‘none of anyone’s business’; and, despite recognising that the public may be a party to the negotiations as the body whom the state is representing – ‘a party to negotiations might be the state, an individual or both’ – he maintained that providing information on plea negotiations to the public was ‘stupid ... it’s idiotic’. Judge08M also questioned: ‘what’s it got to do with the public?’; while Defence03F asked, ‘should you actually educate all of those people who have no idea about our system entirely’?

These comments raise a range of important questions about the plea negotiation process. They highlight some of the issues briefly touched on in Chapter 5 regarding the existence of a legal profession that views non-lawyers as outsiders. Some of the views expressed above are also in conflict with the aims of the justice system as outlined at the beginning of this chapter: to ensure transparency, integrity and accountability. Further to this, referring to the ‘unconventional things’ (Defence03F) that can occur in negotiations, recognising that discussions are a ‘closed shop’ (Defence16F), and suggesting that the public may get ‘really concerned’ (Defence19M) or even ‘outrage[d]’ (Judge03M), simply by being provided with information on the nature of plea negotiations, all imply that there is something untoward about this practice, despite its clear benefits and widespread use as a method of case disposition. These comments also touch on the issues raised in Chapter 4 in relation to family violence cases, where negotiations are considered to be at odds with the public interest and a less appropriate way to dispose of a case than a contested hearing or trial.

The views expressed by these participants also contrast with studies that suggest that, when the public are given more information, they have increased confidence in the justice system overall and that the ‘level of public knowledge of crime and criminal justice’ is significantly improved (Freiberg 2003: 228). Indeed, previous research indicates that providing more information to the public about the roles of those involved in the legal system, including ‘what they are doing, and why they are doing it, [will] … reduce the likelihood that people will perceive a gulf
between their expectations of the criminal justice system and the reality’ (SAC 2006: 23). Research also shows that providing the public with increased information reduces their levels of punitiveness (Lovegrove 2007; SAC 2006; Warner et al. 2011). For example, in examining 698 juror reactions to the sentences imposed in the trials in which they were involved, Warner et al. (2011) found that 90 per cent agreed that the sentence delivered was ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ appropriate, and 52 per cent chose a more lenient sentence than the one imposed by the judge. While the studies on these issues to date have generally been focused on sentencing, similar arguments could apply to plea negotiations. Thus, there is a basis to suggest that, if more information is provided to the public, they will not only be capable of understanding the process, but they may also recognise the value of plea negotiations.

In line with the views of many of the participants, it is important that more information be made available to the public on plea negotiations. The researchers have identified two ways in which this could be achieved: (1) an interactive plea negotiation scenario – ‘You be the Lawyer’; and (2) factsheets.

**Interactive Plea Negotiation Scenario**

Reflecting on the positive role the SAC\(^\text{123}\) has had in increasing public understanding of the sentencing process, some participants suggested that similar avenues could be used to explain the plea negotiation process. As Judge12M maintained, ‘you can have information on websites and in the public domain. … The Sentencing Advisory Council would be the best entity to do this. … It’s an excellent organisation, it has a public educational role, and it does that very well’. Judge04FR similarly suggested, ‘like the stuff on the Sentencing Advisory Council, they did that, you know, You be the Judge sort of thing. You could have some things that are online that are interactive: what the prosecutor does, what the defence lawyer does’.\(^\text{124}\)

The idea of introducing an interactive plea negotiation scenario to help educate the public received some support among the current study’s stakeholder participants at the roundtable. Prosecutor13F, for example, thought that this would be effective ‘in regional areas, where people are more likely to participate and then to talk amongst each other’. However, she noted that ‘in the metropolitan [area], it really is about the media so it may have less input’ (Prosecutor13F). Judge15M suggested that it may be ‘too complicated’ to implement successfully. He explained that:

*You be the Judge* is easy because that’s an open process in court which has clear sentencing principles. It’s much harder I think to do something similar with negotiation because it’s a personality-based system which is a phone call and an email. … It’s often a nuanced conversation that’s not as clear as sentencing principles.

While recognising these limitations, the current study recommends that further research be undertaken to explore the possibility of developing a set of interactive plea negotiation scenarios to assist accused persons, victims and members of the general public to understand how cases can resolve and what types of outcomes may occur. The scenarios could shed light on the common forms of negotiation identified in this report, and, importantly, highlight the rationales behind negotiations. By using a specific set of scenarios, more detailed

\(^{123}\) Emeritus Professor Freiberg is the Chair of the Victorian Sentencing Advisory Council.

\(^{124}\) *You be the Judge* is an interactive video presentation of various sentencing scenarios which requires the viewer to move through various stages of the sentencing process: see https://www.sentencingcouncil.vic.gov.au/you-be-the-judge/virtual-judge.
(hypothetical) information could be provided as to why matters might resolve – such as the evidentiary considerations, the public interest and the interests of the victim and the accused. It could also provide more detailed information on how the charging process works, to counter some of the unrealistic expectations of victims and the public that arise when charges are first laid by the police, and to shed light on how options like rolled-up and representative counts operate. The scenarios could be made available in a public forum online and, in that regard, they could provide a useful tool for defence practitioners to bring to the attention of their clients, and assist prosecutors in explaining the process to victims in a clear, concise manner.

Factsheets

The other potential means of providing more information to the public and those coming before the courts is the use of online and hardcopy factsheets. Defence13FR explained that ‘there could be information distributed, like pamphlets or something like that, just talking about the process and how it works and the role of victims and things like that’. Providing a snapshot of the plea negotiation process, potential outcomes and the rationale behind the decisions made during negotiations was considered a positive step by many participants. As Judge12M maintained, ‘that’s a simple thing to do and it gives it a sort of hook which is the current daily articulation in courts across Victoria’. In describing what could be included in the factsheet, Judge12M suggested an overview that states:

This is what happens, this is what the public sees, this is what the public doesn’t see and these are the views of judicial officers and others about these processes. … You could say, as a matter of public education, every day in courts in Victoria prosecutors read agreed statements of facts, what has happened to reach an agreed statement of facts, is boom, boom, boom, boom, and that’d be your public information.

Defence17F offered a similar view on factsheets, recommending that they include information stating that:

Your lawyer and the prosecutor will discuss the case in a summary case conference. This is how and what the process will look like. Your lawyer always acts on your instructions. There can be a bit of back and forth. It doesn’t always have to be a one-way street. That kind of thing.

Defence17F considered factsheets to be a very useful tool for defence practitioners, as well as duty lawyers, victims and unrepresented accused persons, maintaining that ‘factsheets are good and should be handed out to the parties when they turn up to court’.

At the roundtable, in discussing the potential benefits of a factsheet describing the plea negotiation process, Defence28M agreed that they could make the public ‘understand and come to accept negotiations a little bit more readily’. However, he raised some concerns about who should produce the information, suggesting that if it were produced by VLA, it might be considered by the public to represent ‘a vested interest – a bit biased’; and that it might be ‘a bit more objective’ coming from the OPP.

There are limitations to either VLA or the OPP being responsible for preparing the factsheet. As Defence28M flagged, there is the potential for a factsheet to appear biased to the public if prepared by VLA, insofar as there is a dominant public perception that plea negotiations mean that the accused is ‘getting away with something’. In addition, if the factsheet were prepared
by the OPP and VLA provided this to their clients, it might compound some of the issues identified in Chapter 7, in that some clients may interpret the information as a pressure to plead guilty or as evidence of the defence and prosecution working together ‘against’ them. Accordingly, we recommend that a factsheet be developed by an independent third party or body (such as the SAC or Law Foundation). The factsheet should not be a ‘how to’ guide for unrepresented accused persons; rather, it should present important information on the process so that an individual reading it, even without any legal background, would better understand what may happen, why it may happen, what the discussions may involve and what the outcomes may be. As part of this study, it is recommended the factsheet be made available on relevant legal organisation and stakeholder websites, such as the Department of Justice, SAC, courts, OPP and VLA, and that a hardcopy version be made available at relevant legal organisations including the courts, VLA, the OPP, Victoria Police and private legal practices. It is also recommended that the factsheet be forwarded to media outlets to encourage better understanding and reporting of plea negotiations.

While the usefulness of both the factsheet and the interactive plea negotiation scenarios may be reliant to some extent upon interested members of the public accessing them, ensuring that more information on the process is available is an important step in shedding light on the common, but often misunderstood practice of plea negotiation. One need only look at the positive role the SAC has had in this regard in relation to sentencing. Both options would also provide valuable, transparent information to anyone who has some level of involvement in the criminal justice system – an important outcome in light of this study’s finding that plea negotiations are a common occurrence in Victoria.
Chapter 9: Concluding Comments

Plea negotiations in Victoria are a fact of life, and have been so for many years. These negotiations are not of the kind depicted in fictionalised American television dramas in which plea deals are done and presented as fait accompli to the court, but are part of everyday legal life in a semi-adversarial criminal justice system. Indeed, the stark reality is that the majority of convictions in Victoria are the result of a guilty plea and a majority of those pleas are the product of some form of negotiation between the prosecution and defence. Guilty pleas and the associated negotiation processes have long been recognised as essential to the effective and economic functioning of the criminal justice system.

Plea negotiations in Victoria take many forms – far more than is generally understood. They include not only the withdrawal or substitution of charges, but also negotiations over the use of rolled-up charges and representative counts where there are multiple possible charges, the facts that will be put before the courts, the appropriate jurisdiction in which the case should be determined, further investigations relating to the offender or other accused persons, the payment of costs, and the relevance of time served in custody. And although negotiations around sentence outcomes are constrained by High Court decisions as to the appropriate role of the prosecution\(^\text{125}\), there is still scope for negotiation about submissions relating to the nature of the sanction that might be suitable.

As well as the economic benefits of plea negotiations and guilty pleas to the criminal justice system, there are benefits to accused persons and the victims of crime. However, these benefits must be weighed against the implicit dangers of permitting, or encouraging, accused persons to forego their right to a trial and to challenge possibly arguable charges. They must also be weighed against potential disadvantages to victims, who may consider that their rights, interests or feelings have been overlooked or disregarded. Negotiations must also take into account the interests of the public at large, who may be sceptical, if not suspicious, of events that take place out of their sight, albeit that their gaze might only be directed at these processes when unusual cases are drawn to their attention by the media. The depiction of these cases by the media usually invite the conclusion that deals have been done that result in an accused person being dealt with far less severely than they deserve.

This study of the plea negotiation process in Victoria, based on de-identified case files held by VLA, extensive interviews with members of the legal profession (judicial officers, prosecution and defence counsel, and police prosecutors) and consultations with key legal stakeholders to reflect on the findings and observations, has found that this system is operated by dedicated professionals working within the context of significant financial constraint, which places them under considerable pressure to deal with large workloads quickly and efficiently. All parties – courts, prosecution, defence and police – work within legal, administrative and ethical guidelines. This is not a lawless system, but neither is it perfect. Based on the current study’s research, below a number of observations about the process in Victoria that might result in its better functioning are offered:

1. Police charging practices – in particular, the practice of charging an accused with multiple alternative offences – are problematic because they may place prosecutors in a position of power over the accused and create false hope for victims, who may feel

\(^{125}\) See e.g. Barbaro v The Queen; Zirilli v The Queen [2014] HCA 2.
that their victimisation experience has been downgraded when charges are withdrawn. This is partly the product of the number of possibly overlapping or related offences that can be charged, and partly reflects ‘defensive’ charging practices intended to ensure that no relevant offence is inadvertently omitted. This problem may be addressed by reforms to the structure of the criminal law and/or changes to the charging process. In England and Wales, the equivalent of the OPP (the CPS) is consulted by police before charging decisions are made in the first instance (in serious and complex cases) to ensure that only the most appropriate charges likely to proceed are listed on the indictment.

2. Sentence indication schemes are operating effectively in the summary jurisdiction but are under-utilised in the higher courts. One reason for this is that judges are unable to provide an indication as to the range or quantum of the sentence that is likely to be imposed in addition to the type of sentence. The authors suggest that a trial be undertaken of such an expanded scheme to determine whether more, or earlier, guilty pleas are produced.

3. The High Court’s decision in Barbaro126 has limited the Crown’s ability to make submissions on sentencing. Prior to this case, negotiations relating to sentencing submissions were considered valuable by defence counsel, though less so by prosecuting authorities. The Queensland Government has legislated to remove the restrictions on prosecutors making submissions by providing that a ‘sentencing submission, made by a party, means a submission stating the sentence, or range of sentences, the party considers appropriate for the court to impose’.127 Such an amendment could result in more effective plea negotiations in Victoria should the DPP accept the usefulness and practicality of such a change.

4. Increasingly, popular mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes are adversely affecting plea negotiations by decreasing the number of guilty pleas to charges that carry a mandatory penalty and consequently increasing the number of trials. They also place more power in the hands of prosecutors and move discretion from the courts to prosecution and defence counsel. Caution is urged in expanding the use of such regimes, if only for the effect they have in increasing the (possibly unnecessary) investment in court time, Legal Aid and prosecution resources.

5. An impediment to plea negotiations and appropriate guilty pleas in Victoria is the mandatory placement on the sex offenders’ registry of offenders found guilty of a wide range of sex offences. Consideration should be given to increasing judicial discretion as to whom is to be placed on the registry, which may result in an increase in guilty pleas in sex offence matters.

6. Early resolution–focused pre-trial hearings have the potential to save resources and reduce the time taken to finalise cases, with benefits for accused persons and victims alike. The authors suggest that the funding structure of VLA be reviewed and consideration be given to placing greater importance on the pre-trial process, thereby ensuring that adequate resources are available to staff to engage in these processes.

---

126 [2014] HCA 2.
127 See Criminal Law (Domestic Violence) Amendment Act 2016 (Qld) amending s 15(3) of the Penalties and Sentences Act 1992 (Qld).
particularly the summary case conference. It is also suggested that additional funding and resources be allocated to the summary case conference within Victoria Police, in order to provide a clear contact point for defence practitioners attempting to engage in early negotiation discussions with police.

7. Changes to the level of service provision by VLA have left a significant number of accused persons without access to a legal representative. Further research should be conducted into the self-represented accused’s experiences with plea negotiations and pleading guilty.

8. The need to address and respond to offenders with a mental illness and mental impairments is one of the most critical issues facing the criminal justice system at the present time. Further research should be conducted into the prevalence of mental impairment among accused persons involved in the justice process, with a specific focus on offenders with mental illness who plead guilty and engage in plea negotiations (with or without legal representation).

9. The operation of the criminal justice system is not well understood by the public at large. Sentencing is the subject of many myths and misconceptions, and the plea negotiation process even more so. Providing the community with more information is one means of dispelling misconceptions held by the public. Publication of this report may enhance understanding of the plea negotiation process. Other means of creating a better-informed community could include publishing a factsheet about the process produced by an independent body such as the Law Foundation or SAC, and creating a set of interactive plea negotiation scenarios, possibly along the lines of the SAC’s You be the Judge online video presentation, to assist accused persons, victims and members of the public to understand how cases can resolve and what types of outcomes may be produced.

Finally, it is important to note the recommendations of the VLRC published in late 2016, outlined below.

Section 9 of the Victims’ Charter Act 2006 (Vic) provides that the prosecuting agency must give a victim, as soon as is practicable, information regarding:

(a) the offences charged against the person accused of the criminal offence;
(b) if no offence is charged against any person, the reason why no offence was charged;
(c) if offences are charged, any decision—
   (i) to substantially modify those charges; or
   (ii) not to proceed with some or all of those charges; or
   (iii) to accept a plea of guilty to a lesser charge;

The VLRC has recommended that the DPP be required to provide victims with written reasons for the decision listed at paragraph (c) of the above section, unless the victim has expressed a wish not to be so informed (VLRC 2016: xxii; Recommendation 9). While the authors of the current study recognise some potential for this reform to assist victims, it is of more value to prioritise early and ongoing open, honest and effective communications between victims and representatives of the OPP.

Recommendation 10 of the VLRC (2016: xxii) is that:
The Victims’ Charter Act 2006 (Vic) should be amended to:

(a) establish a right for victims to seek internal review of a decision by the DPP to discontinue a prosecution or to proceed with a guilty plea to lesser charges;
(b) require the DPP when informing the victim of these decisions and the reasons for these decisions to notify the victim of their right to seek internal review and the procedure for doing so.

A similar scheme, the Victims’ Right to Review, operates in England and Wales. This scheme enables victims to request a review of a prosecutor’s decision not to proceed with charges, the outcome of which can include a reversal of that decision. However, it does not permit victims to request a review in cases where:

(i) A single charge or charges are discontinued, but another charge or charges relating to that victim continue (this includes where the matter is resolved through plea negotiation) and;
(ii) A single charge or charges are substantially altered but proceedings involving that victim continue (this similarly involves where a case resolves through plea negotiation).

A number of concerns have been expressed in relation to this scheme, specifically regarding the independence of the review, the lack of readily available information about its operation and the eligibility limits of the scheme which prevent its use where the case has resolved through a plea negotiation (Iliadis & Flynn 2018; Kirchengast 2016; Shaw 2014).

The recommendation of the VLRC to introduce a victim’s statutory right to request an independent review has merit; however, it remains to be determined who would conduct the internal review and what the outcome of the review would be if the decision were deemed to be in error. For example, would the initial decision be overturned (as is possible in England and Wales), and/or would the victim be entitled to some form of compensation?

This report has provided an empirical account of current plea negotiation practices in Victoria, documenting the frequency of plea negotiations, identifying the different forms and outcomes of negotiation, discussing the varying processes involved in reaching an agreement, and presenting observations about the process. It is hoped that the findings presented in this report will improve understanding of plea negotiations in Victoria and contribute to any reform process that may eventuate from this or other reports.

---

Appendix

Policy of the Director of Public Prosecutions for Victoria: Chapter 4 - Resolution

Introduction

1. This Chapter states the DPP’s policy on resolution. It sets out:

   - why resolution is important
   - when resolution may occur
   - when the solicitor must try to reach resolution
   - when the solicitor must seek the views of the victim and informant about resolution
   - that resolution requires CP or DPP approval
   - that a consent mental impairment hearing requires CP or DPP approval
   - that CP’s and solicitors must not discuss resolution with an accused’s legal representative unless conducting the prosecution
   - that resolution must be reduced to writing
   - principles concerning resolution with unrepresented accused.

Why is resolution important?

2. Resolution is necessary for the effective and efficient conduct of prosecutions. It relieves victims and witnesses of the burden of having to give evidence and may help victims put their experience behind them. It provides certainty of outcome and saves the community the cost of trials.

When may resolution occur?

3. Resolution may only occur if it is in the public interest. In determining whether a proposed resolution is in the public interest, regard must be had to:

   (a) whether there is a reasonable prospect of a conviction on each charge. If there is no...
reasonable prospect of a conviction on a charge, then that charge must not proceed. It is improper for such a charge to proceed to committal with a view to the prospects of conviction being reassessed after the committal.

(b) the strength of the evidence on each charge

(c) any defences

(d) the likelihood of an acquittal on any of the charges

(e) whether the charge or charges to which the accused will plead guilty:
   i. adequately reflect the accused’s criminality
   ii. allow for the imposition of an appropriate sentence
   iii. allow for the making of all appropriate ancillary orders.

(f) the views of the victims and the informant

(g) the need to minimise inconvenience and stress to witnesses, particularly those who may find it onerous to give evidence

(h) the likely length of a trial

(i) any proceeds of crime implications. If a restraining order is in force, the solicitor must consult the POC solicitor prior to resolving the matter. Trade-offs between criminal charges and forfeiture of assets should not occur, because criminal and confiscation proceedings involve different considerations and standards of proof.

**When must the solicitor try to reach resolution?**

4. The solicitor must try to reach resolution through discussion with the accused’s solicitors at all stages of proceedings, namely:

   · prior to the committal mention
   · prior to the committal
   · prior to the initial directions hearing
   · prior to the final directions hearing; and
   · prior to and during the trial.
When must the solicitor seek the views of the victims and informant about resolution?

5. The solicitor must seek the victims’ views prior to a resolution, unless the victim:
   - does not want to be contacted about the prosecution; or
   - cannot be contacted after reasonable attempts.

6. The solicitor must seek the informant’s views prior to resolution.

9. The victims’ and the informant’s views must be taken into account in determining whether the resolution is in the public interest. However, the decision to resolve the prosecution ultimately rests with the CP or the DPP (as the case may be) and must be made in accordance with Paragraph 3 of this Chapter.

10. The solicitor must inform the victims and the informant of a resolution prior to the resolution being announced in court.

Resolution requires CP or DPP approval

9. Resolution requires a CP’s or the DPP’s approval, unless the resolution simply involves the withdrawal of lesser alternative charges. Prior to seeking a CP’s or the DPP’s approval, the solicitor should seek guidance from their Team Leader, a Legal Prosecution Specialist or the File Reviewer, as the solicitor considers appropriate. The identity of the CP who approves a resolution must not be revealed to the accused, the accused’s legal representatives or any victims.

10. In any case involving a death, a resolution requires approval of the DPP, or in his absence, the CCP. In any other case, the solicitor may seek the DPP’s approval of a resolution if the solicitor considers it appropriate. In any case in which the DPP is asked to approve a resolution, written advice must first be obtained from a CP.

Consent mental impairment requires CP or DPP approval

11. A matter may not proceed as a consent mental impairment hearing without a CP’s approval. If the matter involves a death, the matter may not proceed as a consent mental impairment without the DPP’s or the CCP’s approval. Prior to seeking the DPP’s approval, written advice must be obtained from a CP.

CPs and solicitors must not discuss resolution with an accused’s legal representative unless conducting the prosecution
12. A CP must not discuss resolution with an accused’s legal representative unless the CP is briefed to appear in the prosecution. An OPP solicitor must not discuss resolution with an accused’s legal representative unless the OPP solicitor has conduct of the prosecution.

**Resolution must be reduced to writing**

16. The solicitor must record any resolution in writing (letter or email) and ensure that the accused’s legal representatives have a copy of that document before the resolution is acted upon. The document should confirm:

- the charges to which the accused will plead guilty
- any agreed facts
- any agreement about sentencing submissions
- any agreement about ancillary orders; and
- any other matter relevant to the accused’s decision to plead guilty.

17. Plea offers made by the accused’s legal representatives should be in writing. However, if the accused’s legal representative makes a verbal plea offer, the solicitor must respond to it in writing.

**Unrepresented accused**

18. Written plea offers made by an unrepresented accused may be considered and responded to in writing. However, the solicitor must not initiate resolution discussions with an unrepresented accused without the DPP’s instructions.
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